
Epimetheus dreams of homecoming: of a life-giving career, 
of affordable housing, of shelter beyond refuge in his beloved 
’68 Ford Falcon ...

Epi’s dream was conceived in late 1968 with the flight 
of Apollo 8, when his congenial despair was shaken by 
Moonbound visions of the generous Earth: “If the Earth is 
so beautiful, why do we make it so ... ugly?” Gravid hopes 
flourished with the joys of Apollo 10 and 11, whereon Epi 
knew he had to seek his own Tranquility Base, only to find, 
with Apollo 12, that he had made “a bull’s-eye landing on 
the Ocean of Storms.”

The rage to fly to his own Moon had transmogged to the 
Rage of Rejection, all brought maddeningly home in the faces 
of headlined killers of the day. How to transcend defeat, and 
not succumb to such violent despair?

By invoking the epic tradition, he resolved to endure all 
trials, including the descent into Hades—not to forget the 
return—a journey doubly mandated by his drafted participation 
in the Winless War. His faith was wavering in 1971 when 
Apollo 15 was launched, whereon Loxian Phoebos dispatched 
a prophet to affirm the landing of the lunar module: “A little 
later, Falcon will give birth to the Rover.”

A sign! A sign!
Epi at once forgot that slight adverbial phrase, “A little 

later ...”
Even so, he ne’er forgot a phrase from a book read in the 

Summer of Apollo: to live one’s life “in the light of eternity.” 
If one’s fading name is to be remembered, what spirits will 
it evoke?

In turn, in another decade, Epi found another guiding light: 
“But what the poet dreams of is the strenuous effort, physical, 
mental, and moral, of waking up to one’s true humanity.”





“Whoever would kill most thoroughly, laughs.”
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Fragments

Amusing notion: many things that I would not want to tell anyone, I tell 
the public; and for my most secret knowledge and thoughts I send my most 
faithful friends to a bookseller’s shop.

–Montaigne, “Of vanity,” 
from Complete Essays, translated by Donald Frame, p. 750

Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to 
be chewed and digested …

–Francis Bacon, “Of Studies”

 “But these thoughts
Full counsel must mature: peace is despaired;
For who can think submission? War, then, war
Open or understood, must be resolved.”

–Satan, Paradise Lost, I, 659-662, John Milton

The daimonic will always be characterized by the paradox ... that it is 
potentially creative and destructive at the same time. ... Rilke then is right: 
if he surrenders his devils, he will lose his angels too.

–Rollo May, Love and Will, pp. 163-64

So long as antimilitarists propose no substitute for war’s disciplinary 
function, no moral equivalent of war, ... so long they fail to realize the full 
inwardness of the situation.

–William James, Introduction, “The Moral Equivalent of War”

We don’t want them to be soldiers on the court, just following 
commands. We want them thinking more like special forces, generating 
their own collective energy and confidence.

–Travis Knight, Gonzaga basketball conditioning coach

He has all the makings to be a killer.
–Pharrell, on Braiden Sunshine,

15-year-old singer on The Voice, The Battles, Part 3 [Season 9]

Its desire is for you, but you must master it.
–Biblical God to Cain, after rejecting his offering,

Genesis 4:7, Confraternity Translation

I am driven by a murderous curiosity …
–Einstein, letter to Paul Habicht, 1907

Einstein: His Life and Universe by Walter Isaacson, p. 143

After John Glenn orbits the Earth: E Praeteritis Futura: Out of the past, 
the future. Military Highway, the town’s main drag since Hampton’s days 
as a war boomtown, got a new name: Mercury Boulevard.

–Hidden Figures, Margot Lee Shetterly, p. 225
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Canticle 1
Tenth Anniversary of Apollo 11

and delusions, I sing; of Epimetheus, who lived in his 
car because he wished to be a singer. O Cynthia, Goddess of the Moon, 
announce me as your acolyte: I bring news of Apollo, who loves a joyful 
noise. Now, Fit Reader, you who care to know the effect of the Apollo Moon 
Flights on a common youth; who care to know the effect of the Winless War 
on a common draftee; who care to know the effect of assassins on a common 
student—O, gather round to commune with the gods! ’Tis all magnet! 
Apollo calls Epi to transcendence: to soar with the epic tradition, to rise 
above himself, descend into hell, and return with a longing to live: no more 
death-wish, no more seizures to kill one’s Self, or savage Others. Now, Strong 
Reader, you who care to know of deeds and undeeds; who care to read a book 
of thirtyfour monstrous canticles; who delight in headlines as chief caesura; 
come pause with me: O, such a challenge for multi-taskers, smart phones in 
one hand, remote-control basket in the other! Now, as when viewers in the 
Land of Nor settle in to watch Slow TV for onehundredthirtyfour hours, 
pacing themselves to enjoy a grand cruise for self-resolved hours each day, 
now, Fit Readers, find your own solenoid link to Epi’s World, along with 
all his gods and friends, and healthy spirit guides.

Come out, Goddess; recall how you helped Epi at all turns, we can 
make a book of it, all to proclaim your glory. Let us stitch in events and 
ideas, your radiance beaconing through dark matter, rising o’er Glacier 
peaks, where you dance round Going-to-the-Moon, the great god-haunted 
mountain. Now, Goddess, guide me in your Moon Dance through the rants 
and glooms: Grant me access to your power. Hear me! I sing the rage of 
Epi, twin son of Evelyn and Julian: Epimetheus, quick to laugh, quicker 
to sulk, in turn brooding on books that freed him, then bound his brain 
in a box. Now, Goddess, Queen of Tranquility, let my thoughts rise high 
with the Eagle: from gravitas to levitas, lightened by ensample of maimed 
Cervantes, who kept strong the will toward joy; lightened too by fate-driven 
Aeneas, who trekked from Troy bearing his father, refusing to yield him to 
the flames. O son of Jules, make glad the song he felt so bitter!

 1 
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Then those who escaped destruction were home, still reeling from 
heavals of the Sixties. Wishy Epi, longing for woman and homecoming, 
was detained by queenly Degree, bright among Goddesses, who entranced 
him into her smooth caves, wanting to matriculate him. But when in 
the circling of Moons that every year comes, so on July 20 Wishy Epi 
dreamed of emerging from the hollows, the ecclesiastical time for true 
homecoming: July 20, around the ascent of Sirios, always a time for 
fresh beginnings. Still in that year, with ten summers behind him, Epi 
was not yet free of his trials nor among his people. “If they can get to 
the Moon, why can’t I [fill in the blank]?” O soar eyes, a common plaint 
of Apollonians! Many gods pitied him, but not Poseidon Earthshaker, 
who remained relentlessly angry with fishy Epi, who wanted to crawl 
up from the sea and become a man.

But now was come the tenth anniversary of Apollo 11. Poseidon was 
away with the far Cousteauans, most distant but reverent of men: vigorous 
seagoers who knew the Moonshot was scarce a blip to the Coelacanth, 
the enduring fossil fish that keeps its cool in deep-sea grottoes, biding 
its time for hundreds of millions of years. Now, tendering refuge from 
the madding celebrations, the far Cousteauans invited the sea god for a 
hecatune of crustacean tuna and most holy mackerel, feasts proliferating 
at a popcorn screening of their latest venture, Skyfallen River. There, 
aboard the far-ranging Calypso, Earthshaker popped his pleasure, most 
honored of gods.

Meanwhile, other divinities gathered at Many Glacier, where Cynthia 
sits in the Leto Library of hallowed Mount Gould. At her call, Homer, 
Vergil, Dante, Milton, Chaucer, and Ariosto enter, followed by Aeschylus 
and Melville and other demigods too numerous to name, all prompted by 
hint that another nobody was making an epic noise. Anon, Zeus, Father of 
Gods and mortals, shook his majestic locks toward the Eternal Flame:

“O for shame, that Kennedy missed the glory of Apollo! The son of 
Joseph, fired by a query from a rocket boy in an orange suit, roused the 
race to reach the Moon and return astronauts safely to Earth. He dared 
hard things joyfully, only to be slain on that Black Friday by the Dragon 
Assassin—a crime so shocking, coming so soon after the Saigon coup, 
with its assurance of safe-conduct for the dislodged tyrant (a promise he 
failed to call in), some still call Jack’s death Karma Diem. Yet his spirit 
lifted NASA through calamities, in turn launching Saturn’s Eagle into 
the heavens: Armstrong and Aldrin touching Tranquility, roaming the 
Moon and patrolling, while Huckleberry Collins rattled round Selene in 
his mini-cathedral, not landing, yet content to team so close.

“We meet not to heed idlers who allege assassin conspiracies: which 
way they fly is Hell, in wandering mazes lost, like dour George Carlin who 
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longed to return as JFK’s assassin so he can claim the scoop on Dallas. 
Let them seek the truth without us. We meet to consult on Wishywashy 
Epimetheus Kohoutek, son of Julian and Evelyn: Julian from the Land 
of Ire, and Evelyn from the Way of Nor, Dionic devotees whose longing 
for spirits turned blessings to blastings. College held no lure for Julian 
and Evelyn, their world bounded by high schoolisms and speakeasies. In 
that cold December they heard no Sterne errant warn them of thoughtful 
parenting: an embrace that conceived the twin-begottens, who in August 
birth were at once bound to seek comic relief. In time’s turning Julian 
and Evelyn became laureates of Whitey’s Wonderbar, and despaired of 
remedies: Julian swallowed a rifle, splattering the Chevy wagon with his 
life’s blood, and Evelyn drank till her brittle veins burst, her motherblood 
flooding the hospital bed, where daughter-twin Ktimene stood helpless, 
assisting as off-shift nurse. Epimetheus longs to transform this legacy, and 
so renamed himself, but knew nothing about choosing names, as when, 
in evolving eras, LL Cool J and Queen Latifah stepped into winsome 
personas. Even so, he took one small step in his early teens: his mirror 
revealed an Elvis sneer, wherefore he relaxed his lip, massaging its snarl. 
Anon, what makes him smile doubles his suns!

“Yet he remains convulsed by visions of Oswald, whose Gorgon lips 
smirk at Kennedy’s exploding skull, the Furies unleashed, the world 
shattered by a proud aspirer: fatherless Lee, a god in ruins. Epi was 
seared, groynynge, whelmed by endless flashinations. ‘His infuriating 
smirk!’—a rage Epi can master only if he lets his work master him.”

At once Athene, Goddess of Wisdom: “O Son of Kronos, lordliest of 
the mighty, I have a soft spot for seekers who dare the descent. Yet Epi 
knows nought of heralds dispatched to Oswald, whose head was filling 
with monsters. It was 1963, the Year of the Dragon: a dragon malign, 
about to unleash holy horrors across the generous Earth. Wherefore 
even Oswald began humbly, invoking: ‘I would perform a heroic deed 
of unheard-of prowess for your sake.’”

Zeus: “O my prince, my captain, my Lee Harvey Bobo! Our Prince 
Likhoi longed for fame and glory, most piteous dream of fatherless sons! 
Apollo the Healer dispatched Hermes to stir responsibility in cause: ‘Its 
desire is for you, but you must master it.’ Hermes nudged Rimma the 
Guide and Translator, who prompted Lee to read Dostoevsky’s The Idiot. 
Anon, Atê altered his musical gene, and Alik strayed from his humor, 
unwilling to lighten dyslexia by wresting with comic ways.”

Athene: “Likhoi became a curious reader, but by no means voracious. 
He read thus far and no farther. He ne’er sensed the comic in tragedy, 
but was entranced by Fame with its Gates of Gleaming Ivory. He saw in 
Rimma no Sibyl bringing comic warning and warning, and so suffered 
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the worst of pangs, more violent in a lonely zealot than a dragon’s tooth. 
O, a willful rage that rankles restraint! He invoked no gods to guide him 
to the ways of true power, wherefore he got his mail-order rifle, and then 
there he lay in drizzly dreams with that wonderful metal monster: all 
thinking changed by feign of easy solution, all defeats conquered by a 
single thoughtless goal. In turn his final wail became a gape of despair: 
black-hole wounds like dumb mouths, his ruby lips ne’er to find true 
voice by wresting with the far-seeing Muse.”

Zeus: “His will became his fate, ne’er patient to transform rages into 
a labor-loving man. O, it makes Norm rant! Lee could have been a poet, 
not a liar; a grateful epigone, not a gaping fish, all poet-tential thrashed 
in death’s pallor. And with it a dismal epitaph: streetside scandalmongers 
cheering news of his shooting.”

The Father of Gods and Mortals paused, looking to Homer and Vergil 
and Pope, as if seeking a prompt from poets translated to this higher 
blessedness. They laughed. Joy from harp-tuning filled the hall; a falcon in 
wingèd glide graced the Glacial air: a paper fell from his talons. Aeschylus 
retrieved it. It was a cartoon by Robert Leighton, a fish emerging from 
the deeps, legging onto volcanic shores, bearing a sign: “The Beginning 
Is Near.” Wolves howl, frogs croak round, all Nature in soft amphibial 
accord. One army of frogs sang Qua, another sang Frok.

Laughter-loving Aphrodite interposed: “Let us not forget the assas-
sination of Vaughan Meader, whose [pausing for effect] vigahrus career 
was murdered in Milwaukee on the day the laughter died.”

Eftsoones, Aristophanes and Jung entered; Cervantes too, with George 
Meredith, who palmed a small green Japanese kaerú or frog, to hint a 
fable, as in cheer of the Egoist’s evolving Self. Zeus Lykaios, e’er eager 
to converse with the best, brightened to see Montaigne, whose Gasconite 
Muse brings joy to the dailyness of Many Glacier. All present were 
bemused by Epi’s Quest for epic intelligence; all struck by this Wishy whose 
feeble powers were roused to play with epic spirits in a new way.

Athene: “Epi’s mind oft fills with monsters too: another slow learner 
with a quick temper, longing for epic cool. He turns to godlike epigram-
mers for insight. He sees Likhoi as functional illiterate, a sulky dyslexic 
whose vision was wrought by seductive gun journals: heaps of arms to 
invert life’s compass, vaunting his battered bullied youth to reach beyond 
his bounds. Likhoi ne’er learned the rage of Orlando, who, eager for 
face-to-face aristeia, tossed such lightningbolts into the deeps.”

Aristeia. Among such rhapsodes, the Goddess could lightly display 
her learning: they knew it meant show of valor. She continued: “The 
Prince knew not of wrathful Ishmael, who sought comic substitutes for 
pistol and ball, nor was he mindful of Thoreau, who omitted the gun 
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when walking the concords of Walden. And he dismissed Rimma’s Gift, 
a chance to read The Idiot and laugh with Myshkin, who embraced the 
worst that can happen: a laugh at one’s self. Wherefore Likhoi missed the 
gorgeous guffaws that lifted Ippolit, who longed to blast from his skull 
some mighty thought. Prince Lee longed to give the world something to 
think about: a brooder who closed in on himself like a clam, seeking 
fame beyond his scope. He now belongs to the rages.”

Zeus: “A clam in a rush. Had Likhoi trusted Nature’s chafing ways, 
a great pearl might have evolved—and might still evolve if Wishy Epi 
keeps his eyes on eternity, e’er trusting the gods’ search for man.”

Zeus hesitated; turned a blush to Athene and Cynthia, who knew his 
meaning, even as the Moon Goddess glanced over a ha-ha into a dark 
hole dubbed by a sign: A Big Dose of Discord. Zeus reified: “I mean 
gods’ search for ‘man’ in classic universal, inclusive of females, though 
of course few mortals of either gender—or transgender—ascend the 
Madiba Heights to meet their higher Self. Why, even the malleable gods 
find such speech tripplesome: man, humanity, humankind: remove ‘man’ 
and what’s left? Hu, huity, hukind. Change is hard!”

Athene: “And so Prince Likhoi, blood blossoming his clothes, was 
whelmed by the Dragon, now a toxic tode, perishing in that ghast 
Stygian pool. Into the Nothing rushed the Dragon Assassin, unleashed 
to sneer and snarl at will, its black flames blasting and smoking even 
unto today, killing and stifling souls across the generous Earth.”

Fyodor entered. He’d heard the gods weave round in many voices, 
here borrowing, there stitching. Absorbing Athene’s words, he knew 
“toxic tode” meant poisonous corpse, Oswald’s ghost disinterred, his 
sad smirk swirling o’er discontents in every age.

Athene: “Son of Kronos, O lordliest of the mighty, smirking Oswald 
was indeed struck down in a death well remembered. JFK’s toadies had 
lived haply in the halls of October power, thinking, seeking, discussing, 
poised to save the world from nuclear horror—tho’ that honor goes to 
Vasili Arkhipov, a Soviet submariner of courage and restraint. Yet the 
New Frontiersmen seized the day until the monster stirred: that demon, 
that fiend, Envy born of Ambition, still haunting the moors, stirring 
whispering cesspools: a gloom so sad only Delphians guided by Metis 
can wend its sloughs. In these swamps assassin spirits thrive, their pitiless 
crimes woven into tapestries of every age. And JFK, near three winters 
a joyous chief, was slain, and the world became a different place.

“Yet Oswald was not always riddikulous, linked to vile undeeds by 
disdained Bobos. They were not destined for such doom; all were born to 
seek a higher estate. And so I speak for foolish Wishy, even as Goddess 
Degree, daughter of Atlas who bears the storm-tossed world, tires of him. 
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Now Epi feels bereft of his moira, his fate bound by Apollo’s call: Apollo, 
who calls not the qualified, but qualifies the called. Nought can crush 
Epi if he seeks levity. Yet you, Thunder God, send not joys of Metis but 
ballooning brain clouds. O, grant strength to our One-Dream Seeker! 
Why, Zeus, are you so harsh with him?”

“My child, such doubts escape your faith’s barrier! How can we 
slight Sir Vaunting Wishy, who beyond all epicants is a carefully chosen 
Nobody? Who else revives the gods and the epic, puffing myths beyond 
his scope? He remains resolved to harrow the Earthbound hell his father 
could not escape. The epic seeds will grow; he has the nurturing impulse. 
Why Epi is the first mythseeker in centuries to invoke the Argonauts, 
heralding his ’68 Ford Falcon as errant transport. Wishywashy he is, a 
half-breed descended from myriad mongrels converging o’er millennia, yet 
most blessed. Whom else shall we send; whom else deem sufficient?

“Nay, Goddess of the Gray Eyes, it is not I who balloons Epi brain 
clouds; it is Poseidon Earthshaker, all tasked and heaped by Wishy’s 
longing to become a space cadet. And still Epi sings of JFK, who saw 
that mortals must reach beyond their grasp, or what’s the new ocean 
for? Such talk was blasphemy to Earthshaker, whose pain convulsed 
the deep: words piercing to the Nothing, awakening many dragons, one 
called Assassin. Nature’s daimonics were further unhinged by Wernher 
von Braun, who in Pleistocene parallel declared the first Moon landing 
equal to the day aquatic life first crawled up on the land.”

Zeus Lykaios noted ancient undercurrents: “Athene, you know these 
conceits were beyond Epi’s grape-sized intellect. Yet his sleepy brain was 
convulsed, and Earthshaker, son of drenchyng Saturn, now saw Wishy as 
Noisome Twolegs. For if this spineless wonder could rise from shallows 
to sing on his feet, fishy schools multitudinous were sure to follow in 
the brit: as when Orpheus played the lyre to appease Cynthia, savior 
of ships; Orpheus, who sang to shield the Argo from swamping waves, 
fishes leaping and breaching, Jason’s dream their dream. Less buoyant 
is Wishy Epi, who, deep-sinking, darted blindly for Coelacanth caves, 
struck dumb by sheer lack of plans. In weary turn he returned to school, 
invoking Apollo and transcendence, dispensing his color TV to Charlotte 
in the summer of ’76. Eftsoones, the Cyclops howled; Polyphemos raged 
to Father Poseidon that Nobody Wishy had gouged his eye. Yet Epi sought 
only to flee the flickering cave where countless dreamers die, their brains 
dashed out, a feast for the Cyclops’ abominable appetite.

“But come, Athene, let us work out Epi’s homecoming, where his 
slow-but-steady quest attracts Glacial Grace. Earthshaker shall quell his 
anger, and wrench his will to ours, divine wills united.”

“Wrench?!”
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The word resounded, reverberating Glacial Halls. Divine eyes turned. 
It was Hera herself, Queen of Glacier and Goddess of Marriage, sprung 
from her throne, a divine hair disquietly falling. Her grief is sharp: 
“Ruler of the great heavens, why are you so slow to hear me, so slow to 
see—to see how Wishywashy has bypassed twice-seventy nymphs with 
their splendid bodies, a bachelor e’er in swoon, yet fearing their soft 
beauty. Avast! this ingrate dilettante beswooned in epic folly leaves me 
dishonored, and cannot escape his gonad fate. Feminine splendor peaks 
his inadequacies; he is heedless of my power. In his thirtyfifth year he 
still ignores my worship, shuddering to take a wife who bears babes of 
Earthbound happiness, dismissing marriage as deadly to Apolline call. 
‘Another blis before mine eyes I place,’ he says.” She steps forward. 
“I will not be ignored, Zeus!” Swirling: “O how unlike chaste Mother 
Teresa who hails the joys of skinful sex, inspiring billions in Trojanless 
worship to proliferate trillions of votaries to honor me, their Most Holy 
Mother, Glacier’s Most Honored Queen. Well, bachelor Epi, so be it; if 
I cannot stop your Apolline Fate, I can yet make it hard, hard.”

Apollo laughed: “He who seeketh hard things shall have it hard.” 
The god of truth and poetry saw in singledom not apostasy, but fidelity, 
a stratagem for expiation.

Eftsoones, swift as thought, Hera was beside Eros, playing with 
erectile bones, his playmate Gonymede serving in Many Glacier Hall. 
Aphrodite perked an ear as Hera enjoined: “Fill wanton Wishy with 
lust, with chimeras multitudinous, as when wild mustangs, longing to be 
stallions bold as Bucephalus, morph instead to mute baffleheads. If Wishy 
will not woo Earth’s celestials, then wrack his nightful days with frenzy 
of the Pubic Wars.” Eros grabbed his quivers of lead, and was gone.

Cynthia looked from Sterne to Vergil, who whisp’ed to Athene: “Love 
of sex keeps war in war, and the Hero Heavens near-empty.”

Zeus reached for his chalice, the gold cup that stands filled forever. He 
drank; Gonymede the Glorious advanced to top the Thunder God’s cup 
with gleaming wine, a nectar sweetened with grapes from the generous 
Earth: food not of gods, yet accepted so.

Eftsoones, a soft voice filled Many Glacier Hall.
“You’re forgetting something.”
All Glacier turned. It was Dionysos, the roaring god, having entered 

via the Backbone Cove where he parked his bicycle, up from the Land of 
Ire where in pubs he is hailed as Dionyzeus the All-Fulfilling. All-Knowing 
Zeus hesitated in mid-quaff. “Who let you in?”

“You, Your Grace, when you raised a brow to Gonymede; so seeking 
to lift your spirits, you hailed a power greater than yourself.”

All-blushing Zeus: “What do you want?”
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Lights in the hall flickered, dimmed—restored eftsoones by light-
ningbolts from Estcheemah’s alternate solar source.

Saith Dionysos: “Epi must learn, in the fullness of his grape-seed 
wit, that he wants initiation into my Bacchic rites.”

“He wants nothing of the kind,” Cloud-Gatherer stormed, missing 
the nuance, his word-sense skewed by the earthbound mix. “He wants 
to flee alcohol’s penthos, or escape his parents’ grief; to repair in himself 
the ruins of his parents’ fall.”

Dionysos: “Wants as in lacks; Epi lacks initiation into my rites. Until 
he wants initiation, he can ne’er find homecoming. He will go mad with 
rage first; his resentments will displace Apolline ideals.”

“You will incite this?”
“He incites himself. He rants that I’m parental destroyer, but merely 

tears himself apart, as a thistleball sunders itself from the aridambar 
tree, and falls into the street to spike bicycle tires. He must till his own 
mounds before founding his own home.”

Zeus: “You know Epi abstains; he scorns booze as Odysseus spurned 
the lotus, having but one drink since ’69, and that a black Jack Daniel’s, a 
lapse he rather regrets. (True repentance is hard, hard.) Still, he scorns your 
joys as delusive: not stimulants, but depressants to sap true powers.”

“More will be revealed, even unto you, mighty Zeus, and especially 
unto Wishy, who knows naught of Farrar Elementary, whose tadpoles arm 
themselves with books; nor does Wishy know anything of Aristophanes’ 
Frogs, whose descendants arm themselves with laughs.” The vine god 
gestured to the Vision of Apollo, a celestial wonder for Global Patriots. 
He traced a circle around the Canosa wine bowl, wherefrom Glacier 
water-drinkers fill carafes of joy. “These communal spirits delight in 
abstinence; and, as I freed Amphibial Aeschylus to sing his Oresteia, 
whose Furies are treated with respect; and as I freed comic Euripides to 
sing of Pentheus, who hated my worship, so can I free Epi to—”

“What about my mysteries?”
It was Ares the Bloodstained, jolting Glacier anew. The divinities 

turned to see the god of war near a tapestry spanning the library wall, 
just unveiled by Athene, who placed it beside weavings of Troy, another 
hint of passing things. Cynthia stepped up, her glance bright as the Full 
Moon, beaming on the flourish of woven scenes. In the center, near a 
small map of Dien Bien Phu, stands Hera, the Strongpoint Goddess, drawn 
to the Orient when French troops invoked her Roman name. Now, from 
atop a towering limestone in the Tonkin Gulph, she beholds the night-gray 
sea and Shen Lung Descending: Shen Lung the Spiritual Dragon, who 
stirs up Tonkin Spooks for bright-eyed sailors eager to play at war. Shen 
Lung breathes, and luminous mists creep low round a wraithful PT boat 
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called the Tantalus. Pictoscripts hint the Year of the Dragon, when half a 
continent was loosed from its moorings, careening into Ha Long Bay amid 
Iliadic bafflements. Here a hugeous nation is dwarfed by Laughing Dog 
Wall and a stone forest of dragon spires; blue threads weave a profile that 
rears o’er a warrior nation, a brute giant dead-set in its flawful ways, flailing 
mightily. In the upper right is all-present Hera, watching tanks rowling 
from the Ho Bo Woods, some troops waving socks, laughing, all eager to 
take Sighgone, thence renaming it Ho Ho Ho (He Who Enlightens).

Ares strode by the tapestry: “Epi is shamed by doubts of cowardice, 
having no aristeia in the Footnote War. He had but faith in a vague ideal, 
something so small as his personal survival: ‘I will not let this stupid war 
kill me.’ And so he sulked in bunkers as battalion RTO, ingenious for 
himself, scorning the war as insult to his intelligence. Yes, he survived, a 
reverse Achilles who still sulks isolate a decade later, dying megadeaths 
daily from fear of trifles. His days as jawb-slave are far from over.”

Dionysos: “Epi too has his courage. If living a war is different from 
fighting one, recall the battlefield bliss of your beloved disciple Greaves 
Zagreus, who enlisted to flee the writer’s lonely call. Drawn to physical 
bravery, he loved the camaraderie of the Rangers amid hellish fire for 
a brotherly cause. He scaled the cliffs of Normandy, undaunted by 
D-Day terrors and wounds, all for his team and generations unborn. 
This glad warrior learned to love blasted trees; he saw each branch to 
best advantage, the fierce fires of gleaming steel far less terrifying than 
his unvoiced dread, going alone to his room to write: alone because he 
forgot to invite the Muse to sit by him. Yet, by grace of a brotherly gift, 
a book of essays by William James, Wishy Epi now seeks ‘the moral 
equivalent of war.’ He sometimes ‘acts as if,’ invoking the gods for wits 
to live manfully, despite years of rejection and inertia. Even unto you, 
Ares, his aristeia will be revealed.”

Just so Glacier learned of the Roaring God’s loving search for Epi. 
The gray-eyed Goddess rejoined: “O brother kalypsoed, hidden god of 
Wishy, by some called the Crushing God, it shall be done: Epimetheus of 
the clumsy designs shall find a home, he shall carve a comic trail: 1969 
will be the fourth great date in humane history. On the others—1776, 
1861, 1893—Citizens of the World served, and shall be asked to serve 
again. Let us dispatch Hermes to Washington State, to convey to lovely-
haired Degree our absolute purpose, the homecoming of Wishywashy 
Epi. And I shall go to Pullman to stir up confidence in him.” The gods 
raised their cups, and left the hall united like soldiers in a campaign—all 
except Ares, who clanged from the hall. He brushed by Socrates, who’d 
been asking Thomas Mann how mortals distinguish dreams from reality. 
Thomas, distracted: “What’d we miss?”
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And Dionysos who suffers, the god who dies and rises again, said: 
“Away, Hermes Argephontes; announce to lovely-haired Degree our 
absolute purpose, that Wishywashy Epimetheus shall return to the City 
of Charlie’s Angels; to the wilds of Laistrygonia, a refuge for outlaws 
and falcons and dreamers, where Epi feels free to be who he is. And Epi, 
who seems alone in his ’68 Ford Falcon, shall be chaperoned by entheos, 
the Many Glacier Gods within, who reveal themselves when he laughs 
at himself. By dint of reading Jax Myth, who raises tequila toasts to 
Mr. Gomez as master-builder, Epi evolves with a sense of deep play.

“Sing too, god of running luck, that readiness meets opportunity. 
Remind Epi of C.G. Jung: that reprobates are the chosen ones. Hint runes 
of Neil Diamond: of playful stones, of frogs as kings. Hymn buoyantly, as 
when Euphemos sang water-walking lyrics the reader is forbidden to see. 
O, those copyrot gods: Before Neil, I am!” He said.

The Vine God turned to Cynthia, no pallid nun of heaven, but a 
Goddess who can battle Poseidon strength for strength but doesn’t brag 
about it. The Celestial joyed to see an end to the old outrage, the endless 
dashing of Epi’s Apolline hopes. She cupped the chin of the Vine God in 
her hand, and gazed into grapeful eyes. “Now, Dion, Epi begins anew: 
Nothing sustains Tranquility more than a steady purpose in life.”

The Crushing God turned to Hermes: “Wishy shall again lie in 
the Falcon, there gathering lyric stones, glad to refrain from embracing; 
there too he ponders the Vision of Apollo and its mandalic harvest, 
Demeter divinely granting. Remind Epi too of Loxian Phoebos and the 
call of Apollo 15: ‘A little later, Falcon will give birth to the Rover.’ For 
it is fated that Epi shall find a home in the land of his unborn sons.”

He spoke, tapping the Messenger with thyrsus grace, allowing him 
to improvise. The quick-minded god in fair sandals soars beyond the 
globe, beyond Phoebos in his path to the Moon; he carries the Caduceus, 
the staff that dims eyes with sleep, or wakes again the sleepers. Anon, 
he gives Saturn a fly-by to view its solar eclipse; there Saturnalia Sylphs 
weave deep-space purple to brighten dark matter, interlooping platters of 
rings with fingers of light. Far distant from the flashing sphere he sees a 
spot of light, a hint of blue: the generous Earth. Anon, he alights amid 
an accepted wonder: spring in the Palouse. Hermes sipped from his flask, 
then alighted in coves of Ovary Hall, where shining Degree in highest 
faculty knew him, silent at his crimson flush. Wishywashy was away from 
his cardboard cubicle, off to the swimming pool. The Slayer of Argos, 
in overflight, saw Epi arc a jackknife off the three-meter board, ease to 
the side, then lift himself to Olympic edge to sit and moan, gnashing and 
groaning, e’er glooming on unlived lives and unfilled dreams. Hermes 
laughed. The shining Goddess in her cups:
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“What’s up, Hermes? What brings the Glacial Messenger to our 
blue-skied vale with white clouds wafting o’er fields and evergreens? 
Want some coffee and doughnuts?”

She spoke, and on a glassy table displayed her fare. The Courier 
God declined, ignoring her tease of protocol, sensing in the air a jest 
from Raphael, who loved to discourse on food for the ingrateful.

“Goddess Drusilla, since you ask, Diony zeus sends me. You have 
the demitode who wretches himself beyond measure, still torn by the 
Winless War: the demitode who winged his way reluctant o’er paddies 
and jungles near the City of Ho for a 362-day tour. And in the fifteenth 
year, Ho’s Trojan tanks and troops sacked the embassy and sent the dark 
’vaders fleeing, dust whirling the rooftops amid rushing feet, mothers with 
babes jostling, shouting or silent, in frenzied flight to the fleeing ships. 
The blissful gods watched as Darwin Judge hoisted three-year-old Becky 
on his back, running rabbity-split, thrusting her aboard a fleeing plane; 
watched too as John Riordan carried onehundredsix souls on his fearless 
back. Abandoned Viets wept, wondered about their luck, and finally 
went home, to await their destiny to come.

“O’er distant battlefields two spirits rose: Mike Hendrickson in 
the North, and Glenn Fish in the South: Epimethean schoolmates 
whose shades sear an age stalked by Assassin Furies. The blissful gods 
stared with glad mirth-marks as helicraft lifted off, winging their way 
to a host of ships that blotted the horizon. There, with no room and 
nowhere to go, their purpose mouldering, choppers were pushed off, 
splashing into the sunset of the South Viet Sea. On return to the World, 
many veterans offended Athene, who loosed a tempest against seekers 
who profaned entheos by letting their inner suns collapse into black 
hole glooms. As Epi’s companions perished in dead-end jawbs, the 
hollowing Winds swept him to Pullman, where the gods haunt: What 
are you building? Now Dionyzeus who suffers and rises again tells you 
to dispatch Epi with all speed. His fate is bound by the Song of Apollo: 
A little later, Falcon will give birth to the Rover.”

He spoke, and Goddess Degree answered in wingèd words: “So now 
the gods resent my keeping the demitode whom I saved when he failed 
to heed the warnings of Aeolus, whereon the Laistrygone Winds blew 
him to Pullman. Here I welcomed him to the arching caverns, willing to 
make a scholar of him—not grand as Northrop Frye, who loves to talk 
on Milton, and cite his verse; nor bold as Gilbert Highet, who missed a 
thing or two on Beowulf, but whose unconquerable grind inspires Epi as 
heir to Mr. Teddy, who did so gladly learn, and so gladly teach. Now Epi 
abuses his tailbone, insulting Apollo with endless odes to dejection, e’er 
bemoaning his glacial metempsychosis. Phoebos knows I tried to jolt him: 
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What do you think you’re doing! Make an effort! Yet self-governance 
remains alien to his nascent humanus. He but dimly knows Odyssean 
wit and will; he still resists the wonder of being a Nobody, metaglooms 
from the unbuilt House of Julian, Furies hard to wrestle down. Why, 
now in his mid-thirties, Epi read Hardy’s Jude most obscurely, not seeing 
a whit of the Oresteian parallel! And he just couldn’t get Stendhal’s 
Julien. More, he types odd papers, and benights his spotty brilliance by 
leaden lustfoolery, e’er swooning to straddle babes beyond reach of his 
small-stepping thighs. Fie on conveyance! Let him and the Falcon find 
their own way on the barren streets and cougar-killing freeways.”

“Dispatch him,” said Hermes, ignoring her rant. “And beware of 
angering Dionyzeus, who prompts Epi to invoke Jungian reprobates; 
to hymn the runes of Neil Diamond, and heed the call of Apollo 15.” 
The god of wingèd sandals was gone.

Epi was tailboning by Olympic poolside, the joy of life draining 
from him. The Goddess stepped near:

“Epi, cut the sobs. My heart goes dark to hear you. Your dreams 
are invariably seventeen and a half Apollos high. And you can’t even 
build publishable essays! You mustered a pass on your orals, a nod on 
your written test, wherefore we freely release you, amazed that the gods 
cheer you for their sport. And I was first to see your loss affects heaven! 
Put your stuff in storage, load basics into the Falcon, and return to 
Hesperia, since the gods insist. There in the City of Charlie’s Angels you 
must muse on reprobates as the chosen ones, tadpoles as evolving royalty, 
demiwogs as Beëlzeflies—and incidentally, your father Julian Basil was 
a contradiction, by chance named both for a believer in Olympian gods 
and for a papist hermit who taught august heresies, not to say anything 
of Julian of Norwich who inspired T.S. Eliot to believe all shall be well, 
and all shall be well. Yet your father retained a fatal disposition to get 
married, turning from stern ambitions, tho’ he was more haply called to 
the single life, meaning you’re a mistake, unreal, impossible to mythify. 
O Epi Transcendent, ye shall be as todes! Ha!”

Like a lazy reader, droopy Epi got lost among frogs and flies, not 
hearing incidentals, especially when, in mid-harangue, the Goddess 
distracted him with a small green frog fashioned from dense glass. She 
pointed to Japanese cryptographs, kaerú and káeru: “The first means 
frog, the second, return.” She turned, her scholarly smock trailing an 
afterthought: “To be recalled in future scenes: ú equals frog, á equals 
return. Qua Frok. And give some study to Dionyzeus.”

She said. And Wishy of the Wailways shuddered, giving the vine god 
nary a thought, transfixed by the frog, brightly shining as by inner light, 
beaconing hopes for a transforming return, by some called nostoi.
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I must venture.
Wishy dreaded return to Laistrygonia, a sprawling megalop that 

whelms todes in arid immensity. Nearby is Death Valley, land of the 
bottomless pit, landscape lovely to the discerning, to Epi a Waste Land 
Burning, as in dreadful Eliot vise: Here red sullen faces sneer and snarl 
from drug-cracked houses. If there were water. Here spellbound castaways 
spawned Charles Manson, the singer of self and fatherless wretch who in 
his raging Ruin became a wild-eyed killer, raised by his rebellion to the 
cover of Life. If there were Vater. Charlie spawns furies and glooms, his 
spirit moldering, leading the uninitiated into slothful desponds, down 
hell’s horrid bluffs to the bottomless pit. Epi gloomed: Yet once more I 
must descend, still aching for a root-hold, my descent in its tenth year: 
still seeking the auroral lights of a small round opening to the upper 
air, wherethrough gleams a re-raveling whirl’d.

O Dis obedience! Easy is the going down to Laistrygonia; all day 
and all night the freeway stands unbarred; but winning your way to 
the upper air, that is the labor, that the task!

Epi spoke: “Oh Goddess, thank you for easing descent to heatful 
Phlegra, land of beauty and horror; yet what you say is dangerous and 
hard. My Falcon has served me well, but my U-joint recently dropped 
out, and the mechanic hints other parts are aging. Dreadful too is the 
inflational horror, gas prices soaring to a dollar a gallon, up from an 
already ghastly sixtyseven cents; long lines again circle gas stations, 
many drivers in a homicidal snit. And can the palegreen really make it 
to and around the City of Charlie’s Angels yet once more?”

“So say the gods,” the Goddess said. “Remember Apollo 15: The 
Falcon will give birth to the Stover. And your bike will fit easily onto the 
palegreen’s rafty trunk. As your Burbank bike helped you transcend the 
first gas crisis, when gas leaped to fortyfive cents, so your lightweight 
bike will ease return to Hesperia. But don’t load another U-Haul. Take 
your primaries, including Campbell’s Goddess With a Thousand Graces, 
Mailer’s Of a Fire on the Lunes, and C.G. Jung’s Memories, Dreams, 
Deflections. As epic errant, you must return from the wilderness by 
trusting survival to Apolline redundancy, as in Plan B, etc., e’er a solo 
seeker until dreams are wrested to life. Yet again you will trudge the 
travails of testy temps, seeking joy even in less glamorous jawbs. But 
beware: The Winds you long for blow you from yourself.”

Epi fearly smiled, knowing as solo he was unfit to live with, painly 
distracted by female charms; yet he dismissed the Windsy alarm, cheered 
by Drussila’s play with book titles: “Goddess and queen of collegial life, 
be not angry with me. You are immortal and ageless, but what I pine for 
is homecoming on shores of the Laistrygones: Better by far to live near 
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the Ocean of Storms. O Winds! If you batter me into the void, I will 
steel myself to endure it. Already I live the heartless immensity; already 
I know the dread, yet feel warmed by chill uncertainties. Wherefore I 
seek the light of Shelley’s rumored solar wind: the moral obligation to 
be optimistic. Let this adventure follow.”

He spoke. That night the Goddess and Wishy curled on the couch, 
reading Spenser’s Faerie Queene. They were in the home of an English 
prof, away on sabbatical with wife and child. The trusting prof: Want 
to live rent-free for a semester? Sure! And Epi showed Drusilla his 
emerging thesis: “Guyon in Manson’s Bower of Bliss.” The Goddess 
yawned, hoping his final paper would be a bit more scholarly. Eftsoones, 
as when Vergil lay in the lap of sweet Parthenopê, enjoying studies of 
inglorious ease; and as Raskolnikov lifted Nastasya to joy by hailing 
the wealth of thought in his work, so Epi lay back to laugh with the 
brain-surgical genius of Mork, e’er a-wonder at alien Mindy.

Meanwhile, the lord of barren dreams stirred up spirits vacui. That 
night, from the deep-down larks of risible Dis, Archimago cast a monarch 
fishy-dream thro’ the gate of ivory, assuring Wishy in glowing terms: “Hail, 
and thrice hail! To every fling there is a season! Take out an ad! Tell the 
whirld you’re coming; proclaim your lyric passion! How lucky, more 
than lucky, to know your happiness! You’ll soon be rich and famished, 
acknowledged Zinger of Apollyon at last!”

O Cynthia, shed your Moonbeams on Epi wits so feeble and riled: 
thrice-eager Wishy proclaimed his coming, and sent a check: over four 
hundred bucks, the no-talent rate. When he discovered the sting, Epi 
affirmed his talent. The agent hemhummingly agreed, but—the refund 
ne’er came, mayhap rerouted by Archi to help Wishy live the dream.

Athene observed these follies with interest, but was blocked from 
granting counsel. Unless Wishy asked, what could a goddess do? Lachesis, 
disposer of lots, was present at Epi’s conception when the parents sought 
alimentary bliss, blind to Sterne truths; in turn Epi swirled in wombling 
wrath, intensified in the orphan years, simmered in juvenescence, oft 
erupted when bowling games went awry, and all, all rent asunder by 
that horrible Dallas day. O Hekate, you with power to hearten those 
in trouble: how the Dragon Assassin stunned the sojourners of Goshen, 
abject and lost, under amazement at their hideous change! Sing, sorrow 
sorrow. As the nation, so Epi, seared by a furious howling woe: Why? 
Why would anyone kill our beloved JFK?

The Glacial gods laughed: Ask and you shall receive. Anon, the query 
began its slow singe, a great beaconing fire igniting atop the Arachnaion 
heights, speeding tirelessly to the secretory organs of Epi’s blackening 
brain, thence to the sympathetic system, wherefrom with the speed of 
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Hermes’ flight, some gossamer thread was flung from Verrières to Covent 
Garden and Gryffindor Tower, searing o’er the Brown House Millstone 
by Old-Grove Grace to Liberty Lady, there entrancing the Towering 
Cathedrals in the whirldly Celestial City, at once shadow-casting from 
the Johnson Space Center to the Moon, and back, zooming to Cholon 
and back to Grizzly Bear Heart, thence to the Clear Lake gloom-closet 
on Mildew Lane, eftsoones uprising o’er the Field of Doves, now a-down 
to the deathly hollows of Carlinite Hell, where a stymied comic seeks 
return to Dallas, and the gloss of conspiracy lore. O Hekate! multitu-
dinous styles nod across millennia, now crossing the Sardonic Gulph 
where a Sirius shape uprears, and—laughs. Cry, cry for breath. Now 
Epi recalls the Eternal Flame; now the fluttering ankle-high flame leaps 
range on range, fire to fire, answering from melting Glacier Grinnell to 
screely Devil’s Ladder, so piercing in its brightness it seems flung from 
the blissful gods, drawing Epi down, now leaping to Parnassus, that he 
may humbly accept the call, and the work expected of him.

I’ll do it! I’ll do it! By Grove, I’ll do it!

Thither Epi 

The Singer of Apollo: He felt it, felt it instinctively. Lead, then! It 
might break his heart, leaving him with nothing but ambition to cling 
to (as when rage and desire are bound in folly, and scholars and stingers 
dismiss his work as a fool’s avocation), yet this Apolline summons, his 
call to a higher life, remains his most loving spur.

The mockers, the killjoys, the sad and sour spooks: Apage!
And so Athene Parthenos, drawn to bounders, appointed herself 

Epi’s protector: the Gigglemesh of Epi, or the Epi of Gigglemesh. He 
called on her seldomly, but the Goddess of Exploding Skulls stands 
e’er ready with comic wit, poised to serve as civil prompter, e’er glad 
to help the foundling roused by the fires of oh so potent Apollo.

Natheless, thithering Wishy embraced small joy in the journey, raging 
at every defeat, rarely polishing talents in a burnishing pause. A young 
toad went looking for the easy ride but couldn’t find it anywhere. Epi’s 
singer ad was silly, it was dumb, it was foolish—but as he neared his 
thirtysixth year, hysteria whelmed reason, rather like Phineas Gage who 
had his skull and frontal lobe impaled, yet stunningly survived, tho’ ne’er 
the same, all reason unbalanced by feeling: wherefore Wishy, unripe 
and unready, longing for instant at -one-ment, set out for welcoming 
Hesperia. Athene of the Glaciers knew her powerlessness: When divine 
favorites mispray, even the gods can but laugh, and stare.

In turn, the Goddess: “Who challenges the Dragon must be foolish 
as well as wise; enraged, yet restrained, the better to feel, then transform, 
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the assassin’s fury. Nothing great is accomplished without rage.” As 
when George C. Scott played Bert Gordon, who taught Paul Newman’s 
Fast Eddie about patience and character; or when Una pursued the 
Redcrosse Knight to plead her kingdom’s deliverance from the devouring 
dragon: so Athene e’er seeks Epi, awaiting his call for strength and sane 
thinking. Verily, as the Dragon flared forth near-daily, so Epi learned 
to cry for endurance, many battles belately seen as comic trifles. Cry, 
cry for breath. O Cynthia, vast deserts lay before him!

If there were water.
O, make it rain!
On the morning the ad appeared, the Glacier Goddess observed 

Epi’s comic faith: Yet once more he fancied life on edge of Apolline 
turnaround. ’Twas a hypo spring day, pale blue sky filtering thro’ an 
arc of reborn leafy trees; a robin, singing and snacking, pranced in 
choreographed hops on the family’s front lawn; a few white clouds 
sailed o’erhead, casting shadows on an unseen blue-velvet worm near a 
lyric crocus. Here, musing on his Apolline fate, Epi sang “It’s a Most 
Unusual Day.”

Yet the seasonal singer gave no thought to Demeter, bringer of joy, 
goddess of fruits in their season, who sang anew this glad mystery: “Go 
with gentleness in your heart and a steadfast spirit. And be not beyond 
measure despondent …”

And so the Gray-Eyed Una Balmer gave Epi his puff, and Wishy saw 
his Dantean future: e’er seeking a small round opening wherethrough 
gleams once more the stars. Anon, the Goddess hailed Green Cottenham, 
a freed man trapped in twentieth-century slavery: forced into the South’s 
darkest pits in 1908, where he glanced back to see the last flash of stars 
not as beaconing, but as farewell. And as Hekate braced Mr. Cottenham, 
so she fortified Epi, whose heart quavered, sensing before him the same 
old abyss: “Courage,” she said.

In turn Epi fled anew the broad way, accepting the fond and narrow, 
his Falcon dreams tied to epic canon, tho’ for the nonce he forgot heroes 
who embraced the laughable worst. I have dreams! He chain-locked his 
bike to the rafty trunk, cycle wheels soon blowin’ in the wind. O gracklin’ 
posey! Find us a dream that asks great questions! The meaning of my 
existence is that life has addressed a question to me. His heart sank, 
seeing only the Mansonian wilderness, wherein insight into dreams must 
be converted into ethical obligation. Failure to do so imposes a painful 
fragmentation. Epi had a dark-crystal foreboding of more long years 
in the Burbank desert, under heatful suns e’er stifling: as a waterless 
lungfish, longing for rain and lakeful mountains, no mudskipper, all 
dry-muddled, bound to suffocate if he did not seek Love and Justice 
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in the upper air. O Phoebos! He had sought a crossway in the wood 
and all he got were circles and spins and multitudinous conjurations 
whirling his course! His eyes bittered fear and frictional faith: some 
joy, more rage: The Glacial Gods still give no guarantees.

Give us a sign! Give us a sign!
O Hekate, who can ope porous brain cells to see beyond desire and 

fear? The Divine Silence was a gag, disposing Epi not to knowledge of 
right action, but to flashes of sullen fury: As you sow, so shall you reap. 
The meditation singed Wishy anew, warrior dubious, who knew his 
wasteland might prove eternal. If there were water. O Goddess! such 
the chains of heritage weighing and drawing his Wishy soul! He e’er 
seeks the smallest sign, wherefore in light of Falcon maternity, Phoebos 
brings forceps to aid parturition: to lift a thought like a boulder from 
the mud of the mind, as when three Kittridge second-graders—Kyra, 
Celia, and Alex—saw a tiny rock in the Massachusetts schoolyard and 
decided to dig it out: a teaspoon-excavation that became the greatest epic 
in schoolyard history, spanning o’er half their teachable years, mostly 
digging on the sly, e’er discouraged and disbanded and dispatched to 
detention because that’s what teachers do—stifle all rebels who persist 
in noncurricular escapades—but then a new principal came along, and 
lo! he gave the Seekers support and proper tools, and the tiny rock was 
midwifed as boulder: a boulder that became the favored seat of outcasts, 
who soon found themselves no longer sitting alone. O the joy!

Yet such glad musings were decades beyond Wishy Epi, who in ’79 
brooded fearly and darkly, e’er vexed that he must master his furies if 
he hoped ever to share in Nature’s withering bloom.

* * *

In Many Glacier, Diotima laughed at Wishy’s enslavement to his fears 
and furies, bemused by his distorted views of Nature’s fruitful ways; 
Diotima, disciple of Metis and Athene, who has instructed Seekers for 
centuries on the mysteries of work-love, and the vast sea of beauty that 
beckons all who nurture a boundless love of wisdom. Yes, Diotima 
laughed at Wishy, who had not even reached the shore of initiation; 
this Wishy, who had not yet glimpsed a vision of the Single Science, 
which is the science of beauty everywhere. To his guidance she could 
not proceed: Wishy knew nought of her, and could not lend even his 
passing attention.



Canticle 2
Back to the Wilderness

from the far Cousteauans, Poseidon Earthshaker paused 
atop looming Mount St. Helens, there seeing Wishywashy from afar. Epi’s 
distinguished palegreen with its Snoopy stickers was clearly visible on 
Rhodios Redroad 5, now fearing south from Milwaukie and the high-
roofed home of cousin Ellen. Poseidon was wroth: Not since Argo’s shadow 
startled him had any Apollonian Endeavour given such surprise—unless, 
to compare the Falcon with frogs, it be Iroquois astonishment on seeing 
a French ship approach their shores, thinking it a moving island. The 
Glacial gods, Poseidon divined, had changed their Wishywashy intentions 
while he cruised on the far-ranging Calypso. So, Earthshaker thought: 
Epi-duped-by-Apollo thinks he can escape his ordeal of misery; and he 
hasn’t even said his prayers that no harm should come to him! Anon, as 
a boy tosses a handful of dust on a chain of ants, so the God of Generous 
Seas puffed a tiny cloud o’er the Falcon starter, which fizzled in the blasting 
heat of Northern Laistrygonia. Resourceful Epi, however, asked for help, 
and even remembered to turn the ignition ON when two tads gave the 
palegreen a push. In turn the Falcon cruised into Santa Barbara, where 
a harried mechanic suggested that Epi pour water and baking soda on 
the battery-acid buildup. Baking soda? Can you do it? The virtuoso, torn 
from more pressing repairs, charged a mere $9 for the three-minute job. 
Resentful Epi feared the problem was not solved.

But so long as he was in Nausikaaland, Wishy opted for the sandy 
view, shores blessed by waves of bounteous mayds in skinful sartorials. 
Maybe a real-life Nausikaa would come with friends to tan bikini lines, 
and find instead the epic thrill of Epi’s unwashed presence: He must 
keep himself in readiness. A magazine writer had responded to Epi’s 
entertaining ad, writing to ’gest he call on arrival. It was a weekend; 
the writer wouldn’t be around, and Epi’s bowels were astir anyway. He 
stopped in a drugstore for a snack; he browsed a rotary rack, saw an 
unheard-of novel whose opening made him laugh. He found a place 
to park and sleep, another place to steal a shower, and lay back for a 
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beaching in Garp’s world: just one small spot of Santa Barbara sand 
with myriads of Don’t-look-at-me mayds in sunny surround. O, if they 
but knew his Apolline destiny! Natheless, as the sun glistened the shores, 
Wishy knew that a brave Nausikaa might well emerge to welcome her 
now-washed hero to the Castle of Metempsy chosis, wherein his dreams 
will come miraculously alive.

O, rocks!
With homecoming excitement, then, Epi went with two quarters in 

hand to buy the Laistrygone Winds, one of the world’s great newspapers. 
O words of fire! O wondrous race of ’Gones! At the rack he recoiled in 
shock and horror: the Sunday edition had leaped to seventyfive cents, up 
a quarter from three years before. He turned in disgust, then recalled 
a Pullman thought: It’s worth returning to the Wilderness just to read 
Jax Myth. O, can a columnist take the place of a curate? Epi dug out a 
third precious coin; reached up; paused again. What if Jax Myth is on 
vacation? He shuddered; recalled the mornings of happy expectation, 
descending dark stairs with five a.m. cheer: Give me this day my daily 
laugh. Only to read: “Jax Myth is on vacation.” Agh. This horror vacui. 
On such days the Southland was truly the Wilderness; when Epi had 
to reach deep for his own resources. And now, with this gouge, still 
no guarantees. He sighfully fed the quarters: Plunk, plunk, plunk. The 
seekers Jax wants to hear about are those who take risks.

Meanwhile, Earthshaker dispatched Archimago and Duessa to 
muddle Epi’s routine delusions. Epi pondered the value of a profile written 
by another, however fair and orderly. He considered his ad: it failed to 
project a desired self   -image. What to tell the writer? Epi wanted control. 
If he surrendered his story, that writer might distort focus. I know my 
happiness! With a shock he realized he must write his own article: The 
tenth anniversary of Apollo 11 was the perfect occasion, just days away. 
Archi and Duey laughed. The lord of barren dreams conjured wings of 
babel for the enchantress, and confirmed her as “Queen of Preditors, 
your nature and your destiny.” She flew to the Laistrygone Winds, one 
of the world’s great newspapers. She left a prodigious portfolio for 
Tony Nightmare’s perusal: before and after, the writer’s inspiration, 
her slicing and dicing, with multifarious referrals, all reviling her as 
Maulreen Malvenu Malaprop, Copy Girl Preditor Supreme, formerly 
with the Disgo Gazette in the Gobblin’ Galaxy of Black Holes.

The following week Epi met the magazine writer (then deemed a 
porter, guardian of gates to bright new worlds), who brought samples of 
his published work. He offered to buy breakfast; Epi settled for coffee, 
maybe a roll, not wanting to show his hunger. The porter said he was 
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moved by Epi’s ad; that he wanted to follow his musical process. What 
are your plans?

Well, I’m working on an essay for the Winds. It’s—
Never mind that. What (looking Wishy in the eye) are your musical 

plans?
I (looking away) don’t know yet.
The porter offered to meet when Epi made progress. As they parted 

near Wilshire in Hyperbole Hills, he explained: He knew entertainment 
figures, but couldn’t participate in another’s story. (He’d made unsought 
headlines once, crispied by the Dragon Assassin, but that singeing surprise 
was cruel chance, as when a crib-bound babe is bloodied by bullets from 
drive-by lonelies seeking admittance into a new family.) Epi feigned assent, 
but fled in silent scream. Help! O Aeolus, no puffs to waft our Wishy! 
Just unseen Hermes with his Caduceus lined with cryptographs and fish 
uprising, all eager for sea change. Wishy returned to Burbank, the night 
now his to wrest the one idea to which all his mind and spirit referred 
itself. Now, as a káeruvian tadpole longing to o’erleap the Moon, he 
drafted his Apolline essay in a Winchell’s doughnut shop. In a day maybe 
two he mailed his vision to the Winds.

The Winds: Thither Archimago led Epi to the Palace of Pride, where 
Laistrygone gates are grandly guised, a work of entrancing fit. For Wishy 
was a-weary of the toilsome way, e’er eager to hoist his sails in the Winds, 
unschooled in Dudley Docker ways as dread ensample: earnest explorers 
who went looking for a shortcut through Antarctic floes, sensing faint 
signals from the gods, finding instead the longest way round Shackleton 
South. Epi fancied Windsy intervention would bring instant acclaim: 
instant after a mere ten years. O Cynthia! Epi sighed for the stately 
fortress, built of squared brick cunningly laid, yet lacking ethical codes, 
whose void, to the uninitiated, hid an eddying ergosphere. For who could 
stand on the grand and broad ways whereon the Agripeolis sits and not 
esteem the Dial that tolls the Windsy hours? who not drift toward the 
asphalt spring that undulant flows, as from La Brea ooze, streams of 
prose, geysers, burps, and quakes? I rant, therefore I am. O! floods of 
newsprint belch from fossil viles of the globe! Surely such a palace is a 
goodly heap for hymnal headlines to rise from gyaunt whoppering wits! 
Yet full great pity that so fair a mold on so weak a foundation did sit: 
on desert sands shifting, rupturing, muckulating, reshaped by codeless 
winds, with a porter hight … yes, thither Duessa, in cheeriest guise. 
Where’er you go, Wishy, there I am.

For Duessa had eftsoones entrenched herself as Copy Girl Preditor 
Supreme, Most Imperial, enchanting, perched high in her Cosmetological 
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Salon like a thief in self-a-maze, ordain’d to govern, not to serve. The 
Enchauntress swooped into Tony Nightmare’s office with glad credentials: 
“I’m President of the Rita Skeeter Fan Club, a lifelong subscriber to The 
Wicked Witch Weekly and The General Rule, and I never miss the soaps, 
The Sunny Vampire and My Pet Werewolf. I’m thoroughly versed in every 
spurnalistic facet of Murphy’s Law, and have mastered all techniques of 
distortion and corruption known to mess media—a peerless savant when 
glass-slippering ‘the standards of the Winds.’ ” She was hired at once. 
Two days later, with screams rezounding through the Windsy corridors, 
Maulreen Malvenu Malaprop exalted sat, promoted to her current bad 
eminence. And she a sorcerer’s page who ne’er loved the gods, only her own 
Gagagaunt Mirror, whose pennant waves beside the disporting dragon 
that e’er incenses her desk. Each dragon drift tolls the bell beside, a tinny 
peal that carries Maulreen’s machination far beneath the Earth, e’er 
’sporting her to depths of devolving deception. She brightened, her eyes 
revealing the fire of passion for virtuoso malediction in some wily predit: 
O you Wishy, who with one bound longs to leap all bounds! Whereon 
a blight in her eye dilated, Gorgonian Spirits eftsoones conjunctiviting, 
as from Episcleritis Swamp to aid her fenny Dis play.

Archimago too was busy. First he zapped the starter on the Falcon, 
stranding the palegreen in a Safeway lot. In turn Epi’s finances dwindled 
to seventeen bucks (O Hekate, the sting from his ad, his scorned talents!), 
and the guileful Enchaunter bewitched the mail to delay funds dispatched 
from Epi’s closed checking account in Pullman. And more: With Epi’s 
finances dissipating, crafty Archi cheered his nights with ivory dreams, 
upswirled from a hugeous cave aswirl with bough-breaking winds, 
so unlike the Wind Caves in Dakota South where Red Cloud ancestors 
emerged; where a passing cowboy heard a mullering breeze and—had 
his hat blown off. Now in distant ’Gonia another gust upsmote from 
Archi’s Comic Cave o’er which Duessa’s incensing dragon stood, exhaling 
vapors from stuporous deeps, swirling laxian leaves, subtly mild, yet 
strong enough to blast heads from their roosts. In a week maybe three 
the article will be published, record companies will swoon, and—

Another Star Is Born!
Believed that. In his most yvory of yvory dreams, Wishy believed, 

and saw the galactic headline preserved for hundreds of Halloweens. 
O loveliness! he looked deep into Supernovas, and did believe.

O weariness! our protostar in astronomic ignorance! He wants to 
reach the ultimate in one leap, one Starfish leap through galaxies of 
dark matter! Hitch your agon to a Sea Star!
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Natheless the Enchaunter spared no pain. He reread Book II of The 
Faerie Queene to learn from his successes. Eftsoones, as Guyon awoke to 
find his quest for Temperance slowed by vain Braggadocchio, who stole 
his horse (the Dapple of his eye), so Epi returned to his car to find his 
Falcon trunk breathtakingly vacant, the rack strap cut, his lightweight 
bike wholly lost and gone. O Cynthia, some pointy-headed creep of a 
thief stole his bike! Epi drooped. Archi laughed. Such a dupe!

Yet other spirits, beneficently divine, were also at play. Hermes guided 
Epi’s bank-closeout check from Pullman to caring postal carriers, who 
knew Burbank’s cross streets, and delivered in timely zeal to Lincoln 
Savings. In turn the Courier Divine escorted Morpheus to the Falcon 
to breathe a wondrous dream: Epi was entranced by a cave-tomb, bleak 
as the Cave of Montesinos, Epi discerning there the gates of hell. What 
a shock to see shadows dark as mine shafts! O, nothing magnificent 
in this desolation! Heartsick, even in dream-state, Epi knew a faithful 
hero could make the tomb tremble and quake, but awoke too soon 
to complete his harrowing. He lay in the palegreen, flashing fearful 
rage: the dream hinted not a quick return but darker descents, the 
worst hells yet to come. After ten years, he was still on the outer edge, 
blown round and round by winds and wasps with remorseless stings, 
still in the vestibule to linger longer whiles, eftsoones transmogged to 
Fishy Wishy, downkicking, forty fathoms below the courage line, now 
dreading swoop of Jonah, whose whale commands the living dead to 
breach and sing of Lakota Lazarus: Awake, arise, or be for ever fall’n! 
Gurgling Wishy yet once more hears the Sibyl’s warning:

Easy is the going down to Avernus; all day and all night the gate 
to gloomy Pluto stands unbarred. But winning your way back to the 
upper air, that is the labor, that the task.

On July 19 Epi considered calling the Winds, but his knees gave way 
for fear. Having absorbed hists from the asphalt spring that byflows the 
Gyaunts Palace (the stream thereby did drive the printing mill), Wishy 
was transmogged, as a sheep tottering on the lees of Buena Vista Hill, 
hiding from the rifling Winds. No was his only instinct, as in denial of 
the Good: It can’t happen to me. Heralds of doom uprose, a spectering 
preditor flensing disdain: What’d you say your name was? Wishywashy 
felt near death; or new life, as a Seeker heeding epic call: I ask for 
nothing not ordained by my fates. Acceptance: just see what happens. 
He finished  reading Powers That Be; wondered why Halber stam’s only 
word on a prominent ’Gone was to call him a disappointment.

That night Wishy took a walk, from Burbank to Hazelnut, and back. 
As the Knight of Woeful Countenance, so Epi of Apolline Visions saw the 
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hour as one of grand historical moment: to be recorded for sentimental 
posterity, comfy couch Catos cheering his fervid verbicide: “Wordage 
must die!” Walk, walk, walk, a six-hour stretch, e’er downcast, to 
Hazelnut and back: a night for pods, peregrinations, and petitions: 
Archi forbid that Epi should laugh.

That rogue, that low buffoon!
Yet anon Epi recalled his staff of life, the echoes of Monsignor Matthew 

McHugh, who oft told his psych classes: “So long as you laugh at yourself, 
you will never go crazy; that I promise you, that I promise you.” O Hekate 
of the Harrow! grant a comic thyrsus to brace demitodes who descend in 
fearful pitch! Now, Chthonic Deity, most happy and fortunate was the 
Age of Apollo wherein the chummiest of zeroes, Wishywashy Epi of La 
Montaña, was launched into the lower world, wherefrom we cheer his 
resolve to revive and restore the lost and near-defunct order of errant epicry, 
that we may enjoy today, in an age devoid of cheerful entertainments, not 
only the delights of his true and precise history, but also the unpadded 
tales and episodes it so concisely contains.

It was 4:06 a.m. when Wishy returned to the Falcon, still stalled in 
the Safewayer lot. He curled up in the front seat, thanking his gods for 
refuge from the molestations of bored Burbank cops. A decade earlier, 
ne’er dreaming that anyone would notice or care, Epi hardily learned 
that Burbank’s darkling blues roust the unwary who sleep in cars of 
cheerful poverty. La Bomba! Now, since his return, Athene had shielded 
him in welcome mists; and, were the truth known, Epi was the more 
joyed to sleep in his Falcon Divine beneath the beaconing stars; for, 
as countless epicants before him, he considered each night a blessing, 
each dawn affirming his dub to errant epicry.

He awoke around 5:45, dozed, rose just past six. He headed toward 
a Verdugo laundromat, hoping to wash face and hair and assorted body 
pits, thence to perc a brew. A woman was already there; he turned 
vexèdly to his car. The Winds deliveryman drove up; Epi bought a 
paper; then, despising his vanity, turned at once to the op-eds. His 
heart leaped to see his name; as quickly, flushed, agape at lunar zeal 
exposed. Still, his ten-year dream was at last in the open air. I’m 
published, therefore I am. He bought eight more papers from the 
surprised deliveryman; then read the article bearing his name …

O Cynthia, shed your Moonbeams on eyne so feeble and riled! As 
Odysseus was heaved by Earthshaker’s great wave of trouble, so Epi 
was tossed by sickened squalls, his essay ground and mangled, swamped 
by prediting foil: Victory had become defeat; triumph, humiliation. 
O Winds! As a hurricane uproots trees and knocks homes from foun-
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dations, scattering poles and towers as projectile twigs and thorns, so 
words were added, paragraphs twitched, meaning and aim gawkfully 
changed. Apollo circled the Moon had become Apollo circumnavigated! 
O O O! If Epi died this day who would rage at the six-syllable pretense? 
who deplore the preditorial switcheroos, placing Charles Manson where 
Jax Myth was poised, and Jax where Chuck posed in loving mien? O! 
how reveal the peripeteia, the reversal of Wishy Fortuna? Yes, Goddess, 
this swamping had force, not fizzle; trifles to wound if not to kill, but 
by no means the full wrenching Malaprop Meat Grinder; and yet, 
dearest Hekate of the Harrow, Whimpering Wishy will ne’er complain 
that Archi’s minion stinted his hardships.

Archi and Duey laughed. O what fun to ride a Malapropian wave, 
to see Wishy’s crackling Gripeout!

Epi muted his pain; sent a copy to twin Ktimene, who marveled at his 
ability to bare his soul. She showed it to one of his former students, who 
had moved next door. Epi blushed; invoked the ensample of Odysseus 
and Aeneas for patience. He blamed himself for the prediting. It was 
unthinkable to blame the Winds, one of the world’s great newspapers. 
If I had called. If I had faced my fears. If I had shown more care in 
citing songs. Songs e’er played in Epi’s mind; it felt natural to use lyrics 
as segues between paragraphs. In his Apolline essay he had omitted 
known names, not wanting to disrupt the flow. And so the preditor 
attributed assorted quotes to “Popular Song,” a sarcasm that mocked 
Epi’s failure, by which zingers he was now convulsed.

If, if, if. The imponderable disquiet of If: He gives the world its 
egadest sound. The humiliation was complete when the preditor sent 
tear sheets without a single personal word. As if touching Epi’s article 
was too vile for …

O Cynthia, Epi was being swept into raging deeps, toward the Isle of 
Egregia. At last he surfaced, wrenched to the bone, and spat the preditor’s 
gall from his lungs, swamped, gasping for air. He scraped the brine from 
his wits, thus avoiding death’s end. Then Ino saw him, sweet-stepping 
Ino, who again took pity on a wanderer drifting in hardship. Likening 
herself to a grackle, she came to Epi’s side: “Poor Wishywashy, why is 
Poseidon angry with you? You’d better start swimming or you’ll blink 
with the stones. Here, take this veil; it is immortal, with an inscription 
to fasten near your heart. It is fashioned by a wise mariner renowned 
for luffing (Epi thought she said laughing) through squalls. When you 
have both feet on the ground untie this veil and throw it back to the 
Winds, turning your face as you do so.”

She spoke, granting the Veil of Cheers; and, in likeness of a grackle, 
took wing, ascending from convulsive deeps. Now long-suffering Wishy, 
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floundering, relaxed, rest-bobbing to read, as when a seal reclines afloat 
to snack on shellfish. O Hekate! It still revives Epi to hear old Mythic 
song, published eight days earlier as warning and warning:

Jax Myth

Falling Afoul
Of Fallibility

For the past several days I have had the demoralizing sensation 
that things were falling on me, and I don’t mean Skylab.

I refer to a series of strange errors that have turned up in this 
column, as inexplicable and spooky as if they indeed had come 
from outer—

* * *

Lesstra! Lesstra! Laistrygones
Cannibalize Jax Myth Essay!

TribWestUsurper fees soar when they see Wishy wants 
to reprint lengthy fragments of “Falling Afoul”; herein 
Epi leaves space for restoration of Jax’s ’79 essay when 
unconstitutional 95-year copyrots wither in the winds.

* * *

[Jax:]
To my utter astonishment, executioner came out commissioner. 

How this abominable illiteracy was perpetrated under my name 
I do not know and 

O Harrowing! As pained Epi rages in his skull (not in his brain, 
where neurons evolving still stir some good of intellect), so now by 
habitual chance the buoyant Jax wafts Epi from Egregia toward shores 
of Temperate Tiffery. In Jax was heroic tact, strength to scold the 
haughty preditors; for while no one could mistake his fury—sabotage, 
ruining my day, abominable illiteracy—the denunciation remained a 
model of civility: pious wrath contained by comic furor; points of fact, 
no rantings. In turn the Mythic strife buoy, artfully inscribed on Ino’s 
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veil, gave Wishywashy gentle convoy, sustaining quiet veer: One day 
he would make the big sky fall on the selected few, his own little list 
of haughty preditors who would ne’er be missed.

Skylab is falling! Skylab is falling!
Yet even as Epi káerued from raging deeps, trying to dismiss 

prodigies of Skylab crashing back to Earth in the tenth anniversary 
July of Apollo 11, his course was deflected by Archi drear. The guileful 
Enchaunter agitated Wishy to send more handwroughts to the Winds, 
one corpus resurrecti to celebrate the eighth anniversary of Apollo 15. 
Which whenas Archi did view, he gan wove a flattering style, evoking 
airs of artful Atê, goddess of ruin: It’s great, Epi, it’s great! Resourceful 
Wishy gave his phone number (the booth in Burbank’s Central Library), 
listed his reachable hours, and sat back to await the call. Caller of the 
Great Call! Archi winged away with epizootic laugh; and Wishy would 
have perished, but before the warm-hearted form-letter redounded, 
Athene graced an afterthought: Get a job, you bum.

Egad! I’d rather be a Delphian than a slave, if I could, if I—
Now, Cynthia, lover of the woods and the wild chase over the 

Lunar Apennines, it remains your providence to bring forth good from 
Archi and Duey heavals, wherefore let grief descend, and your comely 
counsels will shred their dismal snare.

In all Moon flights, Epi felt the joy of aspiring manhood: the thrill of 
Apollo 8 with its December gift of the generous Earth; the springtime joy 
of Snoopy hugging Charlie Brown in Apollo 10; and the world-stopping 
unity of Apollo 11: when the Planet was One, mortals and beagles agape 
at the spectacle (minus a billion or two Chinese, whose learning was 
stunted by Red Shards in Cultural Devolution). Yet two short years after 
Apollo 11, when even transcendent Epi felt on verge of a sneer, mocked 
by Earthbound gravities, then Leto’s Twins presided o’er Apollo 15: the 
wondrous levitation of the Falcon with its extraterrestrial Rover, whose 
falcon-feathering hammer confirmed in Epi his Apolline destiny.

The Falcon will give birth. The Falcon will give birth.
The annunciation was foretold by Apollo’s poet-prophet, Nicholas C. 

Chriss of the Houston Space Oracle, who sang for the Winds because 
the gods made him. Chriss, certifiable heir to Chryses of Troy (chosen 
for his presence at the Rosa Parks event, when she made her stand by 
firmly sitting), this new seer detailed the planned touchdown of Apollo’s 
Falcon. At once, possessed by Phoebos, his chest heaves and pants, 
his soul peaks to wild frenzy, his tones crack loose from the centering 
Earth; now from the Sacred Grove, Chriss speaks clear as Chaunticleer: 
“A little later, Falcon will give birth to the Rover.”
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The Falcon will give birth!
And yes, Chastening Celestial, Wishy’s memory still tends to lapse; 

he still tends to forget that slight adverbial phrase, those three nubby 
little words; but in the blistering heat of Phlegra ’79, by seeking to 
confirm the glacial cool of the ’71 Chrissean prophecy, lagging Epi 
now saw the Loxian phrase anew: “A little later …”

And did Wishy’s heart sink as he felt anew those three little nubs? 
It did. And did he sense more ecliptic darkness ahead? He did. But, 
loving Celestials, even in ’Gone rejection, he sensed divine beneficence: 
in the light of eternity. He carried the ambiguity in his heart, bemused 
by forking Phoebos, Epi grunting a laugh, resolving to endure, tendering 
most humble thanks for Glacial grace: in time pondering his gloom in 
light of John Shelton, the Atlas Architect who took a two-week job to 
explore the Wind Caves of Dakota South, and, thirty years later, rejoices 
that his work shows no sign of completion, the copestone to be placed 
by posterity. “A little later …” O! I’ve been at it a mere decade!

He thought. In turn ’79 Epi rediscovered the prophet’s augury: The 
farthest reach of Apollo’s Rover was to St. George Crater, where, from 
a little promontory near Mount Arach naion, the gods (via the Wizard 
of Delphic Id) flung a steely gossamer into measureless oceans of space; 
and Rover Wishy of ’71, two years enwombed in Falcon Divine (his 
omphalos, his spiritual center), resolved to seek the spheres to connect 
them: that one day he would slay his own dragons, not with swords 
or napalm, but with postal comedy divine, transforming the crispin 
critters to his own redemptive allies. O Phoebos! At thirtynine fathoms, 
Epi aims yet once more for the breach!

So singing, the divinities invite Zarathustra to join our song. By my 
love and hope, and Hilarion Hermits who walk the night chattering to 
their multitudinous selves, I beseech you: Let Epi not waste the hero in 
his soul. Be he e’er so vile, these days shall gentle his condition: Help 
him hold high his holiest hope. Has not the time come for Wishywashy 
to plant the pod of his Apolline self? Yes, Celestial Chaperones, Epi’s 
life is in chaos; yet by your grace, chaos shall yet give mirth to a rising 
seastar.

Good Morning, Starslime! Beachcombing Duey says: Hell no!
Now, Goddess, return to Eternity’s womb: In the summer of ’79 Epi 

reviewed ’69 mistakes: longing for instant love, instant metempsychosis, 
his own Odyssean Self finding joy in this best of all possible whirlds.

A little later …
O Lox! If Phoebos were not, ’twere necessary to invent him!
That’s a Humdinger.
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No, saith the Muse, ’tis a Voltaire, revised from other revisions.
Wherefore Wishywashy longed for a place to plant his feet and so 

deflect trouble; he reached for the biggest rock nearest shore, Thunder-
volt Temp Agency, the refuge he had idled upon in ’72 after early years 
of errant epicry. He redisplayed typing talents, near forty words per 
twink, lost one assignment by admitting ignorance of dictaphone (takes 
sixty seconds to learn), which faint-hearted honor Archi and Duey and 
the Sympathizer found cheerily quaint; but Wishywashy finally landed 
a typing job that paid an unprecedented $4.50 an hour. A dazzling 
sum in a forty-hour week! If only gas didn’t cost so much ...

Now, Cynthia, Trivia Goddess, we’re swerved by trifles; we sing not 
of Taverns of Toledo and other divers haunts where knights-errant go 
godspeed without paying for lodging. We hint the furrows of homeless-
ness; of nickles and dimes and pennies and two-for-one Tuesdays at the 
second-hand bakery; of thirtytwo-cent coffee with one refill (just one, 
thanks, don’t lose welcome) at McDonald’s, where air-conditioned bliss 
offers haven from heatful deserts and wasteful wilds: a quiet corner to 
read the Winds, one of the world’s great newspapers, whose Harlanic 
’Gones finally stopped trying to spell employee “employe” (tho’ they 
still get tensely confused by sink, sank, sunk; sing, sang, sung; think, 
thank, thunk: why is it so hard to get?). Here tell of dark awakenings 
to seek privacy, discreet sinks to wash one’s hair and assorted body 
pits; remember too heatful smoggy days, wandering days, waiting for 
the air-conditioned Verdugo library to open, Epi weary and hungry 
for a job, any job, and soo grateful when cooler air finally graced his 
sweat-popping skull. Above all, Goddess, sing of vagrants who think 
they’re on an Updike quest, at least at first, in an uncharted wilderness 
where, heaven knows, only true lovers can see the signs.

Give us a sign! Give us a sign!
Yes, Goddess, Epi saw signs, e’er spurred on by the conviction 

that the world needs his immediate presence. This is no time to yawn! 
Call the Fates for oracles! The gods are here, the gods are here! And 
lo, the Fates misheard, envisioning kidnapped Jim Hawkins on his 
coracle away from sheltering White Rock, on a mission to ’fill his 
duty but finding himself sea-tossed in every direction but the one he 
was bound to go (whereon fearful Jim kept his head, all a-weary in 
powerless acceptance, soon slipping into sleep, where he dreamed of 
home). Wherefore lo again! in these sweltering Sirios days your rovering 
Wishy still let his hooded Falcon choose the way, believing that such a 
stoop heralds the spirit of true adventure: Post tenebras spero lucem: 
After darkness I await the light.
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Now, Goddess, sing of one-dollar swims and showers at the local 
pool, where the manager even let Epi shower once for free, a privilege 
wishywashed Epi never sought again, not wanting to test good will. But 
O the weariness of walking, walking, walking, longing for the freedom 
of his burgled bike! For at lowest pump of eightynine cents per gaseous 
gallon (soon soaring to a buck seventeen, thrifty Epi oddly forgetting 
to add the nine-tenths superscript, $1.179), how many roads can a 
Falcon swoop down before fuel costs surge the stomach churning in 
the Falconer? In turn, on a Friday the Thirteenth, soothsayers vaunting 
Beware, dismissive Epi put $28.47 down on a bike, a beautiful new 
silver Azuki, vowing: “I’m going to guard this bike with a passionate 
paranoia.” Whereon the guileful Enchaunter laughed and laughed: How 
guard it, weiry kaerú, without a rentalot but suitable for you, who art 
dependent on everyone, so meanly broke, the result of your own small 
yearning and learning?

To whom thus, Goddess, we recall Miguel, Jaques, and Fyodor (not 
to forget Ariosto), who stir even the melancholy to laughter. For if Epi’s 
small learning leads to fitful Falcon flings, he is a seedling in the epic 
Age of Apollo and Dionysos, now cultivating vine god bliss of episodic 
twining. And lo! recall now Apollo 11’s landing on rocky Tranquility, 
near Crater Dionysius, Commander Neil Armstrong piloting artfully, 
module mate Edwin bringing a buzz of wine: Yet once more Apollo and 
Dionysos assert divine claim. As the gods shared opposite pediments 
at Delphi, so now they Hallo near Tranquility, Dionysos leaping and 
dancing o’er lunar rocks, staking the thyrsus, e’er ready to inspire lorn 
souls with tragic joy. But who noticed then, or even for decades, how 
Apollo’s Eagle was so near the Roaring God’s blasted hollow? Yet the 
atomic seed was planted, and I have heard the Bacchic cry: Evoe, Evoe. 
Mysterious are the ways of the vine god, nurturing all that grows on the 
generous Earth, Demeter divinely assenting. If there were water. Anon! 
the Goddess o’ercomes Bayer-Monstrosantos: “Go with a gentle heart 
and a steadfast spirit; and be not beyond measure despondent …”

And so, Cynthia, we connive with luck-bringing Hermes to filch pips 
from philosoph-rhapsodes who lifted legends before me, and scavenged 
myths from forgotten epicries, here prowling neglected forests for 
boughs of endurance: tales ignored by many, praised by few, imitated 
and transformed by fewer. By your grace, O Hekate of the Harrow, 
I seek divine favor just as Aristophanes sought glory for frogs; and if 
entrenched preditors deny me, then I shall snatch the honor myself (and 
I can do it!), stitching here, stitching there, in turn becoming, by your 
Grace, the Prince of Cadging Rhapsodes.
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And why not; why not steal, imitate, and transform? Better all my 
days to live among literary gods, resplendent in light, than to sink in 
shadows of a Hatteras, Woodley, or Collins cave. From cubicle glooms 
I am transported by Phoebic reflection, knowing that I myself belong, if 
subordinately, to a timeless modernity. O Cynthia, the boast of Delos is 
its Twins; is it likely that Phoebos, when I alone call him, will quit Delphi 
for my current cluttered dismal den? Now, Goddess, I feel your welcome 
gaze, your grace filling these Jobsian gigglebytes with rapturous wit; 
yes, Cynthia, my Mac SE was like a playhouse, small for you to enter, 
but you did enlarge it, as when you fired my boyhood dreams in Glacier 
Park, La Montaña, U.S.A., where you danced round the windy blue of 
Saint Mary chill, icy lake bounded by talus peaks, slippery scree no bar 
to divine seekers in Many Glacier, the new Pergamum of Mighty Zeus, 
where, in secret hallows, your pounding feet quakened dread desire. How, 
without your constant care and crescent renewing, dare I labor under 
Mount Gould to persuade the Mouse-god to stay in my evolving iMac, 
displacing microbytes with hardy will and humor evolving?

And so, Goddess of Wild Things, if Epi’s scant learning intoxicates 
his grape-nut brain, let us sing the bliss of literacy: reading, reading 
anything, really (“The worst of authors will sometimes hit the mark”), 
each in turn wooing Polyhymnia. To the Moon! But O! away from 
the blist’ry heat of Frog Sirios days, heat that melts ice caves, bringing 
crashing doom to the unwary; now to a library, now to an eatery where 
the price is right, in turn, rejoicing in darkness, to a well-lit parking spot 
where, in glad relief, a breeze and a book cool the Falcon air.

Of writers wondrous and writers plain, sing first of Jim Fixx’s 
incomplete book of running. O! how could Fixx fail to include Epi’s 
brief fling with the rhythmic rush? Now, protectress of dewy youth, sing 
of runners ’neath your Super Moon rising, there on the John Burroughs 
track, where Water-Drinking Epi reached effortless stride, measured 
and free, at one with the universe, now mindful of Gene in A Separate 
Peace: running Gene, who broke the barrier of pain to feel magnificent, 
suddenly forgetful of routine self-pity: You didn’t know anything about 
yourself, did you, Epi?

Eftsoones! Archimago saw the threat at once, and quick as sin grinned 
Nicholsonly, pacing the Burbank desert as tho’ trekking Valleys of the 
Moon. He recalled gentle disputes with Latinist C.S. Lewis, the fierce 
believer who raised swords against disputant boys and whose death no 
one noticed, C.S. insisting: Evil is always tired. Fie! I must write my 
Energeia someday! Natheless, for just this day, the secret was to keep Epi 
in slothful despair; to keep him irresolute and sulky, as a fetus in a curl of 
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squirms, contortionately and sciatically engloomed in the Falcon; there, 
beside the head-conking steering wheel, he sleeps, as one slipping his 
neck into a noose, the palegreen wheel that battens the yoke of Apollo’s 
Loxian call. After a decade, Wishy is no Zoe Koplowitz, the retro-raging 
athlete who refused to let MS defeat her; Zoe, who in 2007 crossed the 
finish line in under twentynine hours to complete her twentieth New 
York City Marathon—she who is last, is dearly first. Nay, Hekate, in 
’79 Wishy’s just another bleacher bum whelmed by the Underachievers 
Marathon, that hugeously distant goal in a Timeless Moore Toon, the 
Five-Yard Quit Line. Cry, cry for breath. Pain after endless pain, Epi 
is bound for whirlds far beyond him! O Cynthia, sing of endurance! 
Without your grace, Epi shall ne’er rise from his acedic stupor in his 
one-front war! Wherefore an Archi dread: Any activity can rouse Fisher 
Queen endolphins, releasing blessèd energies of self-discovery. Zap! Archi 
stung Epi’s spine, just a twinge, a numbing sting felt in his left thigh. 
Lead on! Wishywashy decided to give it a rest, whereby his running 
phase quietly died. Archi laughed. So easy!

Then, O darkening Hekate, Epi’s Safeway refuge was contested, 
an assault by the Blatant Beast, the thousand-tongued monster that Sir 
Calidore himself could not slay, only briefly subdue, after which the 
Gossiping Hydra broke its surly bounds and wagged afflictions anew 
o’er the long-suffering Earth. O Cynthia, the Beast lives! the pettiness! 
the dishonor! the defame which befell Epi’s immortal name!

Enter Archimago, whose mischief cast a glooming o’er Safewayer 
employees, darkening their understanding that a wanderer merits claim 
to mercy. O, Zeus Protector-of-Strangers was dead to them! Some Dis 
enchanted Safewayers gendered a plaint to polees that a pervert was 
parking on their lot, living “a long time” in his car. The guy looked at 
them funny, they said. O Hekate! this cavil after a mere month or three, 
the Falcon grimely parked in a dark side-lot neath a light-plinth!

So there Epi was, in Winchell’s on Olive, serenely reading and 
scribing, minding Cynthia’s business, distracted only by three Vietnamese 
youth who came in, voices loud and shrill, as when chalkboards screech 
incessant, Epi wondering if they were the boys who hid claymores or 
fled after a mine blasted a supply truck, killing the S4 clerk, wounding 
George Ipekdjian, when anon, Officer John Dorff of Burbank’s finest 
eftsoones entered with silent partner to ask the Falconer his intent. Epi 
cringed: Pervert? Looked at them funny? In the instant he recalled an 
ancient rhapsody in the Winds, wherein Jax Myth warbled of an unsettling 
Halloween; when, after trying to give some little hobo girls an apple with 
an apricot beret (“like the Frenchmen wear on the Champs Elysees”), 
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the little derelicts vanished into the darkness, one saying: “He’s scary.” 
Jax sang in his chains like the sea, hymning amaze: “It’s a shock when 
a man thinks he’s been charming and finds out he’s only been scary.”

So now Epi, who had sought only to cheer Safewayers by sacking 
his groceries; by having payment ready; by trying to be The Perfect 
Customer. Looked at them funny. Well, maybe his eyes flashed loneli-
ness, even sexual hunger, especially for the athletic amator whose heft 
and thighsome stride made her the more winsome. O, to be chastened 
in her deltic spores! Pervert? He once found himself facing a girlish 
cashier who flashed a look of loathing: a Cosmo-type with infallible 
instinct for the artificial, e’er tampering with her own simplicity, surely 
pursued by horny todes, yet solipsistic and skinny, a leanness in need of 
a meal; needing too a bath to restore natural scent and style, a scrub 
to cleanse acrylics posing as nails—a belladonna most arid, destined 
to become some boy’s paint-powdered atrophied wife. O Cynthia, 
protectress of dewy sportlings, praise instead the playful spirit: those 
strong basketball bones, those broad shoulders, those bounteous hips, 
those majestic thunder thighs: a woman!

Pervert?
Wishy recalled times he stood in food aisles, oft in shock, hypnotized 

by endless spiral of prices, finally snapping from dismal daze on sensing 
his paralysis dissembled hesitant thief. What had cashiers seen when they 
dropped his cash into their drawers? Had he conveyed his inmost fear? 
Epi oft saw his diaristic scribbles as kin to Prince Arthur’s, the errant 
hero endongeoned by the Dragon Assassin, whose blazing fire crispied 
George Wallace into a wheelchair. Alas, poor Arthur. Had Wishywashy 
projected inadequacies as pungently as Amorphophallic Arthur, who, 
flaccidly drooping, so painly displayed his diarrhean despair?

At least Officer Dorff, who wondered how Epi evaded detection so 
long, was tactful and caring; and so Epimetheus, sacker of groceries, 
found other sleep sites, oft crossing into Toluca Lake to escape Burbank’s 
bored blues, parking after dark, as late as ten p.m., when Tolucans usually 
retired, though a dog-walker once stooped to stare into Falcon windows, 
Epi hunkering, feigning sleep, staying low, feeling increasingly estranged 
yet beloved of Hermes, burglars now his subconning mentors, an outcast 
dreaming impossible dreams of ’fordable housing and thrilling showers, 
wondering how Safewayers missed the point: Weren’t they moiling at jobs 
they hate just to pay rent for their own disconnected lives? O Hestia, recall 
the Safewayer’s face lined and savaged, e’er straining in paralyzed motion, 
sickened unto living death by the relentless god, Paytherent!

So Epi grumbled, longing for true work, e’er recalling the Lebanese 
poet who affirms work as love made visible: a hint of immense struggle, 
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yet blissful reward. Nay, Laughter-Loving Goddess, who ne’er jeers at Epi 
in his sulky Dis position, yet more gladly cheers workers who brighten 
the road of scrappy destiny; whose daily aims lift, not sink the spirit; 
who press on as Sisyphos, e’er buffering light pains to push the Moon 
Rock up the Mount Marilyn Heights. We must assume—

A little later.
O Cynthia, lover of good works and the wild chase over Apennines: 

If not now, when?
In which sad light a ’ducted dolphin swam, surfacing by Thundervolt 

Rock, the isle for Wanderers. Here each worker is adrift as Delos on the 
Aegean, e’er hoping Poseidon might affix their fate with a trident stroke. 
In turn the Apolline envoy click-chattered auguries: Epi, your Falcon has 
a new starter; purchased on the day Goddess Ino lent you her veil. Is 
she hinting the continuing care of heaven? Epi pondered anew divinities 
that shape our ends, yet shuddered at the starter’s cost: $47.10. Hurry up 
geez its time. Reluctant Wishy departed Possum’s practical dolphin for his 
typenumbery job at Bun & Dreadstreet, where, between form letters, his 
boss told him he was good people, one he didn’t want to lose (and where 
Epi chanced upon The Birth of Tragedy, a puzzling fugue Epi filched for 
Nietzsche’s hymn to Dionysos, the whine god, whom Epi loathed as fake 
divinity, destroyer of parents). His Dreadstreet boss knew tempy Epi had 
visions beyond form letters, tho’ Wishy mumbled when asked about his 
writing. Epi knew just one thing: No preditor would ever again trample 
his essays; no sir, next time he would fiercely guard his work, camping 
himself right there on the preditor’s desk.

In which darkling pain Duessa laughed and laughed, zinging cheerful 
Brasils: “Are you going to Shaftesbury Feair?”
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U S A
The Reader’s Eye

With the dawning of this Work and the voice of their Calling

Mortals Are Rarely Content to Let It Be

It little profits that an idle queen

Great Falls’ Janis Hansen
Is a ‘Going’ Concern

by Pat Petty, Women’s Editor
for The Great Falls Revisionist Tribune

Montaña’s titian-haired freckled contribution to the world 
of entertainment

when she was six
on her sixth birthday
she sat on Gene Autry’s lap
and sang her first song
But today this girl has graduated
from Gene Autry’s lap
to the screen of coast-to-coast television
She is part of Ford Motor Co.’s singing representatives, “The 

Going Thing”
Interviewed long distance, Janis said:

I was born in Columbus Hospital
attended Lowell School
and the College of Great Falls
I met some musicians in Colorado
we all needed money to go through school
so we got together and played the cocktail circuit

But her work lasted only two weekends
She got this call

from a Tom Drake of the Andy Williams Show
who sent her a ticket to come out for an audition
I was so sure I was coming right back
Janis said
I took only one dollar with me

But she got the job

A year later she auditioned for Sergio Mendez and 
Brasil ’66

and
she got the job
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I’ll tell you, she said
I was with Brasil ’66 about one-and-three-fourths years and
I’ll tell you
Sergio is hard to work for

when the group was in New York City Mendez stayed at one 
of the plushest hotels and

put the rest of us up in $5-a-night rooms.
You can just imagine what kind of room you can get in New 

York for $5

Janis lives in Phlegra but still gets homesick for Montaña
I still think Montaña’s the most beautiful state, she said



Canticle 3
Please: No Changes ...

-whimpering Epi slept in the Falcon in sluggish spirit 
and habit of mind. As Athene guided unseen Odysseus to the thrones 
of Alkinoös and Arete, gentle Phaiakian monarchs, so now in early 
morning darkness the gray-eyed goddess guided Epi to the laundromat, 
warning him to avoid the eyes of strangers. Wishywashy awaited the 
automatic door-click at six, grabbed his box, rushed to put the coffee 
on, washed his hair and other itchy parts, whereaft the brew was 
thrillingly perked. He hurried the carafe’s contents into his thermos, 
the leftover stimulant into a tall plastic thermal, then boxed essentials 
into the Falcon. Sometimes it was a dash as a real customer drove 
up, but Athene inspires the resourceful: a towel draped o’er the box 
made it appear laundry. And, if the owner arrived as Epi awaited the 
door-click, casual Epi grabbed yesterday’s shirts to pay his way. The 
owner usually left in minutes, whereon Epi washed up and perked his 
brew. What the heck, Epi thought; at today’s prices, seventyfive cents 
for laundry is well worth a thermos-plus of coffee, not to mention the 
blessèd relief of an itchy-free scalp.

The desperate thriftiness had its strain. Epi felt the sag of daily 
anxiety, weariness uneased by fevered risings. Three small boys once 
paused in their dawning excitements to check out the guy making 
coffee. Epi glared; they turned away—everyone a threat to reveal his 
secret to the owner, who began arriving often at six. Once he seemed 
to glower as Epi turned the Falcon into the alley; Epi drove on.

Epi fretted about his unclaimed bike, still on layaway after some 
weeks; he feared making final payment until he could protect his 
beautiful necessary toy. He still felt the financial sting, the horror of 
greed rising with each gas hike: sixteen months earlier his lightweight 
ten-speed cost about $145, less $15 for trade-in. The silver Azuki, 
with two plastic-coated chains and locks, was inflated to about $240; 
a bumper bike rack for the Falcon, almost $30. Epi felt the world’s 
disdain: Get an apartment! The bike filled a deeper need: a hint of 
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freedom, a chance to cheer onlyness in dawns of rosy splendor, as at 
first Homeric light. O Aurora! see Epi cycling the breeze, rejoicing in 
your lucent rays, softing sounds of Eleanor Farjeon with lyrics to bring 
back the heroic ages: “Morning Has Broken.”

In early October, after weeks of typenumbery at Bun & Dreadstreet, 
just days after Safewayers summoned the cops, Epi balanced finances 
with grudging readiness: He took a room gouging $35 a week. Laugh 
not, Gentle Reader, you who long for yesteryear’s extortions: Epi felt 
the horror of life gone mad, thrown among landlords and sharks of all 
descriptions. In ’68-69, after Army discharge, he rented a small, stale 
one-bedroom, second-floor house apartment for $65 a month. Even $65 
strained careless budget, a ten-month $5,700 teacher’s contract, $390 
monthly net. Now in ’79 this thresher gouged over $140 a month for a 
sheet-rigged partition, a place for streetfish to cringe like hoodlums.

Unreal City.
The pirate had an option: a private room at reduced rate if Wishy 

were the friendly type. Epi pretended not to hear, settling for a place 
to park his bike, his beautiful bike, and O! the joy of that first ride, an 
autumnal eve chilled by blissful breeze, as when proud Elizabeth went 
for a brisk walk alone o’er field and field, returning with face aglow 
from warmth of exercise. Now Epi was mindful of Homeric wit, the 
poet’s clear intellect shining therein; now with sunset softing crimson 
shades on the San Gabriels, with rare bright clouds o’er the hills (whose 
desert crags seemed sterile to a Glacier boy pining), now Epi’s spirit 
rose in playful disposition, peddle-puffing not to circulate his coffee, 
but to swell his song. Yet once more summits stood in crystalline air 
to surprise Hesperians, the basin blessed again by winds and cleansing 
rain; now the sudden apparition of hills, so oft shrouded in smog, 
reminding Epi of an ancient letter to the Winds, wherein a teacher 
rejoiced to hear a child rush back to class to proclaim: Didja notice! 
Didja notice! The mountains came back!

Which whenas the Enchaunter saw, he gan to smile, hymning cantil-
lations to discordant shallows. Epi placed an ad in the Burbank Purview: 
Writer needs room, $100-$150, P.O. Box Sumsuch, Burbank. A woman 
sent a postcard. They met at a Mexican restaurant. As Odysseus 
embraced the knees of Phaiakian queen, beseeching pity and aid, so now 
Wishywashy buttered up to this aging but lively widow, her Alkinoös 
having ventured into eternity.

Disarete (as now she is known) owned a collectible business, her 
work her play: they had a merry time. Epi splurged for the feast, tho’ 
trimming the tip when the waitress charged two-bits for the doggy dish. 
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Disarete requested a reference. A Pullman ally responded glowingly; 
the room was his. Wishywashy feared to ask price, but hoardily hoped 
for the reasonable $100. On his arrival, Disarete stood welcomingly in 
the living room, framed by the kitchen to her right, glass doors to her 
left, a landscaped yard behind: a vision as pleasing to Wishy eye as any 
garden of enchaunting Acrasia. Disarete raised mortgaged eyebrows, 
softly arching: “One-fifty?” Anon, Epi sensed she too longed for pity 
and love, his most attractional attribute his empyreal $150.

And so Wishywashy moved into an isled house built on Tujunga sand 
in the land of his unborn sons, seeking refuge from relentless Earthshaker, 
as when Fili and Kili, after thorough exploration, found a small dry 
cave to shelter Bilbo the Burglar (the chosen, the selected Hobbit): Fili 
and Kili, the toast of Thorin’s dwarves, the apostolic adventurers now 
led by Gandalf the Laughing, all glum to escape the howling storms. 
Yet in Tujunga hills Poseidon’s son was near, the clamorous Cyclops 
bellowing, flailing, shrieking, in blind rage that ’76 Epi chose school 
o’er his thirteen-inch TV. O harrowing! God grind the wicked, and 
spare the just! Years of Cyclopian batterings had pierced the widow’s 
tender ’drums, whose TV bedecked her hollowed wall at the four-foot 
mark. So encaved, the Cyclops concussed the timbers, the tender Wyf 
pumping up the pain, deaf in one ear, ruptured in the next.

Epi shriveled to his room darkly, prey to nasty noiseless screams 
swelling his skull, as when Bilbo saw the Fili-Kili Cave getting smaller 
and smaller, the screamy hole sundering wider and wider, Bilbo glow-
ering in the grotto before the lawless monsters, dreadful to behold. Just 
so Epi stared, stupefied and goggle-eyed, as Merv’s gawk-show roared 
thro’ Disarete’s habit-hole, the wall no shield as the Cyclops gobbled 
up guest after guest, Epi helpless to save them, or himself. He finally 
decamped his hermit hole when he heard, aghast, Merv’s gnawing on 
the skull of Arthur Schlesinger Jr., whose bio of Bobby Kennedy was 
breaking Merv’s bared teeth. Epi convulsed, frenzied, piqued to death-
moans, aching as Bilbo ached when something tookish inside ripped 
him; just so, the Mervy host took Art’s mates and dashed their heads 
together, brains and gore soaking the ground.

Did ya’ read the book, Merv?
Epi was crazed to ask about Joe Kennedy as father: his reported 

surrender of strong beliefs to let his sons make decisions, live their own 
lives. The Merv asked instead about the Hoffa-Bobby feud, painstakingly 
deemphasized by Schlesinger in the book, after which gooferies Epi raged 
to his cornerous cave. The Cyclops bellowed the more, Epi wincing and 
wizening, stupe fied as the blind monster routed Merv’s fat flocks to the 
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hollow hills. Still the Merv roared, mocking Wishywashy as Nobody, 
promising to ignore him well beyond the last called. He rolled a great 
groan to block Epi in his cave, denying him sweetness of private exit, 
leaving noiseless patient Wishy mumbling black thoughts on how he 
might punish him, how Athene might give him that glory.

In turn the Trivia Goddess roused Epi to respond to an essay by 
Saul Seminal Sheen, Dean of Thinking Correspondents, newcomer later 
renouned as carstorian for the Laistrygone Winds, one of the world’s 
great newspapers. So faming, Dean Sheen waxed wroth o’er serial 
snags in his move from the Land of the Burning Bird. The opening 
line, however, chafed Nobody Epi: “One may presume an undeniable 
identity …”

The Dean based his undeniable presumption on a lifetime of schools, 
fingerprints, passports, bylines, and snappy plasticity; but Anonymous 
Nobody Epi just could not fathom how anyone could presume an 
undeniable identity. He had never seen such a beast, nor could Erik 
Erikson fancy such a one, not even C.G. Jung who to the last syllable 
of recorded mind found mystery in his own evolving Self. Only in the 
perspired gagatypes of Saul Seminal Sheen did such an undeniable 
exist, though the phrase stuck in Epi’s id, the exact counterpoint to 
the outcast’s consecration, ennobled loneliness first gleaned from John 
Fowles, the stunning notion of “the precious gift of self-contempt.” And 
if the Gentle Reader fancies the Dean’s presumption a trifle, essential to 
self-esteem, especially in view of the ’Gone’s Hugeousness astride Epi’s 
patent Nothingness, the Trivia Goddess demands its inclusion: Epi’s 
story is clearer with it—even if all Plain Singers shun counterpoints as 
distracting to reader focus and who cares about Dean Sheen anyway. 
Please, Gentle Reader, consider each allusion as harmonious companion 
to stalking discord; without them, Epi would have gone mad as Manson, 
that Boys Town dropout who’s e’er been laden with fatherless wrath, 
just another outcast raging and leaping, aching to heap vengeance on 
paternal judges e’er punishing outcasts in an uncaring world.

Now, Triune Goddess, grant me accuracy: The estimable ’Gone 
focused on frustrations caused by a bank’s ten-day suspension of funds 
while his Burning Bird check cleared Hesperian banks. Yet another 
Angelic bank refused to transfer funds without seeing a ’Gone driver’s 
license, tho’ Dean Sheen was obviously an immigrate with splendiferous 
IDs, to include Windsy rank of Laistrygone renown.

As a former teller well versed in subtleties of customer subversion, 
Epi laughed at some Sheenisms, wishing to have been a genial antagonist, 
responding brightly to the ’Gone’s obvious and hugeous wit. But because 
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he had been a teller, and because presumptive potentates were the bane of 
money changers, our Wishywashy, e’er endeavoring to raise his dreaded 
name above the Moon, felt keen to respond, if obliquely, knowing a 
direct spoof would relegate his views to the tadpole lagoon.

Say first, dearest Hekate of Pensive Glooms, that Wishy had long 
sulked on his pius calling to teach vexations of the cage to the wide-raging 
whirld: the stings and harrows of tellering life, not to mince words, 
but to renounce egoists who come in effusing undeniable presumption, 
using their petty funds to bully tellers into submissive cringe.

And I suppose you’re the champion of tellers’ rights, the tode 
scoffed when Epi called him a bully for pressing a cage-mate to fill out 
his money order, typing what the bully should have penned himself, 
his hectoring laziness causing a needless mistake, thereby wasting a 
money order, delaying too needier service to others.

You’d better believe it, said Epi, trembling like a knight-in-the-box, 
sensing his boat about to be wrenched by a torrent of wheels, recalling 
the previous day’s chat with another teller, saying he’d like to achieve 
fame if only to make his dreaded name reach to the Moon, where, from 
the rare and delectable peak of Mount Marilyn (Cry, cry for breath), he 
could soundly cheer: “Fill out your own damned deposit slip!” Wishy 
Epi, the Solzhenitsyn of the S&L Archipelago: Blow the dust off the 
clock. Throw open your cherished heavy curtains. And fill out your 
own damned money orders!

Wishy’s voice shook: “I’m the teller’s champion of champions.”
“Don’t swim in your armor,” the tode said, laughing.
O for the wit of Beowulf! Recall him who in early youth swam five 

days with naked swords and body-mail, hard and hand-linked, in full 
woven war-garments dragged to the bottom by fierce sea monsters, yet 
rising, his unsinkable spirit scarce begun to fight.

And now this puffish Sheen, this Dean of Thinking Correspondents, 
banters his bullying role, a ladder-climber deigning to affirm his rising 
self. His tone hints small care for todes careering in lesser jawbs than his 
own hugeous renown, now towering on a rising wave, as when Harry, 
Ron, and Hermione gaped at Pettianimagus growing and growing, so 
quick, like the speeded-up film of a growing Geeee. Dean Sheen grimaced 
at “a trucker who likely didn’t make it past high school,” adding a 
contrapunt for “the sophistication of … [bank] management with college 
degrees.” Hark, what discord follows! More, thought fishy Epi, who so 
admires Jax Myth’s precise ear, some of Dean’s dialogue sounded false, 
as when paraphrase is stuffed into quote marks.

(Never mind, Gentle Reader, the ’91 CrispyCremeCourt that frosts such 
fakery; the 89-1799 decision, Masson vs. Malcom and The New Yorker, 
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which smooths and spreads fabricant quotes. Don’t be foolish, boy. We 
practice jawing, not concision. By the blind demigawds, reporters may 
now lie in print if the paraphrase does not “result in a material change 
of meaning.” O Hekate of the Harrow! Sing a higher standard, as when 
Jax Myth celebrates “invisible witness”: an unseen observer who can 
confirm or deny the least subtlety. Sing too, Cynthia, patronness of 
dewy youth: Why else are sportswriters oft hailed the clearest scribes 
on the generous Earth?)

Now, Gentle Reader, you who avoid pettiness in all things and are 
chagrined to find it in others, I regret to say that petty Epi saw in the 
honorable Laistrygone a lamentable extension of timeless hypocrisy, 
judgments the ’Gones hurl outward daily, almost ne’er within, as by an 
ombudsman (NYT’s Public Editor waylaid as we review). Yet Epi was 
aweary of the beams and motes floating in the righteous Winds, a stream 
of letters and ’toons piquing on jawbs and the contagion of subservice; 
sneak attacks the congenial George Eliot might call torpedo contact.

Swamped by deadly waves, then, and heaping all onto Phoeb’s 
right eous scales, Euphonic Epi essayed to hint that all mortals gurgling 
between Bartleby Whirlpool and Dean Sheen Prufrocks must first seek 
clear voice. Help! He focused on his teller days, writing in the third 
person, suggesting that such jawbs are a shock to most mortals, a 
crushing happenstance, the discord of tadpoles in shriveling qua frok. 
These survival jawbs just happen, nature’s reward for demitodes whose 
zombie ways devour true dreams, wherein kaerúvian seekers transmog-
rify to shades of the living dead, ghoulish eyes aglitter before effulgent 
gameshows, leggy conbreastants tripping o’er constricted rows of knees, 
bounding down the aisles, mingling with bounteous modelkins whose 
delicate slow hands index fantastical prizes; in turn all are agog o’er 
red-carpet awards, hellish nets to Cassandra, who shudders at the 
pomp, acolytes drawing crimson dyes from the murex snail, rending 
Highland-Hollywood carpets bright as blood. O! Oscar really did send 
’em a message! Even Phoebos gushes o’er starlets and stars, distracting 
femmes from their own hidden Sol, more priceless far ...

Now, Cynthia, my gamble centers on Tranquility Base, lest I too 
drift in stagnant ponds, fearing plan-of-life tributaries, some leading to 
the River of No Káeru. O! too oft I see demitodes mogg into cyborgs 
blazing when deprived of jawbs they hate, as clarinets in concrete, the 
drowned knot of fire, amazing mace, blinded, disconnected, aching for 
the billion-dollar lottery to leap all hurdles. Some rage that degree is 
shaked, that no flaming fowl or silverback has equal claim to existence, 
less than trifles to rapacious gold-seekers: Only God’s Chosen Kochs are 
born to cruel the long-suffering Earth. Nuke the gnatcatcher! O yes, 
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Athene, I feel your dreaded eye; even now I fear the dragon that sleeps 
o’er work-love treasures (Cry, cry for breath); even now I’m afraid to trust 
Divinest Lottery: the exercise of vital powers along lines of ambivalence 
in a strife affording dim hope. Many are called. O Loxian Oracle! Yet 
once more I hear the high thin wail of a Phoebic No! It saps me, flattens 
me, like a Muppet moping in Mephistophelean woe, Oscar the Grouch 
e’er bellowing faith in genetic despair: “It can’t happen to me!”

The Garpian Under Toad: where Mephisto voices shake us, and 
we drown.

And yet, Trivia Goddess, beloved divinity of true voice, Epi has 
planted his flag of life; has proclaimed his warrior duty to serve the 
Apolline banner, to master his own passionate storm in light of eternity. 
’Tis an ever-present Now calling him, daring him to act as if all will be 
well, as when retro-raging Lori McKenna won the lottery by playing a 
kinder number: going down Abby Road, her thoughts her words, her 
words her actions, her actions her habits, her habits her destiny. O! this 
morning your son of Julian rose to revise under a glorious Super Moon, as 
yesternight he went to Falcon bed with Walden grace affirming: It’s ne’er 
too late to renounce blind obedience to blundering oracles. O, spare Wishy 
the small coin of jawb security! Small horrors lead to larger horrors, 
unreconciled rage flares before tiniest taunt; wherefore Petty Epi, letting 
himself feel the pride, wrought a tellering essay in subtle reply to Dean 
Sheen, soon chancing to see a TV report on Cambodia, then suffering 
massacres and Pol Pot famine while waning Prince Sihanouk courted 
diplomats with lavish feasts. The camera eye finds a woman in death 
throes, flattened, gaping like a waterless fish, paretic, eyes abulge, as a 
Chamic fish pierced to the brain by honed bamboo. O, her life’s revelry 
nears its random ruin! Epi acknowledged his reverence for misery in his 
cover letter of October ’79, adding: “I also know that when most people 
wake up tomorrow they will be absorbed in their own petty concerns, 
and I with mine.” Under his dreaded name, petty Epi included work and 
Tujunga phones, adding a note eminently fair and reasonable:

Please:
No changes without
Consultation

In weeks he received a warm-hearted form letter: His submission 
was being considered, some changes might be necessary, but he would 
be contacted before publication. Meanwhile, the warm-hearted nod was 
not a commitment to publish.

Fair enough, Epi thought, and dashed a pleased postcard to the 
Winds, requesting the same copy editor as with Apollo 11 (hoping to 
teach her a thing or two, somehow sensing, though he used a masculine 
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pronoun, that the editor was a she). He repeated his fair and orderly: 
Please: No changes without …

Which whenas Duessa read, she loudly laughed, as when a bygone 
warrior lured crass invaders into Parthian bogs full of ditches, detours, 
and sundering surprise. The Enchauntress, still styled in winsome weeds 
of Maulreen Malaprop, Copy Girl Preditor Supreme, now looked to 
the op-ed fish tank, her shiny lips misting Gorgopisian hiss as she 
discerned sorta propos: “Oh, you kid, my little trouble magnate. This 
is the same place where you were swept toward Egregia—and you still 
want another squirmish!” At once invoking maledictions on his essay 
(spiking a tadpole in her tank, twirling it on rapier’s point), she turned 
to the shady hollows, wherein she stores robes of the Great White 
Surgeon, investiture to shield her Marsyasian scythes, all while flensing 
her betrayal into deniable leaves. No rush, no rush; no need yet to don 
the prey’rful robe, so daintily embellished, encompassing all Skyllic 
horrors of the unseen strife. And so it was that Epi’s teller, reaching for 
Going-to-the-Moon, was buried at the bottom of the bottom, ’neath the 
Pettiest of Petty, with only the towering canyons of the Laistrygone way 
to echo Malaprop giggles o’er her retardation schedule: “Nay, by another 
path thou needs must go if thou wilt leave this waste.”

To Maulreen’s Windsy beguilement was added the cunning of tireless 
Archimago, who nudged Epi to flee Bun & Dreadstreet. Wishy had 
typed names and numbers for over three months, longer than expected; 
and, by lasting beyond Thanksgiving, had even earned a rare blessing: 
a paid holiday. He was proud to survive such lengthy typenumbery, 
though survival also meant suppressing intelligence and spirit. In the 
business world, ignorance is oft invincible; Epi’s immediate superior 
was a boy stale from college, the kind whose essays he’d been futilely 
correcting months earlier, Epi now muzzling correction once the boy 
told him to stop. O Ishmael, the transition is indeed a keen one from 
teacher to typist: who aint a scriv’ner, tell Epi that!

The job would have been an air-conditioned nightmare to bolder 
writers; but if Wishywashy preferred to bartle the sulky supe (an actor-
claimant with bright blue eyes), he also gloomed on ignorance. How 
did I ever think I could teach? Now he just wanted a cool room away 
from the streets, this trudgery a step toward self-reliance, blessèdly 
removed from the suffocations of his sun-blasted Falcon. And here, 
even in Dreadstreet, he could wonder at the strange and stupendous 
deliberations of Friedrich Nietzsche, whose pyrotechnical puzzlements 
seemed softer, more sublime, in the glacial air.

And what, Goddess, was Epi’s chief puzzlement? Now, Hekate, 
Goddess of the Crossroads, help Penthean Epi ponder the mystery 
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of Dionysos, the ecstatic divinity who delivers the Nietzschean artist 
from personal will. Until now, Epi fancied that Apollo was the chief 
divine of the age, having revealed his transcendent power in the epic 
Moonflights. Wishy, with his little learning, knew Apollo as the god 
of truth and poetry, fixing too on the Delphic inscription, “Know 
thyself.” Apollonians act on work-love, affirming Phoebos as the god 
of individuation and true dreams. Epi read The Birth of Tragedy as a 
struggle between Apollo and Dionysos, Nietzsche asserting that neither 
god could live without the other: the two must be reconciled.

But how reconcile himself with Dionysos, the despised god of dismal 
draining death? Always the maenads shred his mother’s fate; always 
the rage of his father’s blasted brain. Even on good days such thoughts 
are near: the rifle, the cirrhosis, the blood-frenzies of end-beginning. 
I must escape this blood. Apollo will purge these griefs. This Pythian 
call, this half-witting suppliant, as Orestes seeking release from his 
family’s legacy: so a decade earlier Epi saw his own drinking as bound 
for ruin. He acts on tadpole resolve: No more booze till Apollo lights 
the way. Guided by will alone. And tho’ Epi failed to offer libations, 
unseen spirits oft carried him lightly, as when well-fed Bilbo, unable 
to outpace the goblins in darkening caves, was carried by fleet-footed 
dwarves, each in turn gasping to follow Gandalf’s faint wandlight, 
until Dori (who ne’er got the pips, despite Bilbo’s burdening girth), 
shouted and fell, and—

And Epi isolato is forever estranged until the bond of Apollo is forged 
through the patient spirit of Dionysiac rite: seeds, cultivating, grapeful 
harvest, with no Bayer-Monstrosantos to spray its aldrinicide.

Who can fathom it?
Epi resisted; his focus still on instant transformation: “A Streetcar 

Named Falcon: This is a dream! I want to go on dreaming!” The Falcon 
will give birth! The Falcon will give birth!

Yet e’er and anon did the Cyclops bellow, Wishy shriveling to 
his room darkly. Once the widow pursèdly pried: I never hear you 
typing, which mockery intensified estrangement. Turn off that light! 
I will not be looked at in that merciless glare! The vine god laughed. 
Epi loathed his paralysis, feeling cowardly one minute, light-denied 
the next, appalled that Phoebos needs no gifts from him. But surely 
God’s work must be our own! In turn Epi blamed the Cyclops for the 
hideous TV bleatings, then winced to recall a writer who laughed at 
writers who don’t write: “There is always an excuse.” If only. Epi so 
missed his library, still exiled in Pullman storage: How sing of Apollo 
in a bookless room?
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He ne’er mentioned singing; could not have justified hiding in his 
room. He flinched at buried-talent parables and Miltonic meditations, 
sensing he ought to step into the widow’s light to sing a song. He 
snarled, shutting himself away more darkly, burying lyric insight, 
blaming lack of action for want of friends musical.

Some friends! They won’t work for free!
Yet sing, Twins of Leto, who oft blend voices with Dionysos: 

by calling himself a writer, and by meditating joy of Homeric singers, 
Epi trembled before the Lonely Mount of the Epic Tradition; as when, 
on second thought, a scribbler shows disposition to clear his throat 
and hymn soft codicils to Calliope. Yes, the presumption terrified; he 
knew nameless writers had laughably perished in the lowest regions of 
Parnassus, Hades Dis claiming them, the mount collapsing to sinkhole, 
all duped by dead-end trails and cracks crevassing, stupefied by ne’er 
ending horrors in bottomless caves. O, I am not Vergil! Yet clearly in 
this age of epic Moonflights, someone had to try: If not Wishy, who? 
O Phoebos! before Glacier’s Cyrrha my anachro mouse trembles ...

Wishy sensed a need for stupendous patience; that only Glacial 
persistence can weave the maze, slowly melting the chains that bind the 
soul of epic harmony.

Now, Delphian Gods, ’tis said alcohol forges chains so soft they can’t 
be felt ’til they’re too strong to break; though ’tis also said descendants 
take on traits of the drinker whether drinking or not—mayhap more at 
risk when picking up the Think to scorn the Drink. Wherefore graceful 
bacchants pray for distressed bacchants, that such as water-drinking 
Epi may rise to seek Epic Fellowship: Dionysiac rhapsodes whose sober 
heads are equal to any fortune; whose accord reaches thro’ millennia 
to Seekers who might add a link to the Chains of Tranquility.

And then, from Earthshaker’s blue, the gentle widow told Epi, with 
lip-curl pride, that her husband had ne’er seen her nude: a revelation 
too shocking to fathom, plunging Epi into blackest glooms, as if the 
blooming crone had sapped her mate’s life force in a web of purple 
crosses and nightgowns that reached to her ankles with long sleeves, 
and in his mere ten years of solitude and slim reading Epi could not 
muster an Arkadian giggle: “That’s the most obscene thing I’ve ever 
heard!” Even in her sixties the widow was full vulvaceous, incarnate 
femininity to joy in, yet chaste to the point of shame in spite of all 
her swelligence. O! my Hera’s ritual shrine! once in the bedroom let’s 
have no modesty there! O! to see more of her than even her spouse 
had seen! to trace her dolly glands, feastfully shaking the house with 
blissful quakes!
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Now Cynthia, Chastening Celestial, forgive me (I’m just quoting), but 
someone once said: Of all sexual perversions, chastity is strangest. O! no 
Ovid to pull her gown away, to see her naked—her breasts, her thighs, her 
sigh-angle hair! O! open the tomb with specters of pious sins! See legions 
of sulky virgins taunting duped martyrers, pointing to their sundered Carlos 
Danger: Find it, or ye shall ne’er enter the Gates of Paradise! In turn 
demonics display torments of tender despair: Oh honey, please please: Let 
me see you in your full glory! Just so, radiant Goddess, as when Actaeon 
was hunted and shredded by his own hounds after turning from your 
divine form, so on Tujunga sand a groom’s shade became a tattered toy 
for unseen ghouls, who laugh and teeth their hideous laugh.

And forth flared Archimago in full malicious mind, filling Epi’s skull 
with wails and groans of ghosts in chains, now dragging blightfootfalls 
that lyric Gordon alone can see. O, had life insurance paid for this Tujunga 
habit-hole? this house ne’er a home, halls haunted by suffering spooks, if 
ever Epi felt one. So cankered, Epi stayed till the end of the second month, 
or about mid December, leaving without a friendly note or word.

And returned to the streets per custom of knights-errant who wish to 
live deliberately, preferring fields and woods to popalutions (not a typo, a 
word Teresans shun, even if privily stunned by sudden porcelain births), 
Epi sporting his bike, his beautiful bike, locked to the Falcon’s bumper 
bike rack, not seeing Archimago there grasping, clinging, laughing, left 
hand bracing his wizard cone, darkling robes flapping in the wind.

Now Cynthia, recall grave historians whose accounts are so brief that 
we hardly taste them; and out of ignorance, carelessness, or malice, leave 
in their gigglebytes the most substantial part of their story.

Say first, Goddess, that rent-plagued Epi paid an agency a nonrefund-
able $35 to seek out a small house hyped for $125. Epi called: the rate 
applied only to senior citizens; others, even knights-errant, pay double. 
Forth flared Archimago: Ha! You can’t sing and have decent housing 
too! O Cynthia, ne’er in the vaunts of epic-errantry has such knight been 
vexed by want of shade in cooling castled inns!

Yet a Wishy must wander the world as though on probation, in quest 
of adventures to earn a name, deeds to be hailed even by regenerate 
landlords, who long to see an end to all this unnatural and degrading 
competition for housing. Epi went to the Glendale YMCA to inquire 
the price: was told to return Monday morning, checkout time, first 
come, first served. Epi was there; got the room: $28 a week, $124 for a 
thirtyone-day month.

The room was the size of a large closet: a Winds Closet of the Week, 
as a matter of cheery fact. Forsooth, the Viewy Laistrygones had begun 
a series on celebrity closets, displaying huge walk-ins of the famished 
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wealthy, a vision that raised a smile even to Wishy in gloomy squall. 
The smallest cornucopian closet seemed larger than the squeeze allotted 
for a Y bed and chesty drawers, disjoined by tiny walkway, not to 
forget a small cave for clothes behind a lightless door.

And straightaway Epi’s disordered ’magination posed an enchanted 
castle hosted with many phantoms. Each darkling dawn around 5:30 
the Y’s resident spook thunkered tiled halls in hard-heeled boots, 
sending piercing shock waves to the depths of Epi’s sleep-ruptured soul; 
resounding, as when Bilbo and Halima gaped at the stone-giants hurling 
boulders in the Vale of Jeers where no king rules, all nature stupefied 
by the dreadful din. After one sleep-shattering, Epi finally oped his 
door to ask the Thunkering Ghost if he could lighten his step. A few 
mornings later the spook was back, his soul-piercing shock waves all 
the more piercing.

O to be Simas in his cell, the outer hallways carpeted for sound-
proofing!

And did Epi roar up to reveal tooth and claw? No, Skull-Bursting 
Goddess, Epi restrained rage to shred Thunkering limbs. In daylight the 
spook seemed a wasted jock, hints of gloried athlete days in his aging 
face, lines magnified by longish blonde straws. Tush, Sib; he seemed a 
frog in a coop, the unmorphed Prince of Aging Todes in the Glendale Y. 
Was Epi a tad cowardly for failing to accost the prince, who seemed 
large as Ranidae Taurus? Perhaps. Yet in his Gandhian dreams, wherein 
the evolutionary spirit is minutely developed; and in his Mythic joy for 
glories of the Laistrygone Winds, whose headlines e’er hover as heatful 
smog (Cry, cry for breath); midst these Really Reals Epi visionized the 
mushrooming haze that ’Gone headlines might display:

Two Y-Bums Arrested; in Spat O’er
Goat Paunches of Blood and Fat

“It was the real thing,” said one witness, “not in the least 
contrived for video sale. Why, I saw Wishy spit on him, and sure 
enough, the guy spat back.”

And so Epi pulled his punch, lest he himself die from the blow. He 
also sensed his foil was a Prince, Eumaeus disguised, daily helping a 
guy in a wheelchair, an odiferous woe whose wastes and laves needed 
full assist. Epi had no stomach for such cleansing, but Eumaeus did. 
O Zeus, protector of strangers, bless the Prince forever! Then grant a 
charm of calm: rooms adorned by Hephaistos, hermit hallways carpeted 
by Simas and Athene, e’er hymning a harmonious hush …

Meanwhile, the Enchaunter joyed to taunt Epi’s dread: My bike, my 
beautiful bike. E’er seeking safe parking, Epi once locked it in a sheltered 
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garage opposite the Y on Wilson Av. A passing tenant asked if he was 
visiting. No. You can’t park here then. Which whenas Wishy waxed full 
sore, inraged; and, as Odysseus was famed for graceful speech, e’er fair 
and orderly, so Epi stifled a curse, stuttering fear of thieves. The tenant was 
kind and just: It’s not me, he said; it’s the others. Of course, Epi thought, 
recalling an oft-told tale of outcasts on Crytalballnacht, foreshadowing 
good-hearted Americans who denied port-trapped Syrians in 2016. It’s 
not the rejecting Others I’ll remember, Dodo, it’s you.

Epi considered asking others for help, but Archi shriveled his soul 
and grimaced his trust. He parked his bike, his beautiful bike, in the 
entrance to an underground garage across the alley east of the Y. With 
two plastic-coated chains he tied his silver Azuki to an iron railing; 
in plain sight, but double-locked. He walked away with fearful hope, 
glancing back for another loving look: My bike, my beautiful bike.

Whanne nyghtfall came, thanne Wishy splurged on a rare extrav-
agance: He went to a basketball joust, USC Britomarts versus Old 
Dominion Liebermans, wanting to see the gamesome vaunts of acclaimed 
Knight Nancy. Departing, he checked his bike, his beautiful bike. After 
the joust, he lingered awhile to watch the Trojan-Bruin strutters, but 
the boys lacked the blissful play of the Britomarts and Liebermans. He 
left at halftime, anxious to check his bike, his beautiful bike.

Back in Glendale, he parked the Falcon and went for a stroll: a 
nice-’n’-easy glance when passing the underground entrance, feigning 
great ponderance. Ah, my dear Epi: You can’t fool anyone that way. 
Epi crossed the alley, braced for sighful relief—and his head was jerked 
by sucking gasp: Only the pedestrian railing remained.

My bike, my beautiful bike!
So forth as before, inhaling bituminous bile, exhaling fire, as a dragon 

in search of his stolen treasure; in gasping pain, as when a Chinese 
peasant saw a void where his bike had been, his life-blood bike, parked 
trustingly by a roadside, now vanished, rumor racing that it had been 
“borrowed” by a fugitive Red Shard. O! Epi turned away, then back, 
away, and back again: still gone, still, stomach roaring, still! Epi’s double 
burden did him sore disease; bitter wroth to be again on foot, raging at 
the fate of muted donkeys and bikes, no longer free to bray and howl 
as they did in the days of Sancho, Aesop, and Shrek. O, bring back the 
days of well-trained dragons, dragons with teeth!

Then the Y raised the rent. O Three-Faced Luminary, did I not say 
this Y castle was haunted with legions of demons, hosts of enchaunters 
that sham reality? Yes, Cynthia, just when Epi’s bike was ripped from 
its railing, just then the Glendale Y raised the rent.
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O loving Muse, Chastening Celestial, in a time when Wishy was 
reading in the Winds about a crazed demitode calling himself Moulded to 
Murder, sex-starved errant who dwelt on Virgin Rock in the wilderness 
for nigh on forty years; just when his mounting lust was as gunpowder 
to transmogrified desire, stifled by cacophonous caves in horrid city 
canyons, whelmed by ceaseless noise and asphalt contribulations (O the 
bane of ambient noise!); just when all the rigors of a greenhouse hell 
wrenched Moulded to Murder, and Goddess Pandemos sent no lissome 
lass to revive his spirit; just then in Phlegrarian airs the Glendale Y raised 
the rent: 50¢ a day, $3.50 a week, an eye-swirling $31.50 per week.

Not even Don Quixote, ageless protector of weary vagabonds, who 
shared Epi’s titlement that epicants were free of rules to pay for lodging; 
who declared that the whole purpose of wilderness wandering was to 
go mad without cause (though always finding someone or something to 
blame); who reviled rapacious rentlords for seizing the waif’s last mite as 
their very own fast-fish. O, not even the Doleful Don could help Epi in 
this mirthless hour. The Glendale Y raised the rent! The Y, where sleep 
was ruptured by soul-piercing boots; where the guy across the hall gave 
plaint when Epi typed at night; where another guy wailed torturously a 
Don McLean lyric, echoing from shower hollows on a mournful weekend 
afternoon: Yet another soul who knows, who knows, O Hekate, who 
knows how only life can be …

This distinguished Y raised the rent.
And detached Epi was a-wonder at the Square Inch Factor; a-wonder 

at the unreal estate value of a Y closet in Glendale compared to a 
spacious suite at the Beverly Wilshire. O Zeus, protector of strangers, 
even at $200 a 1980 night, were such accommodations really more 
costly than a closet at the Glendale Y—per square inch? So brooding, 
Epi forgot he was Knight of the Cheery Countenance; he went to the 
Y manager, who invited him in, shut the door, listened, and explained 
with open-palm sorrow that they hadn’t had an increase in over a year; 
and, less sorrowfully, where can you find better?

“That’s the horror,” said Epi. “That’s the horror.” 
So forth, sputtering, shutting the door with head-turning force. The 

secretaries turned: Tsk, tsk.
O for the days of Hermes, who brought cups of holy moly to fend 

heroes from extortionate pigsties!
Nor would other vagabonds revolt; and, as when retro-raging Simas 

Kudirka puzzled o’er Lithuanians who did not share his rage at the Russki 
occupation, all glad just to see their names rise on the list for apartment 
vacancies, so now Wishy gaped at the desk clerk in his pen, whose jawb 
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doubtless made the increase moot for him. In thrall to hawg heaven, to 
whineful Wishy he spake: If you don’t like it, move out.

Now Epi felt the presence of patient Odysseus and pius Aeneas; of 
astronaut Astolfo and daimonic Dante: heroes whose collective ensample 
proved it need not be flaming Troy for him; that even a living dead 
pollywoggle toad could escape this tottering Todetown.

A tisket, a tasket. A mean and mellow casket. I—
Epi wavered a week, then moved out. By grace of Athene, who 

blessed his Falcon that he might shun bad neighborhoods (not least 
the ’hoods raging in his mind), Epi yet once more embraced the Falcon 
as mobile home: affordable, only marginally more confining than the 
Y closet.

I’ll ride this Falcon as far as it’ll take me.
Gladly Epi returned to the joys of the open air and forests of the 

night; gladly he braced to strive anew to revive that most fortunate age 
of errants wandering the Wishy World, eager to serve, to ford rental 
floods, and to divert temp-job funds to dreams of Apolline rebirth. In 
turn, by another ad, Epi contacted an accompanist whose $10 fee per 
lead sheet raised a blanch: a man with decades of experience, but whose 
staggering fee proved beyond doubt that a demitode cannot sing and 
afford housing too. O, the bad part of soloing—e’er the dependence 
of soloist upon accompanist! All the more reason to embrace the good 
part: the streetcar Falcon, his mystical link to inner reality. “This is a 
dream! I want to go on dreaming!”

The Falcon will give birth! The Falcon will give birth!
Such stuff that screams are made of: ’Twas simplicity itself for 

Archi to storm-toss Wishywashy’s pithy resolve. On Epi’s second night 
in the palegreen, the canny Enchaunter, for so to interpose a brittle 
tease, introduced his fairest friend from Faeryland, Jade Jailer himself: 
old man in young body, flat feet turned one way, wrinkled face the 
other, like graceless Ignaro of old. O the metempsychosis! Mitey Jade 
Jailer, Circe’s swinest, now upheaved as Epi’s oldest enemy, implacable 
Pyrochles, the same who riled Lycurgus long ago in a rock-walled prison, 
a bad neighborhood, a scurvy neighborhood, wherein his Lycurgical 
rants set the tone of raging at the vine god who laughs serene. The 
Mitey Jade, joying to have the keys to a sty unchanged by place or 
time, now into volcanic glooms our raging Wishy hurled.



Canticle 4
Sleeping in a Red Zone

 Selene, O gently come into my feeble brest; come 
not with spasm of Pyrochlean rage that fireballs mind and spirit into 
scattering ash, but softly, gently come, recollections in tranquility 
based. Fairly but firmly, with compressed power, as ascendant Apollo 
slowly masters liquid fire on Canaveral’s shores, come softly; now 
lift Epi’s timeless tale from Earth’s gravitational sphere into aeonial 
circles of the lightening Moon. O Diane, is levity superior to gravity? 
Fair Goddess, lay aside Epi’s furious unloving fit; serenely bring your 
twin, far-shooting Apollo, god of Light and Truth, to your Epigone’s 
withering sight. Banish Erratum, and let us sing the clear state of 
things: Now illumine darkness, and lift your Miltonic serf, that his 
grasp may succeed his reach. O Phoebos, a false account of Epi reeks 
in the Winds! Let your arrows revive him, or strike me dead if these 
words be not trew!

Say first how, on Tuesday, February 5, 1980, Epi drove to Burbank’s 
Toluca Lake Smoke House to hear Carmen Moreno sing “Cucurucu” 
and “The Kitty Cat Song.” He parked about eight p.m. on Hood Avenue 
facing Warner Brothers Studios, under a sign restricting daytime parking 
to two hours; he inched the Falcon’s front bumper on line with the 
sign, e’er wary of tickets, carefully pointing the palegreen north from 
Rose Street, where he’d parked safely before, untrammeled by Burbank’s 
bored boys in darkling blue. Alas, in his Celtic ignorance, he failed to 
invoke fostering Angus, who had warned Diarmait never to hide in a 
tree trunk with only one trunk, never to rest in a cave with only one 
entrance, and never to sleep where he had slept before.

In turn Epi nursed a clear soda in the Smoke House, feeling relaxed 
and welcome, even as Odysseus eased into the palace of Alkinoös, ne’er 
pressed to tell his story, or told to tilt a two-drink minimum: buck per 
pop, one-fifty when rhapsodes sing. O Mnemosyne, if Carmen didn’t 
sing “Cucurucu” and “The Kitty Cat Song,” she surely should have! 
Yes, Hekate, defender of betrayed felines, hear now your glorious-maned 
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Come softly,
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cat’s triumphant mew at MTM’s mythic Moon; bring along Cytherea, 
laughter-loving goddess, glorious Aphrodite whose sea-rising image 
warms the night of street-smart outcasts, before whose emergence all 
winds and storm clouds flee.

Now, Celestials, I sing of thoughtful Epi; how, between Carmen’s 
playful songs, he sat musing on an outhouse reporter’s chat with Walter 
Schirra, a former astronaut who said it was “total BS” to say Frank 
Sinatra and John Wayne “typify the right stuff in their fields”—a column 
that usurped Jax Myth’s place when Jax was off preparing for the 1980 
Super Bowl: Jax among the first, perhaps the first, to hail the event as 
one that gives “everyday life the heightened quality of religious ecstasy.” 
In the Smoke House Epi agitated his own right stuff: Adventure isn’t 
limited to physical daring. Mustn’t scorn common courage; each little 
audacity carries us closer to the meaning of Apollo.

Now see Wishy wave G’night around ten p.m., returning to his 
Falcon, his mind innocent and quiet. Having slept near on another 
Tuesday, he curls up in place, as when a frugal Falconer stops in the 
wood on a slowy evening, hooded hawk beside, quiet, feigning content 
in his cadge, no thoughts of swooping or preying: just thrifty Epi on 
edge of Toluca, not about to waste gas to seek safer seclusion, nor 
thinking to invoke the Shield of Athene. Anxieties are easing; he has a 
new Floating Rock assignment, scheduled to start in two dawns at the 
erotic lure of $5.75 per hour. In gladness he slips from his pants into his 
warming bag, stuffs his pillows, and places his head by the skull-conking 
steering-wheel; he cannot see the vagabond Enchaunter swinging gaily 
from the parking sign, all a-whirl o’er the Falcon in pole-dancing grins, 
summoning the wraithful officer of the Fates. O, what god does the 
wizard pray to? Gimme a sign! Gimme a sign! Welcome to Greatness! 
Oh, Wishy’ll be livin’ the dream tonight!

Come, divinities; tell of Epi’s darkling dawn, handwritten notes 
in careful reconstruction, all penned in minute Bicering blue that very 
Wednesday morning, February 6, first on IHOP placemat at the coffee-
generous pancake house, then on Carl’s Jr. napkins. Tell of Epi’s longing 
for fidelity, his resolve to bear accurate witness, composing in light of 
Mythic lore, as when Jax sings each particular note in exacting style, 
trusting an unseen witness could affirm all harmonies. Now Epi scribes 
from wholesome Falcon view, each word seeking truth, ne’er knowing 
of bombardiers who played cards and ate turkey sandwiches in their 
underwear, syntax loose and rovering, though even Jax would be stunned 
by the dissonance of the cat’s meow, shrieking and clawing and leaping, 
Jax achieving Mythic renown for having chased a feline with a broom in 
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his pachyderm pajamas. Gee, did I say that?! O Phoebos! Epi has failed 
many songs with discordant choke, but here grant cadence in careful 
candid style: Let your unseen thrush approve every grace and every 
measure, all clear and distinct, with only Falcon-eye digressions.

Into a deep sleep, then, was Wishy sunk thithering, his skull soon 
rebounding an engine idle; disrupting a rare deep sleep for Wishy, who 
usually tense-slept, alert to every leaf-scratch on concrete, every footfall, 
every rush of vehicle passing. Now, rising like bubbles from the deep, 
swelling, as a surge of cold mountainous sacs rearing from beneath and 
within—anon, a burbeling, burbeling, slowly rupturing sleep. Cheezaley! 
Epi knew instantly and with sick’ning dismay the sound, Burbank cop 
cars having an idle all their own, a convulsive sharkish burbel, upsurge 
rumblings, as when Poseidon raised lofty Pelee o’er St. Pierre. Eftsoones, 
a headachy flashlight glared in the passenger window. Oh, hell.

He’s waking up, the flashlight cop said, turning to his shadowing 
partner, behind and to his left.

Epi tried to reconcile himself, but could not muster past resignation. 
Idiot! O Phoebos, he scorned the Attitude Controller Assembly on the 
Falcon’s left armrest, by the head-clonking steering wheel. He groused to 
see his car alone on the block: isolated, loaded with boxes and clothes, 
out-of-state plates shining in the dark: as if another Bilbo Baggins out 
to burgle the ’hood. Damn! How could I be so stupid!

He rolled the passenger window half-way. The cop squatting with 
headachy light was the cadet who took his stolen-bike report the previous 
July. Not for him to recall that hugeous moment; he asked politely for 
identification. Epi groped, trying to remember, the light-beam jerkily 
tracing every move. Epi found his driver’s license; gave it to the rookie, 
who asked him politely to step outside.

“NO!!” Epi roared. He had found the sportable key of his voice, at 
once giving sense and spirit to the occasion. Hell, there I was, half-nude, 
in a sleeping bag, Wishy tells unseen friends who surely exist somewhere, 
tho’ distant as stars, their warming rays piercing night years of dark 
matter, as when John Adams at his own inaugural, feeling friendless, 
spoke to receptive readers in phantom posterity. In earlier years I’d been 
rousted many times by Burbank police, but never—never!—had a cop 
asked me to leave my bed. Of course I said NO! Not since a stupid 
stalking Burbank cop startled him seven years earlier had any affront 
given such surprise—unless, to compare small with great, it be Halima 
astoniment on seeing Arab cops belly up to her Mazkhabad clinic as 
Janjaweeds in a Land Rover, she thinking the language of frogs would 
soothe their lust for fealty. O miserability e’er to be scorned!
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And no one to whist the disarming Watchword: Be amiable. In 
retrospective arrangement (or retro rage, as Cynthia gently ’gests), 
Pierian Epi now cheers the glad ensample of Uncle Toby, renowned by 
Tris Shandy for whistling Lillabullero in full strong tones, ne’er lapsing 
into wheeples, e’er glad to whistle a cantilena with Vlada and Rudi on 
their full-keen life. ’Tis said on Tristy authority that no disputation is 
possible while they whistle Lillabullero, tho’, on another Vishnu scale, 
some prefer the Moon tones of The Last Rose of Summer, while still 
others insist that Hitler and Churchill had more than one passion in 
common: I hate whistlers! (They ne’er heard Michael Barimo.) Natheless: 
You know how to whistle, don’t you, Epi? Toby’ll becalm you in two 
short words, all fit to weave on an Aristophanic trellis with coaxial 
Kermit; or on retro-ranging iTunes with the Cliff Adams Whistlers who 
slap on happy grins as they cheer errants of old, all wearing grins when 
swapping Happy Talk on the field of battle, in turn whistling “What a 
Day for a Daydream.” O, for days of Helenic hospitality! (The third side 
of the story, says William Ury, who, from the Bobby Burns Balcony of 
Happy Detachment, sees that even the most contentious find delight in 
peaceful convergence, as when Mickey Newbury bridges the Falcon’s 
wrathful trials by Whistlin’ Dixie.) Recall too Ray Walls who whistles 
while working on his Glass Castle, and Aidan Tierney who whistles 
The Wild Mandalay Rose Medley, and who can forget Jo March as she 
whistles and rackets and loses her temper while tilting an inkstand on a 
cross day when Meg wants to drown cats (the pilgrims not setting out 
as they ought to). O Goddess! direct Epi’s buccinatory muscles along the 
bulgeous cheeks, the orbicular muscles round her kissable lips, and:

Whoooosss. Whoooossp-p.
A whist so gentle that Epi scarce can hear, in no humor for Hermine 

Kleefeld, pride of the Half-Lung Club, whose whistling tweet from her 
pneumothorax can dissolve all agitation into mirth. What a day for—

On with our story.
The senior cop, standing on the walk behind the Falcon’s rear 

passenger door, responded to the Great Refusal with prompt civility, 
as one well versed in the new law of Talion: It’s not necessary as long 
as his hands are visible. The veteran’s tone hinted sympathy, as one 
tendering balm on an outcast’s vituperative sores.

Epi was silently grateful; kept his hands still, in plain sight.
The rookie asked basics; Epi answered. Then, as by sudden notice, 

the rookie asked: Did you know you’re in a red zone?
How can that be? Epi said, pointing to the two-hour parking sign on 

line with his right front bumper. The rookie looked up, sidely down:
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Yes, he said, you’re in a red zone.
Well, so what, Epi thought; I’ll move up when you leave.
The senior cop, gregarious as a grackle—clearly a noble, self-

esteemed cop—said Epi could move later. His voice seemed impatient, 
as if the rookie’s red-zone discovery, while glad attention to detail, was 
moot, not the reason they stopped for this box-filled car with alien plates 
white-shining in the dark. Epi wasn’t even silently grateful; he expected 
indifference to the fractional violation. The generous mentor-cop backed 
toward the Falcon rear. The rookie continued, each question a jab of 
naive exactitude, rigid adherence to field-report format.

What color pants you wearing?
(Choking on phlegm) None!
Brown?
None! None!
Where do you live?
Here.
Here? (Looking over his rookie shoulder) You mean this house?
No! Here! (Pointing to the car seat beneath) Here, here!
Wild as fish splat, sprung from rarest crossbreed Epinephelus, its 

gas gland flexible for buoyancy at varying deeps, wildly expanding 
when pulled too quickly to the surface, eftsoones exploding through 
the mouth of the fish: just so the swelling spleen blasts from sleepy 
Epi, and gentle courtesy caves to bantam blaze. Slowly, by gentle 
turns, zephyrs waft the Falcon, wrath cools to reason; now Epi feels 
Athene’s tug, lightly through his hair, tracing his calderic scar. Faintly, 
thro’ mounting rage intoxicating, Epi senses the Gray-Eyed Goddess: 
Easy, easy. He calms himself; sees more clearly. Questions ease toward 
dialogue. As a firefighter seeking flashpoint, the rookie puzzles o’er 
Epi’s sullen explosion; softly asks the cause of his great anger.

A second metamorphosis: Epi feels confidence anew, touched by 
the rookie’s need to know; by patience to fathom splenetic pain. Epi’s 
fury now gushes like unlipped balloon, his voice mawkish, grateful, 
hinting remorse. Yet how compress for this untested youth a decade 
of caissoned defeat, the shame of Apolline delusions exposed, the 
rage of being rousted from a rare Falcon slumber, and he a blameless 
castaway avoiding trouble, not facing a single sleep-slashing cop-stop 
since return until this galling bolt from the burbeling blue. When things 
seem settled, the senior cop turns:

“Now give him a ticket.”
“Are you serious?” the rookie asks.
“YES!!”
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O heaviness! Epi had no idea a cop could be so demonic! As when 
a dense cloud of starlings shriek at a falcon, just so this singular copper 
in shuddersome blue-black stormed Epi in his mid-night hour. Hell, Epi 
tells night-year friends, there Jailer was (Jade Jailer, as Epi soon extracted 
his name), half-nude in a field situation: Had any rookie ever questioned 
him so openly? Authority, I must not surrender my authority! And yes, 
Cytherea, laughter-loving goddess, Epi now knows he should have graced 
a bolder humor, as James Garner-Rockfish might have said: “But officer! 
Look at the sign! Haven’t I made an understandable error? Who sees a 
red zone in the dark? You missed it yourself until you stood close, first 
stopping to check for a possible Bilbo Burglar.”

Or maybe Epi should have begged, buttering up, as when he hymned 
retro-rangingly with Carly Simon, who overcame her stammer by singing, 
in rhythmic variations: “Please, please, please pass the butter.” O Hekate! 
we gotta pacify this bully cop! Instead, the ’phalts neath the Falcon verily 
did ope; from the long-suffering Earth, a dragon upsurged, driving its 
tail through the palegreen; and, like a wasp retracting its sting, drew 
its envenomed tail back to itself, dragging a part of Epi’s psyche with it. 
And away, undulating, wherefore from Epi this timeless Fussell:

“Aren’t you being a little chickenshit?”
O Hekate! What could have possessed Epi!
Which whenas Archi twirled a street-breaking dance: “My dear Epi, 

you are the cat’s kapow!” Bursting into song: “Mid-night! breaking 
bounds on the pavement!” Eftsoones, a dizzying spin on the concrete 
walk, dustying his warlock cassock, leaping to surveil, as a crow in 
joyous pirouette, all talons eager to claw and rip, followed by breathless 
soaring arc to kneel-slide before the Falconer in misty veil: “My child, 
such a word escapes your teeth’s barrier!”

O Neomuck! The Burbank gutter is the whole world to Epi!
And yes, Goddess, Chastening Celestial, ’tis true that Epi might have 

resisted Jailer more serenely, preferring to let society run amok against 
him rather than run amok himself; but in that darkness, heart and lungs 
constricting, Epi was the more desperate party. Cry, cry for breath. Epi 
was inn-drunk, as in toxic fury when mental knives eviscerate Apolline 
dreams; and Jailer was creed-drunk, as in: I am the law! O Cynthia, 
either toxication explodes mandalic visions. Epi’s Falcon, oft affording 
Waldenic wisdom, was now his Pequod: apprehension outran reality, all 
his car-sleeping years in molten revulsion for cops, to whom thus Epi in 
perfect Huckleberry Flair: “With few exceptions, it is largely true I was 
never molested by anyone but those who represent the state.”

Which whenas His Excremency:
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“I’ll show you who’s chickenshit,” Jailer flared, his negaclap Dis 
charge redounding anew. What the sunderer said. Jailer took over; 
demanded Epi’s license. “You are being chickenshit,” Epi said. Then, 
to tender Jailer rage, hoping it but deliberate disguise in this twilight 
kingdom, Epi softened: “You’re being vindictive.”

“I’m not being vindictive,” Jade said, almost gently, making palpable 
his quest for self-control as he took the suppliant’s license.

But our mellowing demitode knew his fate; what he had feared was 
about to cascade in cold malicious waves. His dread had increased since 
a letter to the Winds disdained scofflaws whose cars were visible in e’er 
swelling numbers on Hesperian roadways, plates out-of-state and -date, 
twinkling Expired, Expired. O foreshadowing! the Falcon in multi-violate 
pose, a tweak to Mammon, whose taxes gouge palegreen poverants.

Jailer went to the cruiser to scribble. Returning, his voice shaky with 
triumph, Jailer called for the registration. Sure enough, Epi couldn’t find 
it, the glove box stuffed as it was with years of proofs of Falcon repairs. 
It had to be there; Epi never moved it. Or was it displaced in his flight 
from the widow, buried in boxes just placed in storage? Epi gave up, 
galled to give this extra glee to the bully trainer of rookies.

Now, Zeus, protector of strangers, your only begotten Quantum 
Quixote returns to guide vagrant errants, now pals with Zarathustra, 
who loves deep souls, especially those who can perish over trifles, mayhap 
excepting the resentful who wobble to war, as when bridge-razers, 
joying in play of destruction, lobbed sixty shells to shatter Mostar’s 
long-enduring Arc of Temperance.

Just so kerbstone Epi pities himself in soft-seething gutterals, 
brooding darkly on the merciless cycle of poverty: All he wanted was to 
save $31.50; he found instead this Burbank wilding, as in a hailstorm 
of penny-wise pounds. His plates were not Laistrygonidated because 
the new smog laws were a horror: $50 to $70 to modify the Falcon’s 
fuel emission! He’d shunned the ordeal since reading about the smoggy 
afflictions of Saul Seminal Sheen, Dean of Thinking Correspondents, 
the Presumptive Undeniable who chronicled his day-long grudge thro’ 
the DMV’s labyrinthine bureaucracy: Dean Sheen from Burning Bird, 
his grimace e’er growing and expanding in the Laistrygone Winds, one 
of the world’s great newspapers.

Wherefrom an Epi wonder: Might his Falcon have been exempt if 
he had not left the Land of the ’Gones? The horror! And so, Goddess, 
e’er second-guessing himself, feeling all his errant progress from ’69 
to ’76 engulphed by this massive mid-night regression, Wishy saw no 
escape: The ghastly law could not be ignored. If he succumbed to the 
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ticket, the cost meant fines and fees and a day’s lost pay, sums instantly 
tallied in Jailer darkness: a minimum $100 to $125 for one night on 
the edge of Toluca. All to escape one week’s $31.50 rent.

He raged to Zeus, Protector of Vagabonds: $125 to sleep in my 
own car! At best: After abominable license fees, the fine was $3 plus $5 
court costs; $8 a night, $240 per month: All to sleep in my own car!

In Jailer darkness Epi pondered Eulia Love, forlorn Nightlander 
back in the news, first anniversary of her death, most stories detailed 
while Epi was in Washington, or in transition: something about a gas 
bill, chasing a gas employee away, cops dispatched to reason with her. 
She charged with a knife; the peace officers panicked, like prehistorics 
sucked into the La Brea tarpit, their last gasp to gun her dead.

O Hekate! you too marked Epi’s mid-night hour, watching him brood 
on Eulia Love, divine outcast, ready to lash at passing blues, the color 
of lyric despair, as when Sinatra sang of Lady Day, so many shadows 
in her Whys. Easy is the descent into Love’s darkness, Eulia embracing 
death, raging at her universe of pain; and now, as Mitey Jade carved his 
cite, hugeous chunks the size of beheaded flower girls, Epi felt his own 
rage at the hollowing horrors. O Windsy hiss! Phantoms all about—even 
Matthew Arnold, with great staring eyes that never wink, was weary of 
Epi moping at the Falcon’s hooded prow. They’re laughing at me!

And yet, Celestials, by your grace, Epi kept a digit extended, a feeble 
amphibian limb to trace the hymn to errant-epicry. Eftsoones, from 
Olympos swept Athene, softing epiphanic fingernails through Wishy’s 
knotty hair: “You and the Falcon can yet return, Epi Kaerú, even from 
this dismal Hood. Hear me: mud swirls in silver founts; thorns have 
roses. ’Tis less how tyrants treat guttersnipes that matters, than how 
guttersnipes respond, undefiled by bully shame.” Only Epi sees her; 
Jailer sees only Epi in stooping rage: Wishy Epi, who fancied himself 
well-schooled but had read neither Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility 
nor Samuel Johnson’s “Fortitude.” Now Wishy withering sat in the wrath 
that repels pity and caring. Wherefore the Warrior Goddess condescends, 
as when Raphael eased on down to Cain’s parents, Athene evolving a 
gentler grace, helping Wishy pace thro’ his storm, as if a mild Moon’s 
ray transcends bounds of Jailer’s walloping whomp.

Anon, the rookie gave a start at Epi’s tubular shadow. “What’s that.” 
Sighing, massaging downcast eyes, Epi raised his Bicering pen, removed 
from its sheath, mutely ’gesting: It’s to sign the bleepin’ ticket.

So too, he knew, ’twas a bridge to the Southland dawn, girder by 
Bic: O, trust in Phoebos but dip not your Bic in blood! The pen shall 
yet blunt the blow of Jailer’s bullying badge and gun!
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Anon, an afterthought: Was the Falcon registration in the box 
recently stored in the trunk? Epi slipped from his sleeping bag, the rookie 
looking away as he thrust naked limbs into pants. Jailer followed Epi 
to the trunk, ticket in hand. Epi stopped. “What’s your name!”

“Jailer,” he said, his hand a-tremble, as if containing great fury. 
Then, annoyed at himself for reacting, Jailer: “It’s on the ticket.”

Epi couldn’t find his registration. He signed the bleepin’ ticket.
Jailer capped eternavents by telling Epi: “Now move your car.”
Move my car?! No one had ever— In all previous encounters, 

Burbank cops had let Epi stay in place. Move your car. Convulsed Epi 
moved, his sleep ruined, as when a gnat’s wing derails the iron way. 
I’ll show you who’s. The Mitey Jade had fulfilled his fowl promise.

Natheless, at the hour of tremble, Hekate shed a direct beam of light 
on Epi’s pain. As the righteous duo passed under a Rose streetlamp, 
Epi had a fancy, by the tilt of his head and dubious gait, that rookie 
Mark Neufeld was reluctant accomplice, embarrassed by the night’s 
torpedo turn. Did Epi see trew?

Wait till you’ve been on the job a few more years.
Anon, galled with lavish defiance, Epi shredded the ticket, wadded 

fragments, and hurled the ball to the passenger floor. O, who dreamed 
a greater enormity! The Beguiler danced, a Waltz by Diaboli, then a 
Dance with Wolves. O Braggadocchio! Epi Rodomant made a gallful 
show of mettle, swearing never to pay. Never never never! He 
wouldn’t take Jailer’s joke seriously until the blind warrant caught up 
and iron doors clanged shut. O Justice! Epi of nevering retorts recalled 
that parking tickets, like murder warrants, are eternal. Yet: I’ll never 
pay. Never never never! Such the implacable wrath of Rodo Epi, 
sacker of groceries.

Death-penalty parking tickets! And no Change.Org to petition: 
Free Epi Now!

Return, Goddess, the Jailer bait is cast: Fishy Epi is not only hooked, 
but his spirit is frog-marched into swamps, there to mingle with the living 
dead. Nothing can help the son of Julian and Evelyn, Epi now bound 
by eternal warrant to pay the fine; wherefore no knight with scratchless 
shield and bright episema can lighten his wrath, Epi mousily descending, 
ill-centered, benighted, scorched by mid-night glares, carrying the 
stones of hellion on his back. Now Epi ducks under Lonely Mountain: 
tunneling, wide-eyed, whiskering, thrashed by blistering storms. And 
so we leave him amid demonics, yet braced by spirits divine, repenting 
of nothing so much as his good behavior. O! who can hear his Help! 
Help! ’Twill keep him in gutterals for decayeds!
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What then remains? While Wishy feeds his rage, let us sing of Lady 
Herc, Baby Diane Stiles of Melbourne, Australia, who, two weeks after 
Epi’s mid-night thumping, performed the first of countless uncatalogued 
labors. Laistrygone Jennings, Lord Parrott of the Winds, sang of Baby 
Diane, eighteen months and teething. Eftsoones, an uninvited guest, 
a venomous snake, slithered into the outland garden; so seeing, Baby 
Diane grabbed and chewed, happily snacking, biting the snake’s head 
off, whereaft her parents glanced out to check their beloved boggle 
of Femme Indomitable. O Goddess, one of your very own breedlings! 
Saith her proud pop: “She’d bite through your finger if you gave her 
the chance.” O Diane, lucky for Jailer he didn’t task and heap you 
with your own pullet surprise!

And so, Goddess, by your light, we now sing of Epi’s wrath and 
wanderings, in medias mode not lately ’tempted in prose or rhyme. 
We trace Epi’s rage for work-love: work as “love made visible,” and 
love as “work made visible,” a juggling of Gibranic wisdom that was 
first happy play, then obsessive misery: Ah, nothing so full of rage 
and wildness as the bloody hunt of careering Grails! O, to be loving 
and homebound in the City of Charlie’s Angels! Yet Wishy’s musical 
Quest was kalypsoed in him like a cloud that blushes ruddy gold, 
subtly seething, unlike the furioso that raged openly in Orlando, who 
stormed Europe for his adored angel, and all for nought, Angelica 
having given her hexed heart to a common soldier.

The common soldier: O Diane, who can think of common soldiers 
and not recall glooms of the Footnote War? Sing, Goddess, of the Wall, 
of Maya’s anachro vision, an expanding Wall disclosing a nation’s dead 
and missing: 58,272 sons and daughters at one count, ne’er forgot by 
mothers who leave their grief at the base, as at Panel 50 West, there to 
sing the fallen of July 25, 1968; grief too from soldiers, as in a letter 
by Rich Luttrell, who left a micro photo of an NVA soldier with his 
pigtailed daughter, a vision worth fighting for, a father sent to war, 
who chanced on Luttrell, hesitated, and Luttrell seized the man’s pained 
humanity to shoot first. In the aftermath, in the heatful spring of ’67, 
Luttrell saw the photo drop from the young father’s wallet, and could 
not let it go. O, enough shattered Viet families to make fifty Walls!

Hear the silence; see the bronze boys with distant vision, a look akin 
to the hollows in the photo by David Douglas Duncan, a boy numb in 
the thousand-yard stare. Yet again, Diane, here’s Caieta, Aeneas’s own, 
at the nurses’ memorial; Cilissa too, Orestes’s second mother, who has 
come to bear witness. Now stands Athene to respect the Furies, to see 
them transformed. O, did not the black-marble etchings soften a nation’s 
stony heart, awakening sorrow for souls languishing unseen, teary joy 
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stealing into a nation’s breast through some Mayan Wall? Now, after 
odyssean decades, citizens are ready to vivify myth, to see on Alean 
plain all drifters who ache for aristeian poise in uncivil wars.

Now, Goddess, Miguel mocks writers’ words as a trifle; that an 
honorable death is the best fortune of all. O Miguel, the Don’s woeful 
laughs are as brain surgery, pacemakers for the brain, cerebration now, 
come on! Yet if Epi’s tale lacks marbleous sheen in the eyes of Arean 
apostles, he too has felt sorrow from the Footnote War, wherefore 
Athene yet once more condescends under a Shepherd Moon:

Acceptance, she said. Reconciliation, she said. Thy will be done, 
she said.

Yes, Goddess, let all vets tell their story, even Wishywashy Epi, 
whose dreary despond and Falcon stoop hint the heavy-hearted joy 
of his survival. For why should he have lived, thinking his life worth 
saving, as if called by Fate, when (some say) only the worst survive? 
Come, night-year audience; come, unseen seekers, warm as the generous 
Phaiakians, to whom storm-tossed Odysseus sang his sorrows and 
adventures: the war, his wanderings, his rage for homecoming.

Say first how Alkinoös, wise and sensitive monarch, sees Epi laugh 
as Demoïseokus sings the mad Tale of Tonkin: the Turnus Joy adventure, 
all that warriors wrought and had wrought unto them, their bumblings 
and chase after winds; how Hera wings on the Spirit Dragon to the 
Gulph of Tonkin, where Shen Lung Descending breathes a cloud-wraith 
to lure the Turnus Joy into battle. Even Kien remembered it; Kien, Singer 
of Sorrow: It was August, the start of August, he and Phuong were at 
summer camp at Do Son, on the Gulph. The sea was endless foam; 
it rained all day. Now the Turnus Joy lurches toward Ha Long Bay, 
wherein a maze of rock and water vistas are kalypsoed by darkest night. 
Out to sea, in darker deeps, the Turnus Joy fancies torpedo boats on 
radar; unleashes its three- and five-inch guns to bombard swells and 
swirls and arame displaced, fearful images alarming, yet spurious as 
Haiphong PTs: spoutful Tonkin Spooks, gusting Ghosts of the Gulph, 
ghosts beckoning to ghosts. I Demoïseokus, though blind. And in the 
Ha Long distance, in the lightless sky (nor star nor Moon), Demoïseokus 
Ion, by grace of ten thousand hours’ singing, sees a long-sought vision: 
He sees the timeless Respected Goddess atop a towering limestone, there 
to watch aromatic flares and shells and booms bedazzling: Queen Hera 
in the mists, surveilling sailorboys on fire for love and battle, thrilled, 
becharmed, in grateful araomai, prayers answered on August 10, 1964, 
finally a chance to play at war. In turn, among demitodes and divines, 
this prayerful night was hailed as breakaway battle in the Footnote War, 
the night of Hera’s maneuvers, of Shen Lung Descending.
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Then came rhapsode Bryan to hymn the Mullens’ sorrow: their son 
Mike’s malventure, all they did and had done to them, all their sufferings, 
all malversions coming from friendly fire, a veritable Matterhorn for them 
to climb. Say too, Goddess, how Carol Burnett and Ned Beatty warmed 
the generous Earth as parents bereft, at first numb and accepting, then 
fiercely blazing to know the truth. Peg led the way, as when Euryalus’ 
mother howled on the battle death of her son; Peg transformed, furious, 
demanding: “What happened!” The Mullens’ rage stirred benumbed Epi, 
who, still pining for his Freedom Bird, felt anew the war as percolate 
wound: Cry, cry for breath. O tears for passing things!

Now, Alkinoös, peaceful potentate still eager to listen, e’er ready to 
transport vagabonds and pirates (feeling woe for the plight of seaside 
Somalians, but only wrath for the highway robbers of Tenahaha, Texas), 
now, Alkinoös, I feel your presence; and now, by Cynthian light that 
beacons from Phaiakian Bay, we find huge rocks crushing round, relics 
from days when Poseidon and Hephaistos and Stone-Giants roiled the 
Earth, hurling mountains, calderic chunks descending, here, there, 
everywhere. Now let Epi’s wishywashy story be told; it is better to speak 
out. If songs of grunts weary from rock-rollering through jungles still 
sear the heart, reviving visions of wounded boys loaded on tanks in 
frenzied retreat, photos of head-swathed youth reaching for ashen mates 
dying, no phantasmagoria, just more piercing screams, the smoke still 
rising from withered pulp surrounding: If such songs from Ares’ Muse 
can bring sad joy (saudade), who, if not Epi, will hint the banality of 
the average Footnote tour? To Alkinoös will storm-tossed Wishy come 
to give accurate answer: telling of his mother and father, brother and 
sister, and the plains of Great Falls where he was raised and found First 
Love by grace of bowling: that wondrous ten-pin game that no sportster 
has yet captured in chronicles of play, nor has any scripter yet conveyed 
the depth and breadth and joy of the game: the artful approach, release 
and follow-through—rolling, rolling, rolling—arcing the body to match 
the curve to the pocket, easing back, ready to pull the string—Wham!

O, how can that eight pin possibly stand!
Collapse in devastation, well behind the foul line, disciplined enough 

not to kick the rack, accepting: He threw a perfect ball, and perfection 
was not enough, what then remains ...

O Hekate! If ye see Hermine, split your lungs for her!
Homer, thou shouldst be living at this hour!*

*You too, Richmond!



Canticle 5
Not Much of a War

Monica eased into her seat as Epi spoke in turn:
“O Alkinoös, preeminent listener, surely it is good to gather in 

Table Round to hear singers Bryan and Caputo and Tim O’Brien and 
Frederick Downs and Claude AnShin Thomas and James Welch, not to 
forget honored guests Bao Ninh, Nguyen Hong My, Vo Thi Mo, Thích 
Nhat Hanh, and other thallophoroi beyond roll—oh, but where’s that 
congenial vet elected to the top post in a stateside vets’ group, the one 
gently booted on learning that he fought for Ho’s jolly liberators? Today 
they are handsome elders carrying olive-boughed candles, bright-flickering 
flames atop goldenous glims, as when they stood at Hell’s Gate, or rose 
from tunnels in poised strength, their pains transformed in joy of finding 
the ha-ha porch. For what is more accomplished than seekers who embrace 
their pain, then come home to themselves when festivity holds sway among 
the grateful? Some pilgrims, strong with peace and unbeaten by fate, 
sing like Diomedes, humored by the gliding years and the Remembrance 
Games, accepting the calamity in the City of Ho, when the gods laughed. 
Here are tables filled with grace from the generous seas; with tasty salads 
topped by cherry tomatoes, every bite bursting with flavor, one chomper 
shooting juice onto a stylish blouse. Here too are fresh bread and fruit 
abounding, pitchers of ice water and pulpy juice, no vintage needed to 
feel joyous and free: here be friends true as Achates and Jerry Schilling, 
freshly showered and trimmed, no east wind perfumery, all buoyed by 
the arrival of Rebecca Rusch and Huyen Nguyen, restored from their 
father-seeking bicycle ride down the Ho Chi Minh Blood Trail.

“But you ask my wishywashy ways, and I recall the Redcrosse Knight 
who was shadowed by Despaire, told to end his life: ‘For he, that once 
hath missed the right way, The further he doth goe, the further he 
doth stray.’ My story will vex heroes who look strangers in the eye, 
eager to be tested by them. I oft look away, afraid. Already I hear their 
scorn; it must be borne. I seek my mark in peaceful war; if I don’t press 
on, I will never know how my story could have turned out.

 63 

Then
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“I am Wishywashy Epimetheus Kohoutek, son of Julian and Evelyn, 
known before all men as Wishy of the clumsy designs; my fame goes 
round the block of darkly unlit Edison Street, where I parked my Falcon 
for years. I am at home nowhere. I and twin Ktimene were born in 
Vancouver, Washington, a bit southeast of Cape Disappointment, far 
west of Wallowa. No world leader cabled war-time regrets on missing 
our birth, though family photos make one thing clear: Mom, weary but 
smiling, needed no stately ministers to affirm her twins as lights of the 
world. Yet Dad looks angry, a bandage on his skull, looking down, not 
eyeing the camera, as if hating my placement into his grudging arms; 
maybe hating the cold December when he sought Mom’s warmth, his 
face now no mask: ‘How in hell can I support twins!’ In turn we—

“Why, Colonel Baldwin, I didn’t see you; what a pleasant surprise! 
Alkinoös, everyone, this is Lieutenant Colonel Daniel L. Baldwin III, 
my first battalion commander, for whom we felt respect and dread, 
oft grumbling about his gung-ho spirit, seeing him as hero-seeker. Yet, 
Sir, when you chose me to be your RTO on Operation Santa Fe, the 
day we walked and walked and—well, Sir, I was proud. Thank you for 
coming! I’ve just been reading about you on the Web, learning things I 
never dreamed—now recalling my in-country training when we trekked 
through a rubber plantation and my stooping self looked up to see 
a hugeous spider web preying between trees. Heavens! what kind of 
Gollum makes such a snare! Most truly, ‘When spider webs unite, they 
can halt even the lion’—though of course no one, even with my August 
birthday and dusty M16, would mistake me for a lion of war.

“Anyway, Colonel, I was thrilled to discover your ventures via the 
Web: your spontaneous activism for the equal rights of your troops in 
the Sixties, and your battlefield stamina when you rotated just before 
Tet, going north as Green Beret near Lang Vei and Khe Sanh. I forgot 
you were a Green Beret, Sir; forgot, since you must have worn the patch. 
Now I see you were a soldier’s soldier, one who must have been glad to 
leave us grudging draftees—though my grudge reminds me of Colonel 
David H. Hackworth, who became battalion commander some months 
after my departure. And did you read how his empathy for draftees 
changed things for a dramatic better?

“But his story can wait, as it waited decades for me to discover: 
what some call ‘command by consent.’ Meanwhile, how can I keep your 
attention? Would you mind a bookish allusion or two? They help me 
see my life and leafy generation as part of a grander grove.”

“Watch my eyes,” Baldwin said. “If they start to glaze ...”
“Yessir, yessir,” said Epi, fixing on his laughing eyes. “After World 

War II my parents bounced around Portland and the Dakotas, blown 
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hither-thither to Great Falls in ’49. Dad got a job at the Smelter, the 
ACM or Anaconda Copper Mining Company in Black Eagle, home of 
the Smokestack high above the Missouricon, where he went to throw his 
dark thoughts into the kiln of the fiery Furnace. As a proud one-fingered 
salute (the Whoopee Award, the Fickle Finger of Fate), the Stack rose 
506 feet above the plains, taller than Pharos, lighthouse wonder of the 
ancient world—towering too over Apollo’s Saturn rocket at 363 feet, 
tho’ Dad’s life and being became as smoke that swirled up and out the 
Stack. The retrofitted brick-ribbed Stack became our smoky beacon, a 
dark heaven, no sight more welcome to draftees returning unreluctant 
from the Winless War. It’s gone now, its discordance stilled, not even a 
husk of what used to be, tho’ locals tried to save the Stack as symbol. 
And when outside yokels set off demolitions, huge billows cleared to 
loud cheers: half the Stack was still standing. Alas, a second blast 
collapsed the tower, no more a vision for home-bounders eager to burst 
into Andy Williams song: ‘Almost There.’

“Dad worked in The Furnace. When I asked what it was like, he 
laughed: ‘Hot!’ He hated his job; didn’t say so, exactly, just brought 
his slave-fumes home, sometimes taking it out on us, especially when 
drinking. On first moving to Great Falls we settled in Nichols Cabins, 
a motel on the east shore of the Missouricon, near downtown and the 
Club Cigar, where I saw no joy in drinking. I vaguely recall Dad hitting 
Mom, who fell against a small pot-bellied stove in our cabin. Nothing 
was well hung in our family; Dad was then jobless, mayhap wondering, 
after scenic Portland, how in hell he ended up in Great Falls. When we 
were four (or so I long believed, until Ktimene’s best friend affirmed the 
date as our fifth birthday), we were placed in an orphans home while 
our parents began divorce secedings.

“For decades we called it dumped in St. Thomas, since on one dark 
night shortly after arrival in Great Falls, and without memorable brief 
from either parent, I found myself in a dark room being bathed by a 
strange creature in black. Her face was mostly hidden, kalypsoed by 
a strange white cloth that hid her forehead, and a balloon of stiffened 
ribboned white winding round her black-clothed skull—as frightful to 
me as the stepmother who roused Hansel’s dread, then his wits. I cried 
hysterically, she softing: Shh‑h, shh‑h, it’s gonna be all right. Then she 
laughed. Now a kid laughed at feels the insult, so I raged the more. How 
could I know the trick is not to mind? She called herself Sr. Lawrence, 
after the saint whose feast day is August 10, my very own birthday. She 
liked to laugh; ne’er spoke of her patron saint being roasted on the spit, 
who is said to have requested a pure roll motion to give his backside an 
equal roasting. The Lawrencean laugh made its mark. In distant decades, 
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I still feel a laughing presence, as if Athene and Cynthia were gamboling 
round Glacial hills looking for foundlings, their laughter-loving ways still 
guiding me in some accountable way.

“Yet one Lawrencean photo hints my unease. I’m admiring a boy 
and his toy train, but my outer mask is a mold of play and piety. O, 
hiding such furies within: I wanted my own train! And so I subtly sulked 
the Little Boys’ yard, looking o’er the link-fence at wheatfields waving to 
distant horizons: to blue shadows looming, on the map called Highwood 
Mountains. Sometimes I wondered at other little boys, knowing they 
too have an inner life, looking at me as I at them, with their own sense 
of Self. Yet I was alone, adread the alien Home astride me: it was nuns 
who raised me. Not for decades would I realize how lucky I was to be in 
that sphere, stable, far from today’s cycle of foster homes, shuttled here, 
shuttled there, many souls ne’er finding a true center.

“Sometimes in that asphalt yard I swung the monkey bars, twice 
falling, once taken to Columbus Hospital with a concussion, auguring my 
fall as a seventh grader when Frank, a hulking eighth grader, delighted 
to see Ktimene and me quarrel. He soon grabbed my belt to hold me o’er 
the Heisey’s four-foot ledge, taunting Ktimene to fight me or he’d—and 
the belt slipped from his grasp, my skull clunking the ledge, maybe the 
sidewalk too. Ktimene said I rose and wailed, holding my head; I seemed 
alert, as when an obscure actress seemed in Academy command when 
she drove from a car-accident scene. I remember nothing, just waking 
in Columbus Hospital. Medicos warned: I’d landed near my temple; 
another concussion could be fatal. (Hence the Rumor, entirely false, 
that one fracture, while leaving a calderic scar, sundered synapses in 
my brain’s neuron forest, impairing my ability to focus.) Still I shinnied 
up the monkey-bar pole, legs and arms and hands o’erlapping, whereon 
thighful squeeze became delirious surprise. Meanwhile, the nuns told 
us to sleep with our hands over the covers, and—

“Excuse me, Alki; I had not meant to swell the tale. No circumspec-
tion; I was gripped by another’s muse, as when Bill the Faithful got 
yanked round by Joycelyn the Elder. Some storytellers rise by art of 
hanging weights on recycled levity; others glide the monkey-rope, rising 
and swelling, expanding their powers. Our days are afflicted by solipsism, 
wanting to tell all, few weavers able to unstitch favorite yarns.

“And so I felt alone, loneliness unvoiceable, even to Mom who 
came for us most Sundays. If Dad came, I can’t recall, though Ktimene 
reminds me he did. Oh, that’s right, fishing trips with Dad and Uncle 
Tom, his oldest brother, a World War I vet who, as I heard it, fought in 
the Black Forest. Decades later, chancing on a letter Cousin Ellen posted 
online (postmarked January 7, 1919), I learned he was in the Argonne; 
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built bridges across the Meuse. He wrote Ballard, second eldest of ten 
brothers: ‘We spent the last 27 days straight on the front and Ballard it 
was Hell.’ Today I’d have a ton of questions; then he was just old Uncle 
Tom, likeable but smelling of booze and dank hotels, making my skin 
crawl. I longed to be otherwhere, away from the raging Missouricon 
where I feigned to fish; away from the Home and the Little Boys’ Yard, 
fenced-in by oceanic prairies and mountains mazed in misty blue.

“After three years Dad came for us. I was surprised: Why Dad, 
not Mom? As rescuer Dad was withdrawn, unpresent; when drinking, 
mean. In our small thin-walled duplex I once hit Ktimene in a fight. 
Dad put me in a dress; walked me round the block with Ktimene. The 
stroll embarrassed me, but, because I felt mute stares, as in pity, I rarely 
recall it; I’m reminded today by tales of Achilles in quick-stuttering heels, 
eager to flee his fate. We lived in the duplex for five years, beautiful 
after the orphanage, a shack by hindsight, especially when we moved 
into a real house, built by Melvin, Hilda’s brother and miracle-builder. 
Hilda was our housekeeper, who made great cinnamon rolls and lefse: 
lefse, just add jam, or fake butter and real sugar. Dad and I shared a 
bedroom; his single bed was near the window, mine by the living room 
wall. My favorite memory sees Dad in the living room, absorbed in a 
book: a model of meditation, as when Dante and Ishmael invoked the 
spirit of Rachel, friend of orphans and storm-tossed outcasts.

“Yet more loomingly Dad stood by the sink, staring out the kitchen 
window, nursing a bottled beer, as if seething at the Crushing World: 
something so bad it still makes me little. Soon a snort, a phlegm-clearing 
grunt, furies swirling. What was he thinking? Think. I remember the 
beers that fueled his sighs: When was beer enjoyed less? Dad was youngest 
of ten brothers; how did being last-born shape his character, remembering 
too that his worn mother died when he was hardly eight?

“Maybe he first seethed in Portland-on-Columbia, where the Cape’s 
Lighthouse can’t reach, rousing lamentations, as of one scorched by 
volcanic molehills. He moved, yet could not douse the flames; he 
changed his place, yet the hot hell burns, even in Montaña, by the wide 
Missouricon. What were his dreams? Dream. Was dread upsurging, as 
when Pequod Pip sensed a giant boa, crushing, about to swallow him 
whole? When Dad took us to church, there tithing a quarter (equal to 
my cherished allowance), we heard priests say life is a vale of tears. It is 
no fine thing to be here. Long after the thurible airs cleared, I smell the 
incense. Maybe Dad saw the Smelter as ‘reality’: Take any Anaconda job 
to pay the rent; to stave off gnawing the very table for supper; to accept 
even fire-blasting exile, wherein the bottom-breeders strike every few 
years, a mean moiling life that raised no hope for a higher existence, just 
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this random fate, a neverending descent into acedic glooms. Acedia: a 
word learned from Dante, as in the worst sin against our holiest Spirit: 
spiritual or mental sloth. A form of apathy: descendant glooms, 
generation to generation, deadly to newborns, as when sleeping boys 
are strangled by swarming pythons.

“So, Alkinoös, the Smelter recalls visions of fire and heat, a fire 
whose leaping shadows make all things ghastly, including low pay and 
six-month strikes and an ever-mounting bill at Walt’s corner grocery. 
Dad was helped by union strike-pay of $10 a week, subsistence I knew 
nothing of, but mounting grocery bills staggered me, who watched his 
nickels, so glad for a quarter allowance and a nickel candy bar worthy 
of its name. O the joy! Ktimene and I stopped for groceries after school, 
and when the bill hit $100, Walt soon said, ‘Could you ask your dad 
to come by?’ Dad’s fiery job, his hints of jawb-hate, his meanness when 
drinking: I learned early that life can be a hell on Earth. Uff da. 

“Still, such pains were eased by Hilda, a kind and caring housekeeper, 
and terrific cook. Yet I longed to breathe deliberate valor, to escape family 
bounds for higher altitudes, as when Melvin and Hilda took Ktimene 
and me to Glacier Park, where visions transported me. (Ktimene says 
George and Mom took us.) George became my stepfather, a man I dimly 
appreciated—Thanks for the Pepsi, George! (O sugar! a whole case of 
sweetened pustulance!)—feelings warped by the Church’s loathing of 
divorce, and George’s secret marriage to Mom.

“And so when I think of Many Glacier, a rugged place that I loved 
to hike, I can think of no place on Earth sweeter to my youth. There, 
in the summer of ’62 after high school graduation, while working 
briefly as a swamper at East Glacier Hotel, I went hiking with fellow 
graveyarder Fithian Shaw: Fithian, avid golfer and Notre Damer who 
became my guide, taking me to lovely Kalypsoed Lake: said by some 
to be linked to the Pierian Spring in a far-flowing cavern that upsurges 
into Glacier heights. If I survived Winless, I had to return to my Lake 
in the glacial Backbone.

“Still, guilt shadows survival, oft stalked by shame. Why let the 
Army draft me? Were it not better, as others refuse, to face jail rather 
than serve such dubious prattle? Some believed, and fought believing; 
honored too are sons who accepted jail rather than betray conscience. 
With my little learning and less knowledge, I went with one resolve: 
‘I will not let this stupid war kill me.’ I fancied battle-death inglorious, 
an end to childlike hopes. Even now Atê laughs, raising guilts and haunts 
from photo visions of a grunt stretched in pain, as a mudskinner whose 
face is parched with dry mud, gasping for air, in mute disbelief that the 
battle, lasting scarce an hour, is finally over. The merciless Delta sun had 
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stood still as hell, dust and smoke black as dusk, each grunt burrowing 
in shallows prized as caves, bullets blitzing their backpacks, peeking for 
muzzle flashes, seeking calm in the muddy bloody thunder of a rice-paddy 
rumble. Still, still: photo fragments in my head. Even now I seek the will 
toward home; even now I can’t let this stupid war kill me.

“Yet I am but one of many errant tourists whose tales are told in the 
Gazette Nostoi, collected wanderings of Winless vets; many, if alive to 
themselves, still strain for renewal, some saying their lives were ruined. 
Wallace Terry’s Bloods collects an oral history of black vets, the race on 
whom Don Quixote’s beloved Sancho longed to bestow his gubernatorial 
benevolence. Terry recounts a common bias: that benighted blacks were 
fated to stomp the boonies in place of collegial whites deferred, as did 
unlettered Latinos and Native Americans. I fancied myself liberal and 
unbiased, among the elect, warned by the gods to seek a higher destiny. 
The uneducated? ‘They’d not miss much, poor devils.’

“That reminds me, Colonel Baldwin, of a ’66 incident that called 
you to serve equal rights. Two men in your Green Beret command 
were denied service in an Illinois bar, supposedly because they were 
soldiers; but because one soldier was black, you got white soldiers to 
go in. They were served, and wow, was I surprised that one of the men 
denied service was Anthony Glas from Great Falls. Geez, Colonel, the 
things we could have talked about in battalion TOC!

“Now, Alkinoös, as your library spans acres, rivaled only by Ptole-
my’s Alexandria, let me note Tim O’Brien’s Going After Cacciato, a 
novel of whimsical brilliance that captures the war’s surrealism better 
than any true-strife history—unless of course I recall Claude Anshin 
Thomas and his five-thousand-mile pilgrimage from Auschwitz to Nha 
Trang. In Cacciato a war-weary trooper abandons his platoon to hump 
the jungles where demitodes are less than afterthoughts, mere food for 
ants in internecine war. O those towering anthills are grand in unequal 
combat! On through Asia Cacciato humped, oft wishing for a Moon to 
pierce the canopy, yet dauntless, resolved to seek peace in the City of 
Light. In gay Paree he hides, Cacciato of Paris, unsought by any, save 
by Charles, who pines for the chill of the grand mountain air.

“O! an awesome loom, no dream, an idea to thread, weave, tinker 
with, build and sustain, as when Granny D. affirms her vision of citizens 
for the people in a rhapsodic stroll from California to the D.C. Mall. 
Propissiation for our shins! ’Tis said no one can be called rich who has 
not been raised by an army of books, and I am so much wealthier by 
grace of Time’s Sally Orr, letters editor who tipped me to Cacciato.

“But come, Alkinoös, I will tell you of my draft, my tour, and my 
flight home, all inflicted on me for my wishywashy ways.
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“In May of ’66 I graduated from the College of Great Falls, my B.A. 
in English proudly earned with special thanks to Mr. Roy Michael Teddy, 
my greatest teacher. As a single male, I expected the draft. Teaching was 
preferred, but deferments were up, except for the privileged, whose status 
stirred loyalties to crafty evasion. Yet we all had a choice. When LBJ 
and domino team escalated the war, so Joan Baez and friends escalated 
opposition, as in early World War II when British students of Oxford 
Union voted not to fight for King or Country, invoking horrors of the 
Great War, especially the slaughters in Flanders Fields.

“O Muse of fire! The nation’s youth were a-blaze for peace, hailing 
‘Scholarships, Not Heliships.’ Unblushing men hid behind skirts, as when 
Achilles ducked the Argives; others feigned madness, as when Odysseus 
salted his fields on seeing the draft board come for him. And who can 
forget those who fled to border states, as Nietzsche himself resolved 
not to do, returning to his homeland after the Franco-Prussian furies 
were unleashed: when corpse-strewn battlefields roused Dionysians to 
sing of tragic mysteries.

“No, Alkinoös, I’m talking of the call to honorable disobedience, 
when the disinclined accept consequence, even if Oliver Wendell Holmes 
learned to gloss war pains after he left the slaughter, now scorning those 
impotent little protesters with their feeble signs raised in futile protest 
against a strong and stealthy plutocracy, who e’er vaunt the glamour of 
loyalist war. As if the energy, the faith, the flagging devotion brought 
by battle survivors will light the country and all who serve it—and the 
glow from that fire can truly light the world.”

Karump!
“Excuse me, your grace; I’m having apocalyptic flashbacks: napalm 

erupting, its devouring swath of black flame enveloping the nipa palm 
and all creatures within. Cry, cry for breath.

“From my college years I oft recall a TV reporter detailing with pride 
the endurance of once-soft hometown boys, now surmounting dread 
jungle challenges. In turn casualties mounted, TV anchors giving weekly 
tolls rather than daily, as in the early Sixties when the Huntley-Brinkley 
Report gave periodic footnotes: ‘His death brings to 353 the number of 
U.S. killed in the Land of the Winless War.’

“Footnote: that’s the word Kissinger used in the Seventies to sum the 
endless war: just a ‘footnote’ when written into the epochs of history. 
Footnote. The word galled Gustav Hasford, who gaped, year on year, at 
the dank mouldering horrors: Hasford, who raged against the war, and 
died in his forties. Clio’s little joke: We thought their tiny nation a trifle, 
but we were the trifle in their thousand-year resolve for self-rule: just 
one more invasive blight to be eradicated in full-metal racket. Footnote. 
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And still our nation is haunted, still gagging, wandering as Aeneas and 
home-hungry Trojans, still seeking a higher Spirit, though some war 
evaders went on to politics to start feel-good wars as path to winnerdum, 
heaping mass destruction on Iraq, horrors continuing long after rotation. 
Such dark ’vaders ne’er found comic acceptance; ne’er—”

Colonel Baldwin uncrossed his legs in a kind of stomp.
“Colonel Baldwin! Stay with me! I see now your greatest fight was 

to save lives, not take them! You weren’t setting policy! If ever I’m lost, 
I want you to come for me, as when you launched the plan to save your 
Beret brothers at Lang Vei! O, stay for the miracle of laughs! ...

“Yet for decades, with few exceptions, only the blissful gods were 
laughing, amazed by the spectacle as Atê benighted our brightening best. 
Even so, some stalwarts towered above the rising ruins, including Rick 
Rescorla, British transplant who, as First Cav platoon leader, laughed 
and sang even in the Valley of Death. So singing, he belted a Cornish 
mining tune to rally his ’toon to face a desperate dawn, most surviving 
unhurt in the Battle of Ia Drang, where scores of Custer Cav heirs were 
killed—and about two thousand NVA, many blackened by napalm.

“As a student whose family rarely read a newspaper, I can’t recall 
Ia Drang headlines, but in back-checking via the Net, I now see an AP 
story that’s ambiguous: a page one headline that declares U.S. pullout 
after a major battle, but the second paragraph mentions only Communist 
dead. Not till the fourteenth paragraph (on page 10) do we read, “The 
North Vietnamese hammered one U.S. company after another. Some 
American units took huge losses, but ....” Huge losses. Did this AP 
article, or that phrase, make it into the Great Falls Tribune?

“If so, I was more rapt in the joy of Dick Van Dyke, the greatest 
TV series from the Sixties. My sister Ktimene often arrived near show’s 
end, and sometimes, before opening the door (with beautician’s furniture 
to weave around), heard me laughing. It must be Thursday, she’d say. 
I loved the raucous realities of Dick and Mary, Rosemary and Morley, 
all standing on the broad shoulders of Rob—er, Carl Reiner. (‘Dad, I 
want to change my name. I want what they’re having.’) Just so I departed 
Mom’s supper table in smiles, eager to bowl or chase pins at Little’s Lanes, 
where I was, humbly, ‘one of the top young bowlers in the city.’

“Yet the escalating death toll hovered in the air, especially a night-
time Honors Reading class, where the outer darkness evoked Miltonic 
melancholy. Here in a well-lit classroom, in joy of humanitas, I fancied 
lights to a better world, spellbound by Mr. Foley’s voice, deep and 
sonorous, as from a spirit bent to inspire, low and gentle, with just the 
right timbre: “Make a life, not a living. Hm-m.” Students esteemed his 
work and presence; a fit vessel, goateed and professorial, with fearless 
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faith in his powers: e’er resolved to lift us to brighter worlds, the first 
teacher to suggest (via unnamed or forgotten source) that even the 
wicked seek the good, though perverted by wretched error. He also led 
us to Viktor Frankl, who survived great horrors by a simple faith: ‘He 
who has a why to live can bear with almost any how.’

“Melancholy: The word tolls a knell, more gloom than in Milton’s 
happy pensive. In late ’65, as the days inched toward May and the 
teaching life still seemed possible, I hinted my hopes to Mom, who sat 
by her beautician’s desk, head bowed in pain, a low-watt lamp lighting 
her rotary phone. Soft, in shaky tones: “You could then take care of 
me.” I shuddered, mute: Oh Mom: I can hardly take care of myself.

“Mom sank more deeply as our life streams diverged in silent roar. 
O pain unequal, whose is worse? Ktimene, a helpless nurse at Mom’s 
bedside when she died on December 5: Oh Mom, I couldn’t save you. 
Ktimene, bearing misery I never knew; I grieved, but also felt relief.

“January 5 marked the fifth anniversary of Dad’s suicide: Five 
years had passed; five years long yet fleeting, building strength for a 
long-distance life. Both parents now gone, a day for renewal, as when 
someone, somewhere found a healthier way to kill his old worst self: 
to quit drinking and begin life anew. In this winter of death, I recalled 
earlier walks across crusty snowfields to visit Dad’s grave, now driving 
my ’56 Chevy from campus to nearby Olivet Cemetery. There, as when a 
singer sends orisons soaring, yet inly crying, now seeking grace for pain 
that only the lonely know, I slowly absorbed acceptance from a spirit 
lightly orbiting; a singer who veils his epic struggles in lyric rapture, lifted 
by a goddess within. Merci! And there, hair follicles blowing in prairie 
winds, I felt first intimations to make loneliness an advantage.”

Dread Father, O Dad who beat me, I cannot embrace your pain. 
What can redeem the Fatherblood that haunts my birthright? Laughter 
beacons, tho’ self‑pity throbs and throbs.

“I must seek a new Earth; I must trust my feeble powers. Secretly, 
I longed for a gal to see my footprints in the crusts, to offer solace and 
salvation: vulvaceous blessings to swoop me heavenward, and inspire my 
life. O ruin! By the gods, she never came, repelled by some lock of DNA, 
some palinkotos or hint of spite: some toxic rage kalypsoed beneath my 
strained smiles. Yet the lock has keys, one lock ope’d by a thrill when 
fellow English major Carl Dehne raved about The Oresteian Trilogy; 
or when Mr. T. sang of Orpheus bringing iron tears to Hades’ cheek; 
or when ‘Pelops’ line’ stirred Miltonic wonder on ‘gorgeous tragedy.’ 
Just so my first steps, on a Tantalusian road hindsight can see, where 
I still long to touch the hem of the goddess: the peplos of Athene, the 
robe woven by humble votaries at the Panathenaic harvest.
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“In turn the war: Only dupes were going; anyone with status had 
other plans. Some escaped via the Guard, oft elitists who knew somebody. 
It also meant a six-year confinement, a ghastly thought. Enlisting meant 
three years, not two, as in the draft, where one might become a soger for 
life: soger as term for froggy deadbeats who drift, shirking true decision. 
I know no one personally who acted on antiwar feeling, an act scarier than 
war. Prison wasn’t the only fear; far worse was social shame, the stigma of 
exile from normal life—as if Normal were a setting in one’s cybernetics. 
My life became an exile anyway, no one in my circle to mock my desperate 
need to fit in; no one to herald photos of ‘flower power,’ someone stuffing 
a rifle barrel with a plucked bloom. Nor did we seek a Medicine Woman 
from Hill 57; ’twas just a slum of Blackfoot Indians—a subspecies to 
this elite Centralite, even though Sister Providencia tried to tell us of 
their suffering humanity. Nay, even Mr. Foley cheered the notion of the 
citizen-soldier: and not one in my 2-S Band dared suggest that yielding 
to the draft was throwing away one’s Self for ‘a vague social or cultural 
promise that can never be fulfilled.’ O for a priestess to affirm the Above 
Ones and the Below Ones, to nod in the four directions, to lead us to 
wisdom to resist mob rule! And so I became an antiwar passivist, swept 
along by the tides of silence, having greater dread of public ’pinion.

“Still: Maybe it’ll work; maybe I’ll get Germany, and chance to meet 
Fräulein Fausta and practice the tongue that gave me the prized B.A. Or 
maybe I’ll be sent to war and become a believer, as when Barry Sadler’s 
‘Ballad of the Green Berets’ roused warrior zeal. It was a thrilling song in 
’66, tho’ I feigned otherwise. One Friday afternoon some of us draftables 
were quaffing suds in the Merry Go Round, a mead hall near CGF, all of 
us disdaining the war, as when Snoopy, weary and lorn, drooped from his 
Sopwith Camel after another fierce dogfight with the Red Baron. Curse this 
war! Anon, Jon scorned Sadler’s song, and I laughed, my eyes quavering 
the lie. As the Dorian mode e’er inspires Bartolo troops to seek perfect 
phalanx, so the carrion call roused shivers and a near-readiness for war. 
O! and if ‘500 Miles’ came on the jukebox, not one of us knew about 
the Death March of French troops from Dien Bien Phu! And how could 
any of us have possibly known about the whirlygig’s beerhall salute to 
the defining battle of the war, ‘The Ballad of Ap Bac,’ as sung—by even 
the most miserable damn performer—to ‘On Top of Old Smokey’?

“More subtly, The Kingston Trio’s ‘Tom Dooley’ stirred pius confu-
sions. The song of a poor boy doomed to hang, his name recalled earlier 
years when nuns spoke reverently of Dr. Tom Dooley, who delivered 
refugees from Communism. O, the hazard to an unformed conscience 
when a medic treats villagers but has more regard for his own fables—a 
plague of invented horrors that stabbed mortal ears for decayeds!
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“On to Art Geiger, who the previous spring was my campaign 
opponent but now a needed ally: I could not lead without him. Our chats 
deepened when his mother died one Saturday, mine the next. Art was 
even with me when I learned Mom was near death: just past midnight, 
now Sunday, December 5. Months later, after a spring night of homage 
to Dionysos, as if to affirm our visionary heights, Art suggested we climb 
the CGF Bell Tower. O Dion! A flotilla of sparrows spread the word, and 
the school president summoned me, and my name was mud, no more a 
candidate for student leader of the year.

“Then came the summer awaiting the Army sennet, deeply troubled 
in my wishy hearted spirit. I had written about my military aversion 
to brother Dick, not expecting him to understand, he a proud Army 
reservist for over ten years, now Airborne, soon a lieutenant, proud to 
achieve both. He also worked at Honeywell, where he was ‘even more 
directly involved in the war effort.’ Dick responding: ‘There is certainly 
nothing wrong with waiting for the draft call, but to believe there is 
nothing worthwhile to be gained by serving your country in the Armed 
Forces shows a depressing lack of appreciation for the high cost others 
have paid for what we now take for granted. I don’t want to lecture 
you ... but I couldn’t pass over your remarks without some comment. 
I’m really sorry you feel that way about military service. Have you given 
any thought to the Peace Corps or VISTA?’

“I blocked it all out by submerging myself in poolside reading: Valley 
of the Dolls and In Cold Blood, hearing nought of Hell in a Very Small 
Place or Street Without Joy by Bernard Fall—baptismal books I’d have 
skipped in any case, fearing them as I feared my blood-red paperback 
of barely skimmed essays on Southeast Asia: all seven leagues over my 
head, lest I waken to fears slithering round my leg, and make hard deci-
sions. Of course I was entirely ignorant of China’s Petri Devolution, the 
Great Leap Backward, marked in August of ’66 by the torture of poet 
Lao She: Lao She, beaten for hours by Mao’s Red Shard Devolutionaries, 
schoolgirl puppets ages thirteen to sixteen, inhuman voices quakening 
them, and Lao She drowned himself. O, as if LBJ had called students 
to be White Shards, and I had murdered Mr. Teddy! And who had the 
gray-blue eyes of a falcon to tell me of the battle on July 20, 1962, when 
Colonel Huynh Van Cao led his ARVN troops to ‘the greatest victory 
of the war’? when the VC hid underwater, breathing through reeds, and 
Cao dreamed of being promoted to general?

“I can recall vague headlines on the Detroit riots, but cannot recall 
the vital rendezvous flight of Gemini 10 in July. Yet nothing can erase 
the shock of the eight nurses murdered in Chicago, slaughtered by 
Richard Speck, who had stamped himself ‘Born to Raise Hell.’ Then 
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came the Austin Tower sniper on August 1, when innocence last in the 
schoolyard gloomed: scores dead and wounded, each casualty lending 
baffled shame to the name Charles Whitman. At last my draft notice; 
I sold my battered, clutch-clogged ’56 red-and-white Chevy for $25, and 
on September 15—when Jet’s story of Colonel Baldwin’s battle against 
bias found an audience—I surrendered to the draft and was bused to 
Butte, a rough diamond of a place to veer in false career. I cringed at the 
oath, hiding in my heart doubts and shame. Poveretto! I believe in my 
country’s ideals, but was bound by temperament to resist, this war so 
different from Pearl Harbor when our leaders were enrapt in their oil-war 
trap, and millions of guttersnipes gladly took the Doolittle step forward. 
Soon I boarded the bus from Butte to Fort Lewis, where a written test 
qualified me for OCS, Officer Candidate School, sign here. Infantry OCS. 
Well, maybe I’ll get lucky, and get Quartermaster. I signed, and went.

“They sent me alone via midnight flight to Fort Dix, New Jersey for 
basic and advanced infantry training, where the Queen of Battle multiplied 
second thoughts: If I wash out of OCS, will I be a grunt? One butterbar 
unleashed a power joy: He took away my first weekend pass when I left 
an ashtray on my bunk, casting me into a dark weekend on Fishmouth 
Way, where, alone in the barracks, I gloomed at the lone shack across 
Shrieking Way. Sir, may I speak frankly? Sir, you’re being chickenshit, 
sir. What I shoulda said. Meanwhile, drill sergeants contending for 
meanness excluded trainees from their private viewing of the Notre 
Dame-Michigan State game: the shocking 10-10 tie for the national title 
when Ara Parseghian had his Frighting Irish kneel away the final seconds 
to seal a sisterly kiss. Rage, rage at the dying of the fight! In turn I was 
hit by a cold, memorable for its severity.

“In training, we made long forced marches to the rifle range, where 
we stood around fire barrels for long waits before assassin practice. 
Trudging the weighty M14, we worked up heavy sweats, no DI hinting 
it’s better to march jacketless. Our fatigues were soon soaked, as when 
poor Bombur, the bulgy dwarf, staggered up hills, sweat rivering his 
nose. The humid chill soon sapped our body heat. One thinker, of the 
Hitchcock clan, carried a dry T-shirt; John stayed healthy, while half 
the company was hospitalized. Then I fell, a hundred-four fever, rousing 
hallucinations and readiness to die: sinking so low that death seemed 
near. Drink lots of water, the nurse said. I drank, doubtfully, but a quart 
or two worked wonders. O, the bliss of returning strength!

“They transferred me to a wooden barracks, World War I vintage. 
One day a nurse wheeled in a library cart; I grabbed All Quiet on the 
Western Front, soon sinking into my pillow, haunted, as if troops of airy 
warriors were soaring and floating, flying through unseen candelabra 
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like German friendlies from the silent Christmas of 1914, when faces 
of the earnest and honorable dead gaped across No Man’s Land. O! 
I am no soldier; make a new way, life is empty!

“Our first AIT pass was granted November 11, Armistice weekend. 
I begged the nurse: I may never get another chance to see New York! 
I took the bus, still weak and groggy, and rented a room at the Y: $10 
for a windowless closet. Amid rushing pedestrians I asked an attractive 
woman: Excuse me, can you tell me the way to the Statue of Liberty? 
She sputtered, overcame disbelief: You really mean it! She smiled, gave 
directions. I climbed to Liberty’s crown; then found my way to the 
Empire State Building, taking the elevator to the top, soaring past the 
seventyeighth and -ninth floors, having no cicerone to tell of the fright 
on July 28, 1945, near war’s end, when a B-25, lost in a fog, crashed 
into the world’s tallest tower: fourteen dead, twentysix injured, leaving 
a gaping hole eighteen feet by twenty feet. In turn the Empire building 
was wholly repaired, surviving, says retro-ranging Scott Pelley, as ‘the 
towering symbol of a city that can withstand any blow.’ In turn I had 
a streetside steak, where the smell from distant battlefields could not 
ruin a tasty meal. I saw a Lee Marvin movie in Times Square—Lee 
Marvin, a war vet who discovered that the most useless word is help: 
‘would you believe he was out there hollering “Help, help, somebody 
please help me,” and nobody came?’ Other trainees somehow splurged 
$40 on luxury rooms, way beyond my budget. In late January my orders 
came, sending me alone, io sol uno, a week before my AIT mates, to 
OC Class 42-67 at Fort Benning, Georgia. O! entirely ignorant that 
Time Gagazine had selected Art and me as Men of the Year!

“My first weeks were enthusiastic; nothing bothered me, not the tac 
officers who rousted apologetic trainees (You are sorry, candidate!), not 
the physical strain, not even the good food. Yes, the food was a burden 
in its excellence: I ate too much. I also smoked, savoring my Luckies, 
after which came stomach-bouncing jogs to class. We moved in regular 
rhythm, I’m gonna be an Airborne Ranger, clomp clomp—tho’ I was no 
Rich Luttrell, poverty-born youth who sought a place of promise as a 
Screaming Eagle, thrilled to lift himself by lacing boots of such manly 
excellence. When I viewed the jump-tower Erector Sets, I shuddered 
at the bayonet mentality, boys lunging at chestpiece filled with straw, 
burning to think like men. Kill! Kill! I thought of brother Dick, who 
loved the Airborne challenge. Had he lunged in mindless rage too?

“Even the so-called abuse was fun, tacs rousting OCs in joyous 
authority: Up against the wall, Candidate! My glory was my spitshined 
floor: brightest in battalion, jerking all passersby to double-take. Wow. 
No one saw it as mere chance, the brilliant sheen of predecessors, needing 
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but a moist diaper-dab to revive. More double-takes at my framed photo: 
a chaste clipping of a Playboy Playmate. Is that your girl? I imagined 
inviting her to our graduation dance, but feared she’d say Yes. How would 
that have changed my Fate? In about the eighth week my Arean spirit 
died, e’er linked to a sergeant who exalted Winless: ‘It may not be much 
of a war, but it’s the only one we got.’ Within days a headline jolted the 
land, tho’ no tac officer displayed it like a Truman:

VIETCONG DESTROY 134-MAN U.S. UNIT
Entire Company Wiped Out
in Fierce Mekong Delta Battle

“No trainer heralded Charlie’s dream of turning reluctant warriors 
upside down, and no sojourner turned our world rightside up. Yet in 
my war doubts, I can’t feign noble airs. On one march up hills with 
multitudinous gotcha vines stabbing in the dark, I was designated RTO, 
radio-telephone operator, an honor I neither sought nor cherished. I’m 
too good for this! Yet lurching, staggering in my epic ignorance: Who 
knew of Dionysos, harrower of Hades, dauntless in his hero complex, 
twirling the warrior club, accepting tote of baggage for a comic change. 
Take off this burden! I saw trees stretched with thorny thickets; blackened 
leaves in the forest of the night, branches knotted and gnarled, tangled 
briers massing, beetling, no path, just oppressive dense trees. O PRC-25! 
Ascending the dark ways, fighting levity, I inly whined at the heaviness, my 
weary self feeling more war toy than warrior: as a snail, slogging ’neath 
excessive gear, my skull-crushing helmet drooping o’er sweat-rivering eyes. 
Stupid tacs; why not pick that idiot Rhodes Scholar, who thinks these 
ploys are the pips? As if war is a game to be played with a smiling face. 
In all my cringing attitudes, I could imagine walking tall, yet scorned 
the tac’s test of my limits: Why make me your messenger boy?

“I stopped trying; staggered behind in weary rage and lazy lingering, 
caring nought for faceless backs in the expanding distance. A shadow 
descended from the treeline, retracing his steps, threading his way from 
thickets. In the dark I expected a fellow candidate bringing sappy cheer; 
and I, adopted son of Chastening Celestials, e’er the eager word hunter, 
scarce glanced up as I welcomed him with friendly words: ‘Fuck it. I don’t 
care!’ Sudden recognition: ’Twas Lieutenant Hawke-Eye, the number one 
tac, who had cheered my spitshine virtues, and chose me as RTO for 
this test of endurance. ‘All right for you,’ he said.

“I must flee! to the real America! Hie on what really matters!
“On a later exercise I shivered as we lay on wet ground for an all-night 

ambush, as a slinking slow worm, disgusted by this dismal sopping life. 
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As a boy I fished the shores of the Missouricon, sometimes seeing historic 
markers of Lewis and Clark, yet uncurious about Meriwether Lewis, who 
most earned his name when, in perfect mellow-drama, lay content in 
water all night. O summer civilian! Who can find holiness in the muck? 
Who knew that two years earlier British warrior and OC trainee Rick 
Rescorla oracled his Ia Drang swagger near this same swamp, in turn 
belting out Cornish songs to lift his mates thro’ their longest night? Yet 
my spirit shared not the common mind on the wisdom of this training: 
I can’t believe I’m playing this stupid game.

“So I said Fuck it! and stood to warm my shade against a tree: me, 
a head shorter than OC Ornytus in his wolf’s head helmet, who, legs 
astraddle, played at company commander by e’er hailing imperatives: ‘It 
is imperative you reach Checkpoint Ambush by 2000 hours.’ My hidden 
thoughts escaped to cast a taller shadow. Ornytus was aghast: Get down! 
I braced to blend my shade with the tree: This aint reality; we’re boys 
duped into playing stupid games. The OCs gaped at a fool. He stands 
like one who’s dead! I felt blessed by Athene, called to higher compose: 
Who cares what’s whispered here?

“Finally came a dreadful night, past conception to all but grunts and 
Ekwefi Scouts and Bilbo Baggins and harried wiz-kids squishing thro’ 
Hogwarts’ final exams: a long terrifying walk thro’ a Moonless swamp 
on the most Stygian night I have ever known: crotch-deep sucking mud, 
water above my waist, darkness the only visible when I held my hand 
before my face: black, pitch-black, pitch, as when Bilbo under darkest 
forest roof tried flapping his hand before his nose but couldn’t see Gill 
Hicks, who called it darkness tangible, what wading through tar might 
be like. I tried to touch the man before me, oft following vague sounds 
that led nowhere, just mud-sucking circles, as when Ron was abashed 
by a Hogwarts hinkypunk and sank waist deep into the mire. Oh, man, 
where the fuck am I. Would it surprise you, Alki, that I could scarce form 
a silent scream? I mulled my Dis position, dreading the malventure of 
calling artillery on my own troops, trustlings duped to ‘Follow me.’

“And so the tac officers once dazzled by my spit-shine saw the murk 
in my spirit. At the end of Ranger Week, in whose midway I felt bound to 
vaunt disdain for the idiot ambush, the lieutenant leading my platoon, a 
handsome Footnote vet with Purple Heart, told the company that whoever 
the standee was, and he didn’t know his name, that guy has to go. I went. 
I hoped the guys would get the joke, but I failed to look them in the eye 
to affirm the jest. They booted me in the eighteenth week. I could have 
asked to repeat Ranger Week (a chance my tac said wasn’t offered), but I 
lacked heart: How serve in this unreal war? As if an unknown god were 
saying: ‘Nay, follow me, that I may set you in your way again …’
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It hit me hard: one minute among the elite, soon to be commissioned 
in impressive ceremony, my uncle and aunt from nearby Columbus in 
proud attend. Now alone, doubly demoted, from E-5 to PFC, one might 
as well be a nothing, one is nothing, an OC discharge tasting the lees, 
awaiting orders for Fate knows what.

“I’ll not forget the drive with my uncle to give the news; Dad’s brother, 
who resembled Dad and welcomed me into his Columbus home; who, 
with wife and friend, had taken me to dinner and a movie, A Man for 
All Seasons. He looked ashamed, as if caught bragging, now seeing me 
as quitter, or worse. In The Subject Was Roses, a film shown years later 
on TV, I watched a returning war vet played by Martin Sheen go for an 
uneasy drive among tall pines with his film dad, Jack Albertson. If ever 
you see it, Alki, you have a presence in my scene. Anon, retro-ranging 
Eva Cassidy sings me through the Georgia pines, lifting me to higher 
harmonies. Yet as I departed the upscale OC barracks, sinking under 
my duffel bag, I saw a candidate run from the barracks opposite, and 
felt a dizzying sense of déjà vu.

“Now a wave of irrevocable destiny, implacable Lachesis, disposing 
her lots. Never such finality; never such a woe I’d been here before, that 
some things, once done, cannot be undone. But was the war a cause to 
wish for? My new quarters, a wooden hootch evoking haunts from both 
world wars, increased the gloom: an ancient structure as waystation for 
three transients: me, another OC dropout, and a lifer sergeant.

“Weeks of waiting seemed endless. I watched my classmates grow in 
stature and pride, including a tiny teen eager for war, now all wearing 
blue helmets with airs of distinction: all eager to voice the officer’s oath 
‘without any mental reservation whatsoever.’ I felt stung by shambled 
surroundings, the lost chance to move in officer circles, to catch the 
eye of a Playmate. O, how unlike the place whence I fell! And then, 
having expressed antiwar views in my resignation letter, I was bemused 
when orders came: infantry, 9th Division, USAR Winless. Was someone 
mocking my doubts by dispatching me to the stupid war?

“In July of ’67 I returned to Great Falls for a month’s leave, first 
stopping in Minneapolis to see my brother. Dick had been in the Army 
Reserve since ’56. Now an Airborne lieutenant, he was silent about my 
OC failure. He envied my orders, I think. Were it not for family—wife, 
daughter, son—he might have volunteered. He took me to my first 
big-league baseball game, Twins vs. Yankees. If Harmon Killebrew went 
homerless, Dick might have mentioned his 520-foot home run a month 
earlier. Mickey Mantle, who hit his 500th homer in May, was out injured: 
a disappointment, but no surprise.

“On to Great Falls, where I stayed with my sister and brother-in-law 
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and their baby boy, whose rubbery neck filled me with fear and wonder. 
Am I really fighting for his future? I had small awareness of Eugene 
Debs, and no knowledge of Garry Davis or Edith Cavell, nationalism 
not their game, their country the Earth, all Citizens of the World, 
global well-being their highest patriotism. Anime ricche! I oft played 
Andy Williams albums, especially ‘I Want To Be Free,’ ‘Born Free,’ and 
‘Somewhere.’ Late one night as I listened in quiet soar, Ktimene emerged 
from her bedroom to listen, chat, soon softing: ‘Aren’t you afraid?’

“I invoked Aphrodite and Dionysos to cheer my nights, sometimes 
at the Stein Haus, famed mead hall adjacent to Howard’s Pizza, where, 
thro’ a small square opening, wafted scents of the world’s best pizza. 
Here furtive vagabonds mooch tabled crusts; and here, quaffing suds, 
I beheld Mike Hendrickson with schoolmates, a couple betrothed, the 
fiancé a former St. Thomas boy whose likability eased my loss, his 
intended a gal I pined for. Mike was bound for Winless as Marine second 
looie, surely resplendent in uniform. On another bright afternoon I met 
a classmate in a sidestreet bar near Central on Third, just up the alley 
from Hussman’s, Montaña’s greatest pool hall—now vanished rubble, 
leveled by politicos who cleared the block to feign a plaza. This bar was 
opposite the studio where I posed for graduation photos, high school 
and college, and where some tads posed for la-war-otypes. Never! And 
if I’m blasted to dust, I want no military funeral! My classmate enlisted 
for three years to escape the war via Germany, a decision I both admired 
and abhorred. An extra year! I told him abut my OC failure. Who cares? 
Just be glad you have less time. Some of us in AIT joked about using 
OCS to kill service time, no one recalling Thoreau’s warning: Who 
can kill time without injuring eternity? Eftsoones, a rapture of gloom, 
the dark bar lit by outer light, as when Norm entrances Cheers. Shut 
the door! Now Dionne Warwick raptures the room with heart-searing 
wonder: What’s it all about, Alki?

“Ktimene’s husband was a pilot, shared owner of a single-prop 
Cessna 172. Bernie offered to fly me to San Francisco. We stopped in 
Lake Tahoe, where Random Chance displayed a billboard with Andy 
Williams at a local casino. Oh, can we go, can we go? A grand night 
for lyric joy. From a hindmost table I rejoiced, shyly drawing myself up 
to fancy I could now die happy. Thence to The City, where, in view of 
the Golden Gate, Bernie eased the plane in for a feather landing, softest 
touchdown ever. O wonder! Ktimene and I celebrated our twentythird 
birthday on August 10, ne’er yet having been apart on Mom’s proud day. 
Evie had twins! Little Evie had twins!—so laughed her kin. And Karen 
and Bernie were gone, I jetting to Winless, my duffel-tote including four 
long-neglected paperbacks, The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings.
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“We landed at Bien Hoa after a near sleepless twentysome-hour 
flight, with stops at Hawaii, where I longed to stay; and Guam, where 
I shuddered to see black B-52s line the landing zone: a day lost, 
August 14 becoming August 16 as we crossed the Ingolstadt Dateline. 
After processing, I hastened to a bunk, where I collapsed, soon back in 
the World. Bernie had flown me across the Pacific; I was running by a 
mansion, well-lit, with Doric columns. Carrying papers, I bumped my 
right index knuckle. The bruise turned red, black, my fingers rotting 
away. I awoke in a gasp; grabbed my hand: It was whole, the horror 
but a dream. My skull throbbed, fiercest headache ever, but at least my 
bunk was not littered with ashen flesh. I had no sense of the headache 
cause: scores of Luckies sucked on during the sleepless flight, mixed 
with platoons of second-hand smoke. My smoke-exhausted brain sensed 
nameless dread: I would survive, but be maimed.

“Yet at a level beyond fathom, I felt entrusted with sacred mysteries: 
now, in my hands, papers invested in me, a trifling epigone. If the Winless 
cause had not roused doubts and disbelief, I might have found sense in 
weapons, my legs eager for the stink of black-muddied paddies. But here 
was madness, my Parthenon across the sea, its altars served by sibyls 
from all nations: as if a vivacious Greek god had centered my dreams, 
radiating life, a crown of laurel on his head, a great wooden bow hung 
lightly on his shoulders. My papist bowels trembled; I fell silent, grew 
pale, as if before the colonnade of Apollo’s temple, stunned by recovering 
memory of holy things. Behold, the unbound Book of Epi, fraught and 
strained by fears, yet cheered by songs of apostate days. Pythian vapors 
rise: O gods, was I brought into the world to be a messenger, my body 
a temple of Delphi’s One-World Spirit? Or would I die here?

“So engloomed, I decided to seek out a priest. I mentioned various 
lusts, whereon the savvy confessor discerned no great remorse. He was 
right: Such a moment undoes thousands of cateschism classes, as when 
Edith Hamilton tells of ancients losing faith in the Greek gods, made in 
their own frail image. A new Spirit braced me; it was liberating to honor 
this Spirit, as if the Soul gives unique come-hither guides to each Seeker. 
Henceforth, I’d trust the Cave of the Heart, no longer tormented by terrors 
of burning forever, now free of surface rituals to forgive myself.

“I skipped mention of MOS, Alki: military occupation specialty. My 
OC background made me 11F20, a category dispatching me to the radar 
platoon, Echo Company, 4th Battalion, 39th Infantry. Echo, they said, 
was assigned battalion perimeter guard, rarely sent on 11B10 grunt hikes. 
And in my early days, Echo vets were even dispatched to Cam Ranh 
Bay to represent our battalion in welcoming the Commander in Chief. 
In turn, as when Agamemnon, fluent and flowing, rallied Achaians on 
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Trojan shores, there LBJ finessed war doubts to cheer Winless troops. The 
chosen felt lucky, thrilled to be at Cam Ranh Bay, renowned for beaches, 
babes, and sweet times, in retro rage made necromantic by TV babes in 
crotch-infolding shorts. Oh, and back home, not one of LBJ’s security 
detail attacked Turkey’s war protesters outside the White House!

“My chances with Echo Company were good. But why take chances? 
The Army, I’d been told, is like any corporation: hoping to place everyone 
in roles suited to talents. Why sludge through jungles? Was I a yokel for 
seeking safer yet needful tasks, wanting to flee demonics of the lower sky, 
where I saw grunts on break from the field trap a monkey then batter 
it to death? On seeing this hideous and intolerable murder, I burst into 
my tent to ask, ‘Has anyone read Lord of the Flies?’ ‘That’s what I just 
asked!’ someone said. O Phoebos! Can we serve our gods and Caesar 
better by disentangling the wits of our brief-seasonal minds?

“Wherefore on reporting to headquarters, I sang the Ballad of the 
Clean Berets: I have a college degree, and can type. Can anyone use 
me? The clerk promised only to pass the word. Before leaving I paused 
at the duty sergeant’s desk; he was reading Time, the more than Lucéd 
newsmagazine. ‘I read it cover to cover every week,’ he said.

“For a few nights I played with starlight scopes on perimeter guard, 
where gallant girls eager for bucks of war came nightly to sing Boom‑
boom, GI, I’m Number One, thus summoning us Mossynoikoi warriors 
to blissful shades, where moons were seen bouncing on moons, profaning 
Cynthia’s light. Anon, I was invited up to S2, intelligence-gathering unit 
for the battalion, and offered the job as clerk-typist-driver-RTO.

“Surely the gods had whisked me away! And if anyone had called me 
a novice goldbrick seeking Eadesy Suite, I’d have stared in wonderment. 
Clerks of the World unite! Without Wolfowitzers, no war is possible! 
Sure my humerus bones are strong for pushups, but why not use arms 
and legs like a witful Tiktaalik, evolving fish rising from the swamps, so 
glad to shun a foolish fight with sneaky sharky types? And yet demitodes 
desperate to escape the world’s madness find themselves blasted as 
Oedipus: as if no one whose feet were bound at birth could escape his 
fate. O Alki! how like yesterday it seems, if it really happened. I ne’er 
saw my guiding divinities, yet hear them still: ‘You are not destined to 
die in the Land of the Winless War.’

“At once a laugh, as to a wanton hazeleyes chasing wills-o’-the-wisp 
through Winless woods: Am I just another tode tagged and gigged by 
trickster gods he longs to flee?”



Canticle 6
Serving Country and Conscience

spect, Alkinoös, my tour divides into five periods. In 
the first, from August to December 1967, we were all over, choppering 
here, choppering there, winging our way reluctant to jungle hollows. 
Infantry companies were drooped in the boonies, from rice paddies to 
nipa palm to rubber plantations, grunts raising heads high among the 
latex spurges, lest they slouch blindly into prodigious webs that dance 
thro’ monsoons: filamental profusion, hugeous arachnid-axis reaching 
tree-to-tree, as when finger-nimble Shelobites and Janjaweeds flung 
giant gossamers on Khartoum Campus, prompting Halima to post a 
map-hint: Here be spiders. Meanwhile, Headquarters Company set up 
base camp, the battalion hub for RTOs, who maintained communication 
with field troops. First we pitched officer tents and filled sandbags, 
stacking them row on row, each fitting snugly to absorb featherless 
fragments that singe the long-suffering Earth; absorbing too el Niño, 
as when Phaiakians used tiles to deflect the pounding rains. In turn we 
played RTO: Alpha 6 Oscar, this is Machete 33. Sit‑rep, over.

“Alpha 6 was call sign for A Company commander, ‘oscar’ his RTO; 
Machete 33 was call sign for battalion headquarters, and ‘sit-rep’ 
our call for hourly situation reports. All RTOs had to be alert for 
Machete 6, the battalion CO, our honored Colonel Baldwin; alert too 
for Machete 3, operations officer, and for Machete 2, my boss, alleged 
intelligence officer. ‘Alleged’ is not a sarcasm; S2 just had the comic task 
of discovering Charlie’s plans, ‘Charlie’ being short for ‘Victor Charlie,’ 
military alphabet for VC, or Viet Cong. Victor Charles we called him 
when conveying special respect; when most sincere, we called him Mister 
Charles, echoing Sergeant Whatshisname, our teacher.

“Our propagandists, I later learned, called resistance fighters ‘Cong,’ 
rejecting ‘Minh’ to sustain bias: Minh were nationalists, devoted to 
independence; Cong were Communists, part of an alleged conspiracy 
to control the world, needing only Brain, the super mouse, to tunnel 
under Mount Invasion. Natheless, friend Alki, O peace-loving monarch, 
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the happenstance of calling our rivals ‘Victor’ always seemed a bit 
predestinating, as if we somehow always knew their tactics would bleed 
our doom.

“Six Oscar’s reply was usually routine: ‘Sit-rep negative, over.’ In 
tense moments, officers and NCOs grabbed microphones, confirmed 
coordinates, relayed status to brigade, dispatched RTOs as runners. 
Machete 6 took flight, e’er circling the grunts, in constant radio contact, 
keen as Americal’s COs to see what’s going on. When dustoffs were 
called, I felt lucky to be with battalion headquarters.

“Despite good fortune, I grumbled in early days. I resented younger 
lieutenants, their pretense salt to my OC wounds. They lounged while 
we pitched their tents and filled their sandbags, sweat rivering. Were it 
not better to share the strain, as when tireless Patton inspired exhausted 
troops? Eventually, surrounded by uncomplaining draftees who were 
just glad to be free from humping the boonies, I was shamed into trace 
humility. Many of my mates had arrived the previous December aboard 
various naval transport ships (including the HMS Alexander Pope and 
the USS Flower Soldier Rose, if my intel is reliable). Their first mission, 
I’m told, was to storm the Vung Tau beachhead for the honor and glory 
of self, country, and 9th Division song. Most battalion RTOs had earned 
headquarter status after months in the field—a reward for humping 
target-practice radios, ever alert for bouncing bettys and befouled punji 
pits. What pains had I known?

“Still, the pace was wearying. We’d scarce settle into camp when new 
orders would come. We’d pack, and wing our way reluctant to another 
hollow, the eternal sound of helicopters an extension of our collective 
heartbeat. If I saw Colonel Baldwin as a dread believer and hero-seeker, 
our bodies for his glory—beggin’ your pardon, Sir—I failed to grasp 
his camaraderie, his resolve to help troops in need (among them surely 
personal friends), whenever and wherever he could. In college I made a 
token effort to learn chess, but never heard the expression, ‘Bring out 
your Baldwins’—as in bring out your pawns. Now, of course, Sir, I see 
that you too were a pawn to the Queens of Battle, that your leadership 
was being judged by “Battalion Days in the Field.” Clearly you preferred 
to be with fellow lifers, as when you rotated from our draftee battalion 
to be with Green Berets, a career move I missed discovering for over 
three decades. All foes, I’m sure, NVA included, honor you as noble 
warrior. And I must thank you for your moments of humility: talking 
to me as a regular guy, even as you kept us on edge: What next.

“In November ’67 the Battle of Dak To heated up. The battle got the 
headlines in Stars and Stripes, displacing news of Apollo’s first Saturn 
launch on November 9, cataclysms so far away they still haven’t reached 
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some vets. Dak To made us uneasy, even minus the anger of a captain 
who fought there: “I don’t care anymore if I get back to the world, a 
world too stupid to stay out of war, too stupid to know how to fight it, 
too stupid to know how to end it.” Lead on, sir. Dak To was out of our 
battle zone, but Baldwin’s credo ruled: ‘Take a leap in the dark, then 
take another.’ So we loaded jeeps, trucks, and troops onto huge C-130 
transport planes—called Hercules, I later learned—and winged our way 
reluctant: a long, subdued night-flight north to Ban Me Thuot. On arrival 
we learned we were merely maintaining a basecamp for troops sent to 
the real battle. Relief conquered disappointment. As I recall, a memory 
some grunts may dispute (especially one wounded while outdueling his 
adversary), we had no major contact there, didn’t even see an elephant.

“What I recall more vividly is the Highland cold: much colder than 
around Bearcat, home base for the 9th Division. This is the tropics? My 
first night, on a hill above a lush jungle, the monsoons poured; I had 
midnight watch. I wrapped a poncho round my misery hoping for two 
hours’ sleep. The thumping was relentless; I stopped hoping for sleep, 
but soon sank into such a stupor that the first guard couldn’t rouse me; 
he lifted me and slapped me awake in the still-pounding rain. His smile 
urged me on: ‘Just wanted to wake you.’ I don’t sleep so comatosely 
anymore, Alki, believe me.

“Thanksgiving ’67 was a day for propaganda. Machete 4, the oft-
maligned supply officer (as when slow to get weapons to troops in need), 
did not fail us: He winged us a feast of hot turkey, potatoes and gravy, 
including cases of pop and beer with ice and a large tub. Troops from 
Chicago and other eastern states called Coke and Pepsi ‘soda,’ a term odd 
to my Montaña ear, raised on ‘pop,’ tho’ I soon adopted ‘soda.’ Life was 
delicious, especially since Westmoreland stayed away, as when he stumped 
on and on to chill the Air Cav’s hot food two years earlier. On such a night 
we bunkered round Sarge Whatshisname as he wove tales of the marvelous 
Montagnards—aborigines, I later learned, varied tribes, as abused by Viets 
as multitudinous tribes are kicked around in the land of the free.

“I had no clue to the horrors of Dak To, as when, in an instant, 42 
friendlies were vaporized by the napalm dragon; remnant survivors were 
later choppered their Thanksgiving feast atop Hill 875: blithely reported, 
bitterly observed, the barren blackened hill serving as TV backdrop.

“My ignorance was lifted by a tape of Andy Williams’ Born Free 
album, the best part of him sent by Ktimene, tho’ he stayed in Bel-Air. 
The songs were as lifting to my spirit as any bunker rat could hope for, 
tho’ my mates showed no interest. Still, who sings ‘Somewhere’ with more 
soaring heart and style? Yes, Barbra made a hit version in the Eighties, 
and Alisan Porter’s retrospective arrangement scored well in her era; but 
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we’re talking ’66-68, when I most needed transport. Such Dionysian 
lyrics may lack the Dorian cadence preferred by generals, but I soared 
with the valor and grace of Andy’s lyric aristeia.

“In December helicopter-weary troops got a break: a chance to rest 
in Bearcat, where Bob Hope was scheduled Christmas Day. Then came 
new orders, and the grunts, in greatest need of laughs, were again winging 
their way reluctant to jungle hollows. Pain heaped on pains: How find 
breathing room in the bush? Fortune smiled on me. Battalion command 
was in a rubber plantation near Bearcat; my boss let me take the jeep. On 
arrival I found rear standing room, from where Neandering Raquel roused 
show-me resistance, but oh! when Barbara McNair dedicated her song 
to Fanny Kelly, she fired our grit and threw us a kiss and roused some 
whistle-cheering fits—O, a woman, a Real Woman! W-O-M-A-N!”

Man, Cortell said, you can’t carry nothin’ lighter than music.
“The best thing Hope brought me was his name. His sympathies for 

GIs were undercut by sterile snarks against war protesters—bothersome 
then, worse decades later. Yet, in ’85 when the Kennedy Center presented 
lifetime awards, and a score of vets from different decades stepped forth, 
I—still entirely ignorant of troops who booed him in Danang and Lai 
Khe—felt glad: Thanks for bringing us hope. And beautiful broads.

“But the season had its gloom. A squad went out on night ambush, 
returning in daylight by the same route: straight the ways and easy the 
going, ranks packed tight as a mason packs a good stone wall. They 
were blasted by claymore. Machete 33, Machete 33, this is Charlie 6 
Oscar. The RTO, usually calm, was near-hysteric: four killed, five 
wounded. We called for dustoff. After long minutes 6 Oscar repeated 
his call. Damnit, these guys need help! As Harpalion writhed along Troy 
soil like an earthworm, stretched out in death, blood pooling, so again 
youth thrashed the powdery trail. Dustoff 33, Dustoff 33. Medevacs 
were usually quick, but not today. More long minutes; 6 Oscar radioed 
a quiet update, his voice a clipped accusation: Sit rep now five kilos.

“The ambush got no headlines, but it cast a pall over the battalion. 
G2 demanded a report. We detailed neglect of basics: Always return by 
a different route. Never bunch up. G2 praised the report’s candor, and 
the S2 lieutenant even cheered his clerk’s contribution to the clarity. Soon 
an afterthought: Maybe the ‘stupid game’ training was realistic after 
all. In distant decades I finally read Bernard Fall’s Street Without Joy, 
wherein such ambush tactics are called ‘grignotage, the slow gnawing 
away man by man, platoon by platoon.’ In still later days, I chanced 
upon a web posting by Robert F. Fischer, who lists the names of the 
dead, five presumed draftees killed 12 January 1968: Louis E. Berry; 
Wesley L. Gooch; Earl London; Johnnie K. Perkins; Julius Thomas.
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“The second period of my tour, the Bearcat period, apparently came 
before the flight to Ban Me Thuot. The first clue to distorted memory is 
in my copy of The Hobbit, a scribble that dates events to October ’67, 
the second clue in an unclassified report posted online: It lists Operation 
Santa Fe from November to January. At least two infantry battalions 
and a mechanized unit took part; and whatever my doubts on the war’s 
wisdom or ethics, the sight and sound of multitudinous helicopters 
winging unreluctant was thrilling. O blackness! a cacophonous rhythm 
that breathed heroic ardor into rock musicians everywhere! The brigade 
launched scores of Hueys from Bearcat pads, less than a fleet, yet like 
an endless cloud of birds, flight after flight in dual formation, rippling 
winds through blue skies o’er jungled deeps: ’Twould steal the breath of 
a pacifist. I was awed, even proud, my dazzled fancy as eager for war as 
when retro-raging news -buffoons joined the rush to ‘embed’ themselves 
with invasive troops, mere puppets to bush-league convoys out to 
shock-and-awe Iraq on the bliss of democracy. In turn, minus the tyrant, 
terrorists roam freely, mission demolished: ‘Can Iraq be saved?’

“Santa Fe is famed too for its beginning. Some of us played poker the 
night before: at ease, carefree, modest stakes, no brews, just Huey-ferried 
sodas to quaff till dawn. We were vets, knew what to expect: lift off, LZ, 
sweaty set up, rest, radio duty. Except we didn’t know; on landing we 
began to march: an all-day hump, as when Bilbo and the dwarves gaped 
at Gandalf’s departure, leaving them alone to face their own Trail of 
Fears. We walked and walked, first hacking with machetes, then finding 
a trail, winding up a gentle slope, uneasy, wary of ambush; en masse, like 
a stopless python that slides along despite constricted vision, yoked by 
necessity, our chance to reciprocate intel to G2 for a change. I bore the 
radio well, e’er alert to hide my sleepless folly, daring not complain, my 
pains minor, though on one hill-hump I went dizzy, slipping backward, 
limbs undone by gaming. The guy behind braced me with his fingertips: 
“Are you okay?” O happy touch! As when Debi Nicholls, watching the 
back of Marine Anne Hjelle, suddenly saw her friend in the jaws of a 
mountain lion. Nicholls grabbed Hjelle’s leg and hung on as the cougar 
dragged them thirty yards down the hillside, an ‘extreme struggle, a 
battle scene.’ Hjelle saw death, Nichols screaming ‘I’m not going to let 
you die!’ And she held fast, till two men heard and heeded her command 
to throw rocks at the lion, who finally released Hjelle’s helmeted skull, 
allowing her to bike another day, laughing at the trauma. Oh Jesus Anne. 
A cougar’s got you, but I won’t let you go! Just so, I pressed on, ne’er 
learning my hero’s name—surely no Jumping Joker, or VC Tet scout 
tagging along, out to embarrass Baldwin. O Goddess of the Crossroads! 
I still feel his touch, and thank him for caring!
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“The heatful strain exhausted appetite: On first break, I could 
stomach only water, crackers, and peanut butter. In turn more marching, 
sweat rivering, still no appetite, ever close to Baldwin as his RTO: ol’ 
Machete 6, a number one target if Charlie ever saw one. (Never mind 
my antenna target.) When we finally stopped in shrouds of darkness 
I lay my grateful body on stony soil in a nook of first glance; and, 
friend Alki, as when Bilbo Baggins slept on hard rock in the treasured 
Misty Mounts, in deeper sound than ever a Hobbit slept in a four-
featherbed, just so I crashed on Gaea’s generous Earth. O Morpheus, 
who in exhaustion cares about beds, or fears reptiles in the glades? 
I embraced oblivion, undisturbed by sound or dream.

“And awoke in flourishing health, ready to march; in turn we passed 
a hugeous crater surrounded by withering trees: a most unnatural 
autumn for blasted trunks, twigs, and leaves. Turn on your arc‑blight! 
Here was my first glimpse of the dragon flames that flared annihilate, 
all-consuming thund’rous swaths dropped by unseen black B-52s, 
glimpsed only at Guam, with no notes or leaflets preceding to warn 
of bombardments, and no Charles Gordon to describe the whitish skin 
of trees exposed. Farther on, in jungle dense, the morning air still 
blessed by 70 degree breeze, we connected with mechanized troops. 
Here, hemmed by a stream flowing bright and strong, shirtless GIs in 
commercial ’dozers were uprooting trees, cleaving acres of scars for base 
camp, heedless of Asian Pan. Armored personnel carriers parked near, 
one christened ‘Cherish.’ In another age, GIs might have named their 
chariots for Alexander’s majestic Bucephalus, or for any of the loyal 
prancers in Achilles’ stable: Pumpkin, Sea Sovereign, Sea Swallow, not 
to forget Sea Orbit, glorious caring steeds celebrated by the acclaimed 
Hillenbrand rhapsode, especially Pumpkin, that marvelous Montaña 
cowpony that met every calamity with steadfast cheer. But in this paddy 
land Poseidon’s gift is more an icon of prosperity, the water buffalo 
as primary beast of burden. I never saw a horse, but have since heard 
tell of Senecan Chief Curry: a young soldier once, who, breathing airs 
of stallion-breaker Teddy Odysseus, borrowed a sturdy pony back in 
’65 to take a billowing whoop up Route 19 toward Pleiku. Holding 
nothing back, he gave a rough exultant laugh as Little Texas neighed 
and made moon-shaped marks in the dust, rousing Cavalier cheers. In 
turn our land-bound dragons of fire were named not for Lighthorse 
stallions as at Gallipoli, but for the lighter lyrics of pop songs.

“And why not? Why not seek joy in lifting song? Perish is the 
word that more than rhymes; I want to be one who shares lighter 
times. Yes, the warrior spirit has lost something, tadpoles such as I 
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ignorant of Homer’s song of the Argives moving silently, breathing valor, 
stubbornly mindful of each other, feeling no ill-will toward archers or 
artillery, even in forced marches under cruel packs, well-spaced at day, 
closing-up at night. What is that sound. Something akin to Phoebos, a 
Huey medevac, as when a single Dustoff pilot lifts an impossible sixteen 
wounded o’er Ia Drang trees and lights a cigarette, reaching back for a 
trooper’s mouth, who, despite his bloody shattered back, had spine to 
look Paul Winkel in the eyes: Thank you, he said.

“But whatever our loss, especially mine, that APC did represent a 
cherished safety factor. To be sure, its occupants had stories of APCs 
as fiery tombs, of vigorous youth as crispy critters, stiffly reaching, as 
when crazed napalmed scorpions sting themselves in the back, greedy 
for death. Yet, could they but know it, the horseless charioteers remain 
a musical association; in beautiful jungle scarred, sweet stream nearby, 
their APC giving the day’s exertions a musical afterglow. O Alkinoös, 
for all the devastation, can Demeter’s power still bring joy? Even then 
I sensed a thin green line; that Nature’s woeful wounds, if allowed to 
heal (far from Phanop Valley), would one day spring to life anew.

“After setting camp, we staked our entrenching tools and machetes in 
the generous Earth, now bound for the nearby brook; on this weary day 
the stream offered me the happiest plunge I’ve ever known. ’Twas a 
new age when vets learned to let fatigues dry on backs and thighs; to 
shun shorts that chafe the skin, cotton slow to dry, the damp underlines 
disclosing tyro troops fully green. The day also marked my last use of 
the machete. This stay-near-the-camp peace warrior, this Vancouver 
disappointment, had attained a modest skill, and felt a loss as the unused 
talent slipped away. Maybe I’d have made a good point man.

“But now our hearts and bodies craved one thing: a bath and a swim, 
a cleansing of fatigues, all to be joyed in this Rachel stream, as clean and 
lovely a fount as flows in shades of Glacier or Tior: sweet sister stream, 
’tis said, to abiding Arethusa, whose twin flight from Alpheus has ne’er 
been recorded, until Cynthia alone reveals her name.

“O Artekleia! the bliss of your rippling readiness to soothe and refresh, 
bidding us rejoice in that cool spring in the grunt-trodden wilderness, 
even if I had no ear for birds singing in the bush. Who could conceive 
such pastoral waters in primeval muck, sunk as we were in muddied 
bias, expecting only noisome sludge in the Land of the Winless War? 
How frightful for you in mythic millennium, dear Cynthian maid, first 
to flee Alphean arms, diving deep and far, resting briefly in the Cave of 
Montesinos, with Guadiana as chaste protector, thence into massive caverns 
to upsurge in Siberia, and adown the Pacific Plates, where unseen rapids 
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rise anew to merge in repose on Asia’s generous shores, bringing sweet 
harmony to this glad day. How lucky to know my happiness! how more 
than lucky to find a moment’s bliss in Nature’s shade, where we swam 
naked and laughing, as when K Company or Doug Ramsey found a quiet 
sector in their great wars—O so glad to immerse in a perfect stream!

“And in time’s turning what fun to read worn-ribbon typescript that 
even ‘Laundry’ merits attention in CONFIDENTIAL Santa Fe reports. 
To wit to woo:

(a) A laundry facility was established at the Brie Trains area 
located at XUAN LOC by the 483rd Fld Service Co. This unit 
provided laundry service for all units located in the field ...

(b) There was a total of 2,063 bundles of laundry washed.
(c) Some personnel used individual laundering of clothing.

“We sure enough did our own laundry! Just so was Santa Fe near 
idyllic, even if Machete 6, Ares’ beloved apostle, found it disappointing. 
Am I right, Sir? To regular grunts, it was a glad end; for, despite intel of 
multitudinous VC gathering there, we met no noted opposition. Truth 
to tell, even I felt let down; after all the helipad excitement, I secretly 
longed for aresteia, to prove endurance, if not valor. But if Charlie’s 
5th Division was there, he was biding his time, watching with patient 
eyes, planning his own target day in force, maybe late January after the 
Hayes-Alcindor hoop epicries in the Houston Astrodome, when the lunar 
new year ignites longing for firecracker festivities.

“Anon, Tet, Year of the Oft-Forgot Monkey, when Ho and Vo 
sponsored rocket festivals everywhere, launching me into my third phase. 
Indeed, in my insular view, the commotion of Tet seemed unremarkable; 
I was surprised how Time Gagazine reacted. My sister’s letters conveyed 
the nation’s shock; I replied it wasn’t that bad where I was. Around Hue 
of course fighting was extreme; and Khe Sanh and Con Thien suffered 
endless bombardments. Colonel Baldwin, you were near, back among 
Green Berets, who needed your battle plans. Yet some units of the 4/39th 
were fiercely engaged, perhaps joining the 2/39th in the street-to-street 
siege of Cholon and Saigon. Not for decades did I learn that one of Tet’s 
most noted battles occurred not in the north, but in the Delta, where 
troops from the 9th were sent to Ben Tre, site of the war’s archetypal 
quote; from Major Tacitus, as reported by Peter Arnett: ‘It was determined 
that it was necessary to destroy the town in order to save it.’*

“What I most recall about Tet is a Stars and Stripes report of an 

*One ’Gone calls this quote apocryphal. Trust rather Chapter 13 of Wynn 
Goldsmith’s Papa Bravo Romeo; see too Michael D. Miller’s account of the 
original press conference at http://www.nhe.net/BenTreVietnam/.
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attack on Tan Son Nhut, the Saigon airport. One guy was awaiting his 
Freedom Bird when a rocket pierced the roof, killing him. Reminding 
me it was Leap Year: Would an extra day prove fatal?

“After Tet my battalion was sent to guard the Shell oil tanks at 
Nha Be, just south of Saigon. It seemed a great assignment, more 
disturbing in retro range, as when black rain fell on Kuwaiti oil fields, 
or when oil companies seek Congressional aid when planning eclipses 
and mergers; more subtle too than in Battle Mountain, where the neon 
S went dark, making life in the desert a flashing hell. No, America has 
promises to keep—to Johnny Chaffin Ali who convinced himself that 
those sojourners in Injun country hadn’t done him no harm, and he 
could turn back, all visions squelched by promises to Shell and to crafty 
Cheneys, who draft evasions in back rooms. In later decades Shell was 
blamed for devastating Ogoni tribal lands in Nigeria, betrayals denounced 
by Ken Saro -Wiwa, Ogoni writer and activist who in November 1995 
was hanged with eight other protesters. Saro -Wiwa accepted his doom; 
was even happy to see his ideas live: ‘Shell has started doing what [our 
movement] demanded.’ Few people noticed; the treasury of the Royal 
Dutch/Shell Group pullulated hap’ly for years, tho’ in second quarter 
2013 profits declined: ‘Oil theft and disruptions to gas supplies in 
Nigeria are causing widespread environmental damage, and could cost 
the Nigerian government $12 billion in lost revenues per year.’ Shell’s 
‘earnings were $4.6 billion for the quarter, a 21% decrease in CCS 
earnings per share from the second quarter of 2012.’ O, and with this 
history Obamabush in 2015 still gave approval for Shell to desecrate the 
Arctic! And yet, by a mystery, mayhap a review of Russia’s vast polar 
investment with little return, Shell soon withdrew.

“But in ’68, guarding Shell tanks in Nha Be seemed designed to 
ensure troop supply. It was a cushy assignment, almost a vacation. We 
set up radios in an oblong corner-room of a building, somewhat scarred 
by battles, a mansion by Winless standards. Its walls and roof saved 
us from filling countless sandbags. Other pock-marked buildings were 
occupied by NCOs and officers, while most RTOs slept in bunkers. 
I slept on the bunker to escape rumors of rats—Big as a dogs!—and 
to give mosquitoes flying room. Mosquitoes: their bunker-buzz was 
intolerable, the high thickening wail more ruinous to sleep than the 
occasional mortar thumps Charlie began to heave.

“The bunker top gave airy relief. The oft-malarial mosquitoes had 
the wider-than-a-mile Nha Be to breed in, not to forget surrounding 
paddies; but the toplofty bunker made it harder to buzz my ear. Gentle 
Aeolus puffed a balmy breeze o’er Song Nha Be, the welcome ripples 
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now wafting the Bzzts from my bug-sprayed hands, face, and buttoned 
fatigue-sleeves. When Charlie began lobbing mortars (more available 
than crude 122-mm rockets), I found them not particularly jolting: my 
eyes ne’er ached from exploding pressure waves, nor did smoke e’er 
whelm the air. If the first round missed, I could wing to the hollows; and 
if the bunker got hit, I imagined quick death, ne’er dreaming of sharp-
shooting shellsters, or that anyone could survive tri-leg dismemberment. 
Besides, Victor C seemed more intent on the oil tanks, where occasional 
Ca‑whumps made for dazzling spectacles. We took pictures.

“The mortar attacks qualified me for the CIB, Combat Infantryman 
Badge. You’ve probably seen it, Alkinoös: a pretty blue badge with rifle 
musket of sterling silver in the center, surrounded by wreath of sterling 
leaves. Despite appeals from my higher Self, O honored king who prizes 
peace, I liked the stitched badge on my shirt, though I felt myself a 
fraud. Troops who earned the CIB humped the field as ambush bait, 
enduring, on a good day, brain-boiling heat, sweat-rivering exhaustion, 
and dread of the unseen tripwire: death or maiming by briefest lapse 
of focus, maybe blinded by a drop of eyebrow salt, or by mud-trudging 
weariness too tired to care, as when, sick with exhaustion, Mellas knew 
why men threw themselves on grenades. On a bad day they got shot 
at, usually by guerrillas unseen, fortified by jungled redoubt; no chance 
even to see muzzle flashes. Just: They’re shooting at me! Puff Magical 
wings to a Sniper Fight: Call in jets, napalm, artillery, teaspoons.

“As bait the grunts were dispatched, choppered by tacticians of 
Atê, on purpose laid to make attritionalists mad. Once, after a fierce 
artillery bombardment, a mop-up patrol radioed they found a finger. 
Body count one, said the new S3, who, with the new Machete 6, 
seemed pretenders beside Colonel Baldwin’s machismo. Aint tryin’ to 
flatter you, Sir; was just surprised to learn I missed you.

“And so Victor Charles e’er lured troops into darkening jungles, local 
dryads screeching. What is that sound. In body-count battles unbeatable, 
Mister Charles chomped in the hilarious feasting, mastering gouge by 
ambush. What is that sound. Yet again boot-click dread: a relaxed grunt 
is a dead grunt—or limbless, the sharp, shooting pains of his bleeding 
stump rending the air. Charlie 16, this is Dustoff 22. Pop smoke. 
Even today, decades later, kalypsoed war toys shatter the heathers, 
especially in Cambodia where the NixKiss rape induced a plague of 
mines. O Diana! ’twas said ten million mines litter Cambodia alone, 
one hundred million mines in sixty countries worldwide. Such dread 
kills the farming impulse, ensuring hunger beyond measure.

“Yet if my CIB seemed a badge of hypocrisy, I declined my chance 
to join grunts in swampy merit. The S2 looie returned from R&R and 
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called me to pick him up at Bien Hoa. The call struck me as absurd: 
Who do you think you are? Not sure how I leaped there, though I’d ne’er 
been schooled in Vann Jeep Tactics (hand grenades on the front seat, 
rifle at the ready), and it was about then that Victor Charles sabotaged 
the Long Binh ammo dump, whose booms and roars woke us some 
miles distant. More pictures: thundrous flames lit the sky, rousing awe 
for VC audacity. So I said No! and hung up.

“My good friend Pat Charles, a New York original, had just begun to 
think I was in rehab: ‘And then you go and do this.’ He shook his head, 
trying not to smile. Pat was S3 RTO, having earned battalion status by 
humping a radio as company oscar. He despised my early whinings; at 
first I shrugged, then slowly realized everyone respected Mr. Charles but 
no one respected me. Wherefore, to ease my epic ignorance, the gods 
grant delayed literacy, as when Great Telamonian Ajax rallied fearful 
Argives: Discipline fill your hearts. Dread what men say. When men 
dread gossip, more men live.

“And so the guys were shaking their heads, awaiting the lieutenant, 
who, on first assuming the S2 role, seemed a youth stricken by headlights. 
Now his red-faced fury led to a public Epi-blasting, raging that he’d 
been forced to hitch a ride from another officer to whom he had to 
admit: My driver refused to come, how humiliating.

“Loudly and firmly he contribulated, saying he really ought to send 
me to the field, his rebukance coming in a corner of the oblong TOC at 
Nha Be, the tactical operations center of ease and breeze. A glancing-eyed 
master sergeant fidgeted five feet away, and the distant RTO kept his 
back to us, pretending to read. Pride surged a pulse: Go ahead! Send 
me to the field, I don’t care!

“But I retreated only a little, silent, remembering I was a mere 
draftee who walks groundling, biding my time till my lucky ol’ Sun rolls 
around Nha Be each day. Not once did I recall the forgettable night of 
being lost in the Georgia swamps, nor brood on mud-sucking circles, 
nor think on crotch-ripping bettys, nor again steel my pithy resolve: 
‘I will not let this stupid war kill me.’ O Alkinoös, as you ne’er doubted 
Odysseus in his truth-telling skills, embracing him as Outis, cheery 
Nobody of charm and sense, one who’d ne’er dissemble or connive, so 
now believe: Hey, I got nothing against them Victor Minh!

“So my boss forgave and blessed my charmful sense, telling me not 
to do it again or else. Hey, I’m no fool, and neither was he: Not once 
did he again make such a call! About the same time, just to prove he 
could still do it, another RTO went out on a mud-sucking night mission. 
He too had earned battalion status via months as company oscar, 
and on this night he again slogged a patch of paddies and nipa palm, 
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unrattled by the silence of frogs, e’er keen to evade misdirections from the 
hinkypunk. I traced their progress on a plastic overlay, spottings eased 
today by magical maps, or by satellites and GPS, computerly blinking. 
He returned smiling, eyes aglow, knocking the collegiate superciliousness 
out of me. Benoit was his name, as in Voit; a Louisianan in his swampy 
element, as I guessed decades later while driving Rhodios Blackroad 10 
across a long stretch of fearful bayous. Sing, Roy and Linda, orbiting 
Sols round blue bayous, howe’er did they build these freeways!

“Then came a day to ponder: March 31 to some, a date hazy to others. 
We were on a medcap/search-and-seize in a village north of Saigon. We 
traveled by boat up the wider-than-a-mile Song Nha Be, docking at the 
village pier. The battalion doctor began treating villagers while grunts 
searched for evidence of VC. I was a perimeter guard, my portable white 
Sony tuned to Armed Forces Radio. Eftsoones, melodious sounds, o’er 
which harmonies a male voice softs: Do you know my scend, Leucothea? 
She tosses everything we skew. Ne’er heard anything like it. The DJ gave 
a full hour to the softing sounds, interviewing poet and composer. I was 
transported, tho’ soon jolted back to the long-suffering village.

“A scream pierced the air. I looked up. The doctor held a baby; a 
medic assisted. The mother looked on tensely, as when a Mandan woman 
brought her baby to Meriwether Lewis, asking him to heal her child 
of an abscess. The screams continued: agonized, insistent, excruciating 
to hear. Finally I walked to see. On the baby’s back was an ugly black 
scab, circular, first staunched by cotton. Napalm? I wondered. The 
doctor poured peroxide to loosen cotton sprouts, fragments rising as 
wispy tendrils in the mud-cracked delta. The wound bubbled froth. The 
baby convulsed, screams piercing my bones. Helpless, I returned to my 
post, longing for sand castles across the McKuen-Kerr Sea.

“A GI scarce out of high school came to me, and crouched beside. 
‘Well, Johnson sold us out.’ How’s that, I said, puzzled, wary of his 
aura of adolescent ignorance. He said: Johnson just announced he won’t 
run again; he wants peace talks. Really? ‘He sold us out.’ I suppressed 
elation; tried to hint it was good news. If true, it seemed a mind was 
opening: LBJ had lost his gall; could no longer feign belief in his own 
strength, or hide the nation’s scar. I imagined surgical withdrawal, 
surely more rational than the post-Tet headline in Stars and Stripes, 
Westmoreland’s plea for 206,000 more troops. O surreal! A half-million 
troops in the Delta alone could not defeat the Minh in their Quantrillian 
bushwhackery! Nay, even if some kicked-loose short-haired secretary of 
propaganda wings round on a countrywide tour, lecturing college kids 
that the Mekong must be pacified; even if war champs hail Tet as an 
annihilating victory for the pacifiers; even if Dis-confident Westmoreland 
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clamors for more troops. More, the pre-Tet capture of the U.S.S. Pueblo 
by North Koreans underscored military helplessness, yet once more a 
pitiful giant lashed to stakes by Lilliputians too mitey to dispose. The 
oft-forgot Korean fiasco further staggered the nation’s will: If it came 
to another war, fifty divisions would be hard-pressed to rescue Captain 
Lloyd Bucher and his crew of eightytwo.

“And so, friend Alkinoös, there are indeed certain queer times in life 
when the universe plays tactical jokes, tho’ our wits are hard pressed 
to see the jest. Oft have I recalled March 31, 1968, the date ascribed 
to Johnson’s announcement, when peace seemed near. Now recall 
anew the day lost in crossing the Ingolstadt Dateline. When Johnson’s 
cheering decree reached the shores of Song Nha Be, was it not in ruth 
a day for April Fools?

“April 1968, when a girl of about twelve started screaming at a 
lieutenant: she was trying to give bread to a man, perhaps her father. 
No, said the looie, we’ll feed him, his voice rising, seething under my 
skin, as when a cold mountain of fire-ants sends out long-range patrols, 
each LRP finding pores to creep, crawl, and intrude. The girl screamed, 
sobbed, ranted, threw bold defiance at her oppressor. Sir, may I speak 
frankly? Her Passion and Vanity raised a seethe: Oh, for heaven’s sake, 
give him the bread! How hard is it to check inside?

“So I longed to shout, now silent, seeing her rage in light of winning 
hearts and minds. If the language of pacification preceded the burning 
of some villages, but not this one, the cost in suffering is still beyond 
measure. Like historians silent on elders who set fire to Indian villages 
in King Philip’s war, I said nothing, was nothing, e’er in déjà vu despair, 
as when departing the upscale OC barracks, sinking beneath my duffel 
bag: By quitting OCS I abandoned my right to lead, now a sop for fools, 
before whom I must tremble if daring to speak true voice.

“O Alkinoös, would that a god had upbraided my epic ignorance, 
as when Earthshaker warned the Achaians of Hektor raging for battle: 
‘O friends, soon you will bring to pass some still greater evil with this 
hanging back from the fighting.’

“And so Poseidon mocked me as Devonian from the Age of Fishes, 
spineless, unworthy of sea-change. And would my voice have made a 
difference? And if the girl wasn’t Victor C before, was she now?”

Tomorrow she’ll bring resentments: Pom’grenades from Persephone, 
and punjibread from Cerbère. Earthshaker will break the Earth, and 
tunnels of dead will ope their graves, ghastly and mouldering, finger 
bones straining to pull me into grimm‑itchy glooms.

“Meanwhile, to the north, near central Indochine, just weeks earlier 
in a slaughter scarcely noted, another polliwog looie entered a village 
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called My Lai; and I shall think forever on the spine of Huey pilot 
Hugh Thompson, blessèd be he and his crew who flew o’er Pinkville 
Gardens, those few, those happy few, landing to gentle the condition, 
aghast as the OC looie and his band of others drew horrors reeking to 
Medina, bodies choking the pits, limbs convulsing, crawling, no shroud, 
no solace for the living to see loved ones wrapped in folds of flannel.

“Calley! You whose ships choppered Mylae! The corpses they planted 
in Mountain Meadows and Wounded Knee, have they begun to sprout? 
Some say the Day Star shall greet them on an aweful day, inner suns 
collapsing as fields are fattened, decomposing graves wafting fumes to 
wormholes and galaxies lighter than our own.

“And yet, Alkinoös, gentle ruler of seas that line Scherian shores, 
you will rest easier to know that warriors from both nations rose to 
serve both country and conscience. Consider rumors of Vo Thi Mo, who 
led commando squads in the battles from the tunnels she helped build 
around Cu Chi. She saw four GIs sitting on a well-placed mine, but for 
all her hatred of invaders, took pity on them, refusing to blow them to 
hell, seeing their tears as they read their mail, thinking: They might be 
former students drafted into this war, longing only for home.*

Consider too Frederick Downs, who in The Killing Zone recounts 
a fleeting indecision. The once and future platoon leader sings of a 
momma-con who stole a box from his hootch, running down the road 
with a ‘gotcha’ beetle-nut smile. Everyone smiled, then realized: The box 
wasn’t food; it was a case of grenades. They couldn’t allow this theft, 
even if the mistake was innocent. What to do? In his blameless spirit, his 
heart divided within him, Lt. Downs wanted not to hurt, but to repeal. 
He fired warning shots. She kept running. Then, because he was an expert 
rifleman, he aimed for the case rope handles. Wham! The momma-con 
dropped the case, and ran.

“Friend Alkinoös, patient listener, you and the Phaiakians are 
honored for diplomacy, seeking weapons only for defense; resolved to 
reason, not force; you delight in masts and oars, in balanced vessels 
that sail Poseidon’s generous seas. Yet, as you heard Demoïseokus sing 
the Turnus Joy adventure, so you heard his Lemnosian lament: Few 
archers have the eye of Philoctetes. Wherefore would not most draftees, 
myself included, have sprayed the momma-con with bursts of fire from 
incompetence or laziness, all because our aim was so untrue?

“Lieutenant Downs took responsibility, had his troops cease fire as 
he aimed. Whether his bullet hit her hand or the rope, he knows not; 

 *See “As the Earth Shook, They Stood Firm” by Hai T. Nguyen, Jan. 17, 2017, 
NYT. Note comments, including questions from “johnw Pittsburgh.”
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what matters is she lived to tell the tale, even if, from behind a hugeous 
anthill, she curses him as parsimonious Myrmidon, cheapskate of the 
crate refusal, who denied her a lousy case of pineapples.

“And so, friend Alkinoös, that is why, whene’er I meditate the 
mystery of serving country and conscience, I always recall the song 
of Frederick Downs Jr.; who, as Diomedes of old, high-hearted son of 
Tydeus (beloved of Athene, small in stature but a fighter), rose to the 
heights of morality as the first fealty of war: to know his enemy, to fight 
within the rules, to honor his father, and to exchange smart gifts with 
guest-friends in his hootch; a Downy page as leaf from a generation 
of leaves, who would later suffer grievous wounds, all for the sake of 
singing hereafter.*

“O, and forever sing the day when Downs crossed hardy prosthetics 
with the Milkshake Man in Walter Reed Medical Center, Fred having 
lost an arm, Jim Mayer having lost both legs to landmines, each in 
turn celebrating the anniversary of survival on an ‘Alive Day.’ Now 
in a distant decade Fred joins Jim as they enter with milkshakes for 
amputees from the latest Iraq war. Yes, legless Jim can walk! a former 
Missouri State bowling champ who, on first returning home, still 
longed to go bowling! Their joy of survival is what most allures, their 
prosthetic charm all magnet.

“Now, Alkinoös, you and Colonel Baldwin and all glad feasters need 
a break; so too I crave quiet, a respite from every Choice and Decision 
I made in my blooming years. You’re great listeners, ne’er nodding or 
shuffling, ne’er longing for a dozen twenty-second commercials to ease 
a bladder break. Even your sons and Nausikaas sit in courtly patience! 
In the outer world tads can rarely keep focus beyond three-minute 
vision-insults on flashinating MTV.”

“MTV?”
“Oh, my. Until I saw Sinéad O’Connor sing ‘Nothing Compares,’ 

I’d have said: Don’t ask. But we haven’t time for that lovely digression, 
Alki: no time to glimpse Sinéad’s softing sorrow, the camera still and 
focused so viewers can see, hear, and feel. For desired effect, no video 
I know compares—unless it be Alison Krauss and the marvelous Union 
Station singing ‘When You Say Nothing at All.’ In stillness, then, 
wedding Sleep to the Graces, let us welcome silence, your lordship.”

 *See also George A. Crocker’s combat discipline in The Long Gray Line by 
Rick Atkinson, especially “United Hearts and Minds” (pages 269-279). 
A West Point graduate, Crocker used brilliant Ranger restraint in remote 
jungles to save himself and his troops when fearfully surrounded.
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caffeine, stimulant of the Muse: harvest of the vine, 
plucked by patient seekers one leafy branch at a time: ground 
beans sprayed by steaming water, drip‑brewed to tasty eucharistia. Yet 
once more wresting my sleep‑fuzzy eyes from instinct laziness: Great 
coffee, Alki. Thank you.

“So: Having slept, I’m distracted by a dream. I was in a hospital and 
saw Ethel Kennedy. She was alone, but not lonely. We talked; instant 
friends, relaxed, fearless. I held a magazine, Bobby or Martin on the 
cover. This way, Martin. No, I’m going to Memphis. The two men are 
inseparable now, but since the assassinations I’ve sunk into deepening 
apathy. What’s the use, nothing matters. She senses my worthy dreams: 
‘You’re important, you know.’ ‘I know,’ I say. And awake.

“You make me feel important, Alkinoös; that my life matters. 
Colonel Baldwin, you keep me humble. I salute you both with my 
Kennedy cup. Its essence cites The Ramayana by Aubrey Mennen, who 
says three things are real: God, Human Folly and Laughter. We can’t 
comprehend the first two, so we must make do with the third.

“I got the cup in Boston, on a Shakespeare adventure. The highlight 
was my stop on a rainy day at the JFK Library, where the cup is sold. 
Did you know Zarathustra, catcher of human fish, who says we must 
laugh ten times a day? And that Barbara Toohey, hug therapist, says 
everyone needs four hugs a day? So too I crave coffee, its caffeine a bit 
more vivifying when drunk from JFK’s laughing cup.

“The brew eases transition, your lordship. It sure beats the instant 
powder in Winless, one stale packet per box of C‑rations. My greatest 
teacher, Mr. Teddy, sent me a box of instant in single packets, ideal 
for the boonies; tastier too. I failed to thank him until he wrote and 
asked if I got them. Meâ culpâ.

“Coffee in the field was prized. We used C4 to heat the water, 
avoiding the slow, foul‑smelling blue cube furnished by the Army. We’d 
Zippo the white chunk, and the spreading roaring flame boiled the 
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water in seconds. Eucharistia! As then, so now: The Vine God’s coffee 
spurs the will onward.

“April to June marked my fourth period. I alternated between Nha Be 
and a command post near Ap Tan Thaun, a village in the Delta between 
Saigon and My Tho. I was promoted to sergeant E‑5; not as worthy as Pat 
Charles, but glad to be spared KP.—Oh, it’s Norman Mailer! Didn’t see 
you come in! No joy of renunciation for me!—On one stint at Nha Be 
came shock that Martin Luther King was assassinated. In Great Falls 
race relations seemed a model of hope, though I can’t forget boyhood 
confrontations with a black boy whose pushiness and blackness scared 
me. I head‑slammed him with my lunchbox and ran for my life. Twice 
it happened, the first head‑slamming claimed by Ktimene. I also sensed 
tokenism in our school’s cheers for halfback Joe Lloyd, but ne’er saw 
blatant prejudice—as we then termed racism. The city’s chief librarian 
was black: Alma Jacobs, who, I later learned, handled routine insults 
with dignity. She helped lift the city to higher ignorance, and was my 
sister’s respected boss: Ktimene worked at the library in her teens.

“On the national scene, a shift occurred when I was in OCS, tho’ 
no tac officer spread the news as we jogged to class singing ‘I’m gonna 
be an Airborne Ranger.’ In ’67 King embraced dissent, no longer able 
to suppress war doubts. Not for decades would I note King’s sermon at 
the Riverside Church in New York, where he spoke as a citizen of the 
world: ‘A time comes when silence is betrayal.’ He was, like the Smothers 
Brothers, exactly right for his time, wherefore all major media scorned him 
as irrelevant, out of his depth, embracing Brent Musselshell who seized 
shorelines by denouncing fist‑silent protestors John Carlos and Tommie 
Smith as ‘black skinned stormtroopers.’ I feared Black Panthers. In time 
Carlos and Smith were heralded, preparing me for Margaret Heffernan’s 
view that bias and ‘willful blindness’ are maladies that afflict over eighty 
percent of the world’s masses, including trumpfists, who denounce athletes 
for kneeling to protest bully cops. At Nha Be I asked one black soldier 
(by chance the smallest, cheeriest I knew) what might happen now. He 
stuttered, looked away: ‘I don’t know.’ Riots erupted stateside, but I felt 
no racial tension at Nha Be (though of course I heard nothing about the 
strip‑search race riot the previous August in LBJ, Long Binh Jail).

“The Ap Tan Thaun camp was in a salt‑water paddy, the land below 
sea level. All hootches were elevated: tarp barracks on stilts. Fresh water 
was hauled in for showers, though I also recall salt‑water swampings that 
left my hair matted and sticky. On such days, were I epically informed, I’d 
have sought a scrounge like Odysseus to pull from his city‑sack a shower‑
stall smooth‑polished with hoseline for true cleansing; because indeed, as 
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Demoïseokus rhapsodized in the Doloneia, Odysseus made sure his troops 
were cared for. Beyond doubt, Alkinoös, a prized dream of every warrior 
is a shower, and you can bet your tripod bronze hibachi that hawkeyed 
Enkidu would also contrive hot‑lip diversions to ensure such a prize—not 
to forget Hektor, slain far from waters, with no one to bathe his wounds. 
So now, and ever shall be, wars without end, to include Iwo Jima D plus 5, 
when Jax Myth traded a starred Japanese helmet for a shower: ‘Nothing 
could have been more desirable, except perhaps a letter from home.’

“So too at our Mekong CP, where I was introduced to a little world 
culture. Newcomer Kevin was Canadian; by living stateside, he somehow 
managed to get drafted into our Army and our war. He explained this 
mystery twice or thrice, but my mind could not grasp the dangling 
threads. What I most remember about the congenial Canadian is that 
he warmed beer and pot parties with tapes of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band, whose harmonies I’ve hymned ever since: I’d love 
to—anon, forbidden to sing, tho’ I trust you can hear the kalypsoed 
harmonies of John‑Paul mixing with George‑Ringo rhythms.

“And so Kevin bought his two‑reel player at the PX, among the best 
recorders in ’68. O envy! The music filled the canvas‑covered barracks 
with thrilling stereophonic rush; filling, eftsoones sailing out across the 
paddies to entertain Victor C, who applauded with occasional mortars. 
Now he knows how many holes it takes to fill the Ap Tan Hall. 
Until then I’d resisted the Beatles; considered them passing fads, even 
if I bought their first album. The girlish hysteria surrounding them was 
silly, yet helped evoke the Beatle charm, the lads cheerfully mocking 
themselves. But in light of poets I was just discovering, whose work was 
certifiably timeless, how would the Beatles measure up in 2068? The 
tiniest footnote, I thought. And then Kevin brought Sgt. Pepper into our 
barracks. We heard the Muse today, o buoy. The music filled more than 
barracks and paddies: It filled an immediate and deep need, touching 
our One World hearts even as Demoïseokus touched the heart of bath‑
loving Odysseus, or as stacks of fluttering fan mail touched the heart 
of Alexander Kendrick, who, reporting for CBS News, foreshadowed 
the White Album frenzy on the morning of November 22, 1963: ‘Yeah 
yeah yeah, those are the Beatles, those are.’

“As for Victor C’s sallying thumps of percussionist cheer, I felt 
untouchable: It was beyond fate for me to die in the Land of the Winless 
War. I was even glad for occasional mild threats, which helped justify 
my survival: I at least knew a mortar when I heard one. Then one night 
at first Ca‑whump, I awoke to hear myself and others yell ‘Incoming!’ 
We winged our way into the hootchside bunker, hunkering in claustro‑
phobic darkness, flares whooshing and popping, glancing eyes glittering. 
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Suddenly from the hootch: ‘I’m hit!’ I was nearest the exit, so I found 
him: The guy whose bunk was beside mine stood nude by the flapway, 
wrist gushing like a faucet. At once flashed my first‑night dream, when 
I awoke in disbelief that my hand was still miraculously whole.

“Now my neighbor’s faucet wound was flooding the barracks floor, 
splashing me, no dream. I froze, as when Aeneas and Chief Joseph felt 
their wits ripped and tangled by an unfriendly god. I dropped his wrist, 
pointed to the row of hootches: Go to the medics. I turned away, toward 
the hollow of my bunk shrouded in mosquito netting. O Phoebos, such 
the perils of epic ignorance, not knowing of Patroklos, renowned for 
presence in crisis! He was en route to Achilles with an urgent message 
when he came upon Eurypylus, an arrow struck deep in his thigh, the 
dark blood flowing. Patroklos stopped at once: ‘I won’t neglect you, even 
so, with such a wound.’ On such a night I failed Phoebos, having scarce 
listened to sons of Asklepios, beloved of Apollo. In all levels of training, 
medics taught use of pressure bandages, sucking chest wounds and—it 
all seemed unreal, too sickening to heed, it won’t happen to me.

“In the aftermath we gathered in the bunkered TOC; Sergeant 
Scarborough’s eyes met mine; surveyed my blood‑spotted pants without 
blame. I held his gaze: Am I pale as you? The sergeant major asked if I 
hadn’t seen a car accident. Not like this, I said defiantly, recalling Dad’s 
lacerated arm when brother Dick rolled Dad’s stationwagon in Idaho 
near Rexburg when I was about thirteen. Another clerk, into whose 
eyes I looked on hearing the scream, was glad to see me scared; said he 
couldn’t get my previous calm. The proximity of my neighbor’s bunk was 
a puzzle, not to forget his strange deep sleep, but I was more unsettled 
by first‑night flashbacks. His wound bore a dreadful semblance to my 
dream of my red‑black hand rotting away. For him, no dream!

“I never saw him again. The sergeant major, who made regular visits 
to the wounded, told us he was going home: ‘a million‑dollar wound.’ 
His wrist was saved, but he’d need extensive therapy. I’ve forgotten his 
name, but if he remembers mine, he’ll see only the guy who dropped his 
hand and fled. Yes, I dropped his hand, and turned to my net‑shrouded 
bunk, there muffling my high thin wail, lacking courage of the mosquito, 
renowned for persistent daring. ...

“In May I went to Sydney for R&R. O Alkinoös, generous listener, 
as when Odysseus charmed you with hints of shopping expeditions to 
finance the war, including the sack of Ismaros, killing the people and 
sacking up toys and possessional wives, all justly shared with his troops, 
so will you delight to know that Winless troops also had a list of cities 
to ply their sacs. Yes, Alki, our minds were blameless as the bent of 
Paris, passion enmeshing our senses, as when lust for the burgled bride 
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seized Alexandros after his brush with death: the unfinished fight with 
Menelaos for the hand of Hanoi Hannah, the wild and madding angel 
of war, o’er whom old beer buddies Bao and Trung lead mitred bishops, 
all swooning like decadent cicadas in delicate song.

“As with godlike Paris, so the pulse of stately youth is carried 
away in sea‑leaping vessels to lie in sweet desire; sweet poison for the 
wilted, as demitodes before rising from Kaerúvian pools, awakening, 
aching for a higher life. O Zarathustra! I longed to visit the land of 
the Aussies, famed for valor in Winless, more acclaimed for Lassies as 
Prize, my bodied soul longing for smiling round‑eyes, luringly measured 
in bikinis brief, their dainty limbs and lily paps a‑loft displayed, all on 
the back page of Stars and Stripes, which whenas we waffling warriors 
saw, our eager brests gan open pleasaunce to embrace.

“But May is autumn in the Southern ’Sphere; comfortably cool 
after the tropics, yet inconducive to lithe bikinis. I checked into a Kings 
Cross inn, and out again, reconning undeserted streets and rocking 
retreats, cheered by fancies of flirtational bliss, yet forlorn, for I needed 
time to heal a facial scar for the lovelies I longed to meet. Just before 
R&R, long‑delayed so most of my August‑to‑August tour was behind 
me, a Pepsi‑cyst upswelled on my left chin. A doctor eyed it, and, with 
perturbed wince, slashed the swell. No Dr. Bunger was he, the surgeon 
who eased Captain Boomer thro’ wailing nights after Moby’s desperate 
dive dragged a dart thro’ his arm, ripping a wound that gushed red, 
black, severing his wrist. In patient turn, Dr. Bunger restored Boomer 
to laughing health, his lancet piercing where mischief thrives concealing. 
My doc seemed resentful, disdaining my pain as nothing, a trifle beside 
worse wounds, leaving me mottled and cratered, as auguries of lunar 
career. A gauze on my cheek, I flew to Sydney, oppressed, distracted, 
where on a stroll of Kings Cross, my glance caught the eye of a lovely 
maiden, who looked askance, the bridge sundered, no way to cross.

“So I walked the shores, taking photos of waves crashing the rocks, 
staring into endless horizon, longing, yet how could I presume. My 
dreams were across the lees: focusing, timing the camera eye, awaiting 
the rhythmic roar and thund’rous crash. Click. Do you know my scend, 
the sea? O Leucothea! Click. Snapping, leaping, balancing, new insights 
into aloneness hatched in that riot of rocks near Sydney, where I was 
entirely forgetful of the penal colony that devolved there, descendants 
who now joy to incarcerate Muslim refugees. Bobby Goldsboro’s ‘Honey’ 
was a big hit in ’68, innerly playing where’er I went, singing in my 
chains to the seas: ‘See the leaf how far it’s flown, and …’

“Nightly I toured the bars, feeling out of sync with Dionysian 
revelry, the eucharistic fests of Kings Cross so unreal to dismembering 
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war: so distant, so near. One night I joyed to see a schoolmate from 
Great Falls, Mike Hendrickson, whom I last saw in the Stein Haus 
quaffing suds with the betrothed pair: Mike bound for Winless, to the 
battle‑blown north as a Marine second looie. O wonder! a generation 
on leaves! Mike, it’s great to see you! Small world! How are you?

“Here, far from bunkers, was a Mike I’d known for at least six 
years; a friendly acquaintance who knew my name if only because I was 
brother to Ktimene, whose attractions made me visible to boys otherwise 
looking beyond. Mike smiled but eyed me blankly, swirling his glass; 
his eyes seemed glazed beyond booze, as if in thrall to Ares, longing 
for weapons and foes. After nine months in the field, he seemed not 
all to himself; he saw in my bandaged face not Great Falls but obscure 
Winless names, perhaps battle sites or camps known best to Marines. 
No, Mike, not there; not there either. His eyes hinted events beyond 
reckoning, his smile a shroud, all previous life a netherworld, beyond 
fathom. No voice in me to say: Mike, it’s me, from Great Falls! I eased 
away: ‘Nice to see you, Mike.’ ‘Hey,’ he said, ‘nice to see you.’

“And I wandered into the night, longing to bring Mike back to the 
world we knew. He returned to his war, I to Basecamp Bliss: O wonder! 
Or was it all a dream? Hear me, Lord Apollo; hear me, Lord Orpheus: 
Yet once more, into the breach; into the Sydney night, singing: ‘And 
Michael, we miss you ...’

“On return to Nha Be I learned that Jim, a fellow RTO, had been 
hit in a mortar attack. Jim wanted to be a draftsman, but had his 
right hand, his drawing hand, ripped by shrapnel: a million‑dollar 
wound, severance without a booming laugh. O Phoebos! Might I have 
been walking into sandymount TOC when shrapnel tore the balmy 
air? Sing, Paul Mauriat; when your orchestrations filled the radio and 
Nha Be air, Jim’s face lit up; his thin frame near the fence bunker, 
exulting, reaching to raise the volume of ‘Love Is Blue’ ...

“In turn a supply truck was blasted by a road mine: one dead, one 
wounded. George Ipekdjian, who arrived in‑country with me, suffered 
a concussion and bruises. The driver had just returned from R&R in 
Hawaii, where his wife was waiting. I see them in a nightclub, where 
a singer wafts lyrics to Moonlit waves. Was it Don Ho, who looked 
into the eyes of grooms and brides, in turn singing Jim Webb’s hymn 
to Ares? Now, Mr. Ho, sing of Galveston, where a new temple rises, 
and reluctant warriors can admit their fear of dying.

“Now the R&R groom is dead, boys seen fleeing the site. I felt no 
anger, just sadness for his grieving bride; imagined them in Hawaii: 
I’m lucky, just a supply clerk. She holds him close, so glad; returns home 
radiant, her face warmed by Pacific spirits. She is playful, grabs the 
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loom, invokes the Weaver Goddess, begins an afghan: ‘Halcyons, beloved 
of Thetis.’ A gold thread shimmers; she weaves, purls, shoos the cat, 
brings out the Leigh Ski Shuttle, joys in clear skies. Now Rumor comes 
in form of dress greens; no taxied telegram, as in early Air Cav days. 
They’re here. The stranger knocks; through a glass haze she freezes, cold 
as death; the needle falls, the thread unravels, rolls toward the porch. 
They’re here. Her heart pounds; she moves slowly, snagging threads in 
her fingers. The death is told; she stares, numbed, white‑lipped.”

What is that sound. Dustoff 33, this is Machete 33. In a flash 
of darkling pain. Who are those black‑’jama’d hordes swarming o’er 
paddies, stumbling o’er cracked mirth.

“It was just a game, Alkinoös; boys kicking ass, ridding the land 
of dark ’vaders: disciplined fear, in grim rage beyond their years. I felt 
deservedly despised, a sense permanently infixed by a passing glance 
when jeeping through My Tho. Amid passing throngs I saw a young 
male moving quickly, casting our way a look of fierce hate. In his eyes 
resolve, a sure‑enough VC: You want peace? Get out. This country 
belongs to us. We don’t want your civilization. As if hearing a divine 
voice: ‘Epi, the gods oppose your Coca‑colonialism.’ As if the slightest 
signal would rouse the whole Delta from its sluggish despair: ‘We shall 
be free to make our own mistakes, or die.’

“On another day some of us were southbound in a three‑quarter‑ton 
truck, on the main road from Saigon. We passed a northbound bus filled 
with hearts and minds. Suddenly, as if on a trigger‑happy convoy, a GI 
opposite me flung over his shoulder a P‑38, a small C‑rations can opener 
that fits on a key ring. The bus window exploded, countless fragments 
pelleting, people shrieking, my voice erupting: What the hell are you 
doing! That’s exactly why people become VC!

“My fifth and last period was June to August. Mainly I was at Dong 
Tam, the 9th Division’s secondary basecamp, though I was at Nha Be 
when word came of Bobby’s assassination. The TOC officer was beside 
me at the radios; his eyes flared hate: Good! He deserves it for all he’s 
been saying! I was shocked but silent, unfit to defy the silverbar, whose 
fine face shriveled, distorted. I too was angry at Bobby, hating how he let 
McCarthy lead the peace movement. Not until McCarthy won a primary 
did Bobby declare his candidacy; by then his chance had passed, a lost 
mantle of leadership. Bobby dead? I felt little, almost nothing.

“Ktimene sent a clipping: Our friend Jerry Lowney had been at the 
Ambassador, near the murder scene. Even Jerry’s devastation stirred me 
little. I wrote the hometown Tribune, saying something about ‘escape 
from freedom.’ Mr. Teddy later asked about it. I cited Erich Fromm, 
and mumbled. Mr. Teddy: ‘You have to say what you mean.’
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“Bobby had people support, but not party support: To run or not 
to run. Damnit, run! By not declaring, Bobby actually intensified the 
climate of hate. In time I understood his ambivalence, hated my silence 
before the silverbar, but Bobby’s hesitation was maddening. Had he come 
out sooner, I felt his audacity would release the harmony of angels: 
each to Bobby’s sphere assigned, till our minds up to his spirit work, 
in bounds befitting his quest: ‘I think we can do better.’

“The thought recalls JFK, who ‘loved the noble art of politics.’ 
Decades later, on a warm March day when I went to check the day’s 
heat via the Web, a strange series of links led me to ’Gone headlines 
from June 6, 1968. I was at once lifted to an eternal Now by reporters 
who were at the murder scene: yet another jolt to my epic ignorance. 
Now again I saw the photo of glassy‑eyed Bobby in his last moments, 
straining for breath, now seeing the photographer’s name: Boris Yaro, 
well‑noted in countless ’Gone pictures in later years. I was most drawn 
to a headline, ‘Kennedy Spent Quiet Evening Chatting in His Hotel 
Room,’ a Jax Myth account of Bobby bumping his forehead while 
surfing, seeking a ninth wave, then stepping into the hallway for a 
drink, chatting with reporters on politics as a noble venture. Beside 
Jax’s report is a photo of Ethel in anguish, and ...

“In ’68 I was numb to it all, trying not to count my Winless days 
remaining. At Dong Tam I had it made. Toward the end my sergeants 
kept me out of operations. The guys were now attached to a mobile 
riverine force, playing like marines, boating up the Delta. Such transport 
was more dangerous, giving Victor C clear fields of fire from thick jungle 
shields. On one patrol my mates were ambushed, their CIBs validated. 
No one was hurt, one little guy filled with pollywoggle glee as he told 
of wrestling the .50 caliber. I half wished I’d been along, tho’ who 
knows how one extra body can alter destiny’s design.

“About those clear fields of fire: It was about this time that Admiral 
Zumwalt resolved to use a defoliant to level shoreline nipa palm. 
Zumwalt, perhaps unaware of Rachel Carson’s 1962 Silent Spring 
(‘the explosive bestseller the whole world is talking about,’ 75¢), was 
assured that Agent Orange was toxic to vegetation but safe for sapiens. 
But the pages lie unread. O Ironist of the Vine, who can wound the 
generous Earth with impunity? The poison was as the fire of Hephaistos, 
when the god of the dragging footsteps parched the plain of Troy and 
straitened the shining waters of whirling Xanthos.

“Then, as when the north wind of autumn withers a garden freshly 
watered and makes sad all gardnerds, so the entire jungle dried up, as if 
Zumwalt himself scorched the palms. The plowshares beaten into spray 
planes turned his toxic flame shining into the Mekong; all plants burned, 
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all abundance singed by Delta screams. The eels were suffering! The fish 
in whirls gasped and leaped, soon helpless, in affliction under hateful 
Agent Orange. The mighty Mekong cried: ‘What have I to do with 
this quarrel?’ Alas, such calamities were but the beginning. The poison 
spread to generations of nations: maiming friend and foe, babes and 
babes’ babes, even, alas, Zumwalt’s own son and grandson.

“Worst of all, Bao Ninh—Thank you so much for coming; I so 
wish I could have met you when you came to Montana in 1998—Bao 
can’t forget the nightmare of dioxin. He still sees the strange, thick, 
milky rain: the jungle canopy breaking apart, ulcerating, falling. Green 
leaves turn black, crumple; flowers, fruits, twigs, all silently drop. He 
witnessed many cruel scenes, but that brutal massacre of nature is what 
comes back most often to disturb his sleep.

“But by June ’68 my mind was otherwhere, thanks to Mr. Teddy 
(and mayhap Mr. Foley), who got me a one‑year contract at Centerville 
High School, within thirty minutes of Great Falls. I was ecstatic. Even 
sergeants Johnny and Scarborough seemed pleased, now keeping me 
from the field. I felt guilty, but wouldn’t volunteer.

“Yet as the days dwindled, scattering as leaves, so was I afraid to 
think ‘short,’ the cry of fools who look beyond the day. Twenty days 
and a wakeup? O vainglory! By Athene, I never forgot the guy at Tan 
Son Nhut who, thinking minutes, was instead rocketed into eternity. 
No, no one’s ‘short’ until home. We all hoped for a ‘drop,’ early orders 
home; I wanted at least one day to offset the leap‑year dread. My orders 
came: a four‑day—no, a five‑day—drop: 9 August 1968. Quiet bliss: By 
crossing the Dateline, I could be stateside before my birthday: almost a 
full year in‑country without a birthday on Winless soil.

“On leaving battalion I felt more guilt; it wasn’t right to leave before 
the others, nor would I feel right till they were home too.”

Screw guilt.
“Who said that? No crosstalk! Let all rhapsodes sing in their 

own way and pace!
“I went to Dong Tam’s helipad to hitch a ride to Bearcat. A major 

walked up. If he expected a salute, I had to test him; in the field no one, 
not even lightbird colonels, demanded ceremony. This Major Blakely  
reminded me I wasn’t out yet.

“The pilot arrived, bound for Bearcat; said he might have to pick up a 
KIA from the 2/39th. The thought of a field descent on my last helicopter 
ride raised a dread, but I focused on ‘might.’ After liftoff we flew high 
and far, surely a nonstop flight. From the heights I gaped, savoring the 
windsy clip‑roar, feeling another upsurge of lovely longing. The painful 
beauty of the Delta tugged my Achillean heart: For so long I had held 
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back from the fighting, oft recalling the teen who arrived eager to be 
tested; in turn he was awarded a Silver Star. Weeks earlier we shared a 
truck ride; I acknowledged his award, an unsung chapter in the Winless 
epic. He grunted; avoided my eyes, shunned talk. I felt humbled, envious, 
diminished as REMF; or maybe he was feeling the hollow of the Star. And 
now I was returning to the land of my father and uncle, the excellence 
of my chance for battle glory forever lost and gone.

“The pilot begins circling a small isle of nipa palm amid oceanic 
paddies; soon a quickening descent, jolting my stomach, as when an 
elevator lurches to plunge. Damn! Then: No sweat; the LZ’s secure. 
Touch down. Two grunts run about fifty yards, struggling with a body 
in a dark green poncho. They lift his tall, heavy frame to the chopper 
floor: head first, bent drooping at the neck, sagging as a wilted poppy, 
all color drained from his face. They strain, gripping the poncho, his 
head bumping the deck edge. Damnit, give us a hand!

“I help pull him aboard. Bleeping headquarter types. Absolutely 
worthless. We lift off, a high‑speed ascent to avoid sniper fire. I had 
seen the dead at Bearcat, lined up in body bags at Graves Registration, 
like long timbers laid in rows by mountain woodmen; bodies stretched 
side by side, near the small entrance, zippered tight, no food for rats or 
flies. Now this boyish corpse, almost as if I’d been there when he died. 
We’re both going home. His class ring fell from his finger when his head 
bumped the chopper edge; I retrieved it, saw an Idaho town engraved, 
placed it on his chest. Neighbor. We’re both going home. I can’t see a 
wound; I sense a turning point in my own career; yet not for decades 
will I see the scene in Homeric light. O Alki, is it ever too late? Bobby’s 
voice gentles redress: Who will build the bridges?

“We land at Bearcat. I help unload the Idaho son on the duckboards 
before Graves Registration. I think I put his ring in his fatigue shirt pocket. 
For years I feared I hadn’t; that maybe his family buried him without his 
ring, wondering where it went. A decade later, on January 5, 1979, the 
eighteenth anniversary of my Father’s suicide, I lost my own ’66 CGF 
ring in Pullman at the Washington State‑UW basketball game. I was 
crazed by a player’s hesitations; he was ever looking at the coach, as if 
afraid to play his own game; in turn, there on edge of Moscow, Idaho, 
half hurricane, impatient as falcons, I flung my right arm, and off flew 
the ring of eternal recurrence. Character, Commitment, Competence. 
I lacked heart to follow the ring’s flight into the mob, placing vain hope 
in Lost and Found. Nearly another ten years would pass, all the way to 
August 27, 1988, just over twenty years in the Homeric cycle, before I 
connected my ring loss to the Idaho son, whose name I’ve never found 
on the online Wall, among boys killed in early August ’68.
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“On landing at Bearcat, I went to Casual Company, where, on 
arrival in ’67, a welcoming colonel told us—including the teen as radicle 
Silver Star—that we’d remember this year as the adventure of our lives. 
I shuddered; certain it can’t be true in a rational world. You and your 
peace‑loving people, Alkinoös, who delight in the arts of dialogue and 
diplomacy, surely you understand my rebellion.

“Why persist if life’s greatest show is violent valor? Is this the way 
tribes measure peacetime tests? E’er redounding: Don’t mess with me! 
If war is our best chance to display aristeia, I am stuck in toxic ooze, 
wasting my life to the lees, if that’s all there is. One Cornish hero teaches 
kairos, a Greek word refined by Rick Rescorla as a cosmic trifle that 
finds meaning outside time. Might not my evolving Self, still seeking 
Apolline truth, find kairos by demanding a higher aristeia?

“And so I turned in my gear, so glad to shed my dusty, unfired M16. 
Someone called my name. I turned to see Glenn Fish, a schoolmate 
from Great Falls. O wonder! He’d just arrived; had gone to NCO school 
stateside; was assigned to 2/39th. Instant dread: the 2/39th often got its 
ass kicked, was somehow often entangled in fierce battles. More, the 
poncho‑borne KIA was from 2/39th. And would paddy grunts scorn 
Glenn’s instant stripes? His eyes were ineffably moist, as of combat 
conjunctivitis, Teiresian dread that he sees his own doom. Good luck! 
I said. Good luck! he said. 

“In Casual Company I met George Ipekdjian, also homebound, who 
was wounded in the road‑mine explosion that killed the halcyon groom. 
I recounted my helicopter ride; meeting Glenn. Geez. He understood at 
once. We parted a day or two later, after someone stole my camera, left 
untended for a moment on my bunk, I returning to gape at the void in 
sickened silence: It’s a disgrace for a soldier to steal. Scoundrel! Good 
luck! said George. Good luck! I said.

“At Bien Hoa I presented my orders with quiet gladness. After a 
quick glance, the clerk said no such flight exists. Well, get me another 
one, I said, feigning calm. I don’t want to spend my birthday here.

“Here: There was no here in Winless, you understand, Alki? I might 
find a here now, having mused on Odysseus who stayed centered in the 
isle of his mind, never at a loss even in the sea’s immensities. Or mayhap 
I could invoke Karin Muller, the gal who in a later decade hitchhiked 
Ho’s trail alone, with occasional guides, out among the Montangards, 
all by herself, alone, though maybe with a videographer.

“O wonder!” said Epi. “For me it was all a jungled horror, where 
the slightest misstep could lead to a darkness wherein even Conrad’s 
Marlowe might lose heart. And yet some lost souls found their way 
where I would have sunk to hysteria: I gotta get outa Dis place!
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“And now all flights were booked; the clerk said the only way out 
was by Air Force jet at Tan Son Nhut. Tan Son Nhut. Jesus. So away 
we went, I and nine others, all ticketed for a Freedom Bird that doesn’t 
exist. The truck rumbled, I mourning the loss of white‑limbed roundeyes: 
the smile of stateside babes in thighful minis.

“With eucharistic ease, we booked passage on an Air Force jet 
loaded with giant tires, with belted sideseats for ten passengers, five on 
each side. We lifted off August 9, and most gave a cheer. My silent Yes 
watched the jungled coastline receding; a tentmate’s jest came to mind, 
scripted on his helmet’s camouflage cloth: Don’t shoot—tourist. Yet, as 
we winged from Winless, I again felt the twinge: my chance for battle 
glory, forever lost and gone. Now, dully bound for home, high above the 
waves, I gave this lovely land a farewell view. Below were picturesque 
paddies, green and scentless from the air; and there, unseen, was some 
farmer in thrall to gorgeous poverty, leisurely guiding his buffalo near 
the nipa palm, now pausing to heave hollow helmets and fragment shells 
with his bare hands: his ploughing a finer work than spinning words in 
air, some Georgics say. Yet another poet ne’er forgets that the grateful 
harvest must run its course, even if some napalming orange‑aiders and 
landminers did not specially want it to happen.

“The long flight was surprisingly cold, the unlined hull of the cargo 
jet not designed for fareless comfort. I muttered a half wish for heat of 
the jungle. Not me, scorned one. We stopped in Japan to refuel; I bought 
souvenirs, including a silky nightshirt for a femme sure to embrace my 
future. After takeoff, the pilot’s flight plan included a bulletin: Richard 
Nixon has just been nominated Republican candidate for President.

“Nixon?!
“My god, I thought he was dead—politically dead, at least, no more 

Tricky Dick to kick around since being kicked out of California in ’62. 
Nixon! What kind of world am I going back to? Nixon!

“We landed at Travis Air Force Base. Having recrossed the Ingolstadt 
Dateline, we finally regained the day lost to 1967. It was still, thrillingly, 
August 9, 1968, discharge promising a real birthday celebration, my 
wildest DEROS dream fulfilled. On this Date of Expected Return from 
Overseas I resisted the impulse to kiss the Tarmac, and a good thing: The 
Oakland Terminal was still an hour distant. From bus heights, it was 
surreal to see a woman driving the freeway below me: lanes of benumbed 
joy with so much dementia just hours away. By 3:30 I stood before an 
Army clerk, no censor, who yanked the Article 15 from my file: hinting 
a day our park jeep signaled an off‑limits dalliance, an MP disrupting, 
gawking through a veiled curtain to disrupt my three‑quarter joy. Now 
haunting: What if my fling brought another outcast Amerasian into our 
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world? Nothing more powerful than knowledge; knowledge prevails over 
faux pleasure. The Oakland clerk was friendly, not asking my part in 
Winless campaigns. I avoided most of them, myself as imperator, tho’ a 
draftee. Yet I felt no honor as I accepted my discharge pay with severing 
smile: DD mau, take a breath, welcome to Hope and the Land of the 
Free—eight‑and‑a‑half hours before my supposed rebirthday.

“I called my cousins in Alameda; they were away, but their daughter, 
a student at Berkeley, answered. She took me to an Oakland bar, where 
anon, I saw Mick Gilligan, Central Class of ’63. Mick! Small world! 
Great to see you! I was in uniform; his gaze uneasy, reminding me that I 
was in the city of early antiwar rage. Hey, I saw Glenn before I left, and 
Mike Hendrickson last May in Sydney. He must be home now too! No, 
said Mick, looking into his glass, he was killed a couple weeks ago.

“O Alki! as Achilles was insatiate of battle, raging to be best and 
bravest even in righteous withdrawal, so now flew accurate Rumor, later 
enhancements deflated by a primary source, who gave sober details, all 
unheard for decades. Mike, on the brink of flight home, having evaded 
every hazard, was asked to fill in as aerial forward observer. He could 
have declined, but the first rule of warfare: Have fun! Light aircraft 
thrilled Mike more than the hollow homebound 707; now Mike banishes 
black‑light glamour, the bevy of beauties who beckon Bacchants to the 
dance. One omen is best: to fly for comrades, as when a hectoring hawk 
wings its way o’er an imperium of Ducula pigeons, eager to make them 
mourning doves. We will give the NVA glory, or win it for ourselves. 
What kind of life for Mike if he skipped this fight for the cause? He 
joins pilot Alfred L. Tripp, and, after flying high to direct cannonades, 
they were likely told by attritionalists to assess damage. Compliance 
meant flying low, within range of fire, most observers faking it rather 
than heed the clamor for body count. Al and Mike risk it. In turn Tripp 
is pierced by an Arruns missile; he sags, and the craft drifts, blood‑
fluttering down onto a little patch of ground in Quang Nam Province. 
John MacNamee, among Mike’s buddies from The Basic School after 
Marine OCS, sometimes saw Mike in their tours with separate units. In 
their last meeting, a training session required of all junior officers, they 
were in a chilly air‑conditioned mess hall; John put on a jacket. Both 
were facing the instructor as a favorite song came on: ‘San Francisco 
[Be Sure to Wear Flowers in Your Hair].’ Says John: ‘He just turned 
around and gave me the Mike Hendrickson grin.’

“Now John identified Mike’s corpse in a refrigerated morgue, 
recoiling in near‑faint at the sight of Mike looking small and vulnerable, a 
wound that seemed a close shot to the head. John spoke with an enlisted 
man who found Mike’s body near the craft, one leg bent unnaturally, 
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one arm reaching for his holstered pistol. The EM saw a head wound, 
as if Mike was reaching for his gun. As if saluting his honorable foe. 
It is a lovely thing to see a mother’s son prove himself in battle! And 
whan that he was slayn in this manere, His lighte goost ful blissfully is 
went Up to the holughnesse of the eighth spere. O, can the shooter e’er 
repent of it? Intimate strangers! It was more fitting to be friends than 
bitter enemies! All the gods exalt your revealed brotherhood! One dual 
truth from July 25, 1968 is known: Al Tripp and Mike Hendrickson are 
mourned, even as napalm survivors rejoiced to see their plane writhing 
down, turning and turning, two Killer Kings on a hellraising mission, 
who helped unleash conflagrations, as when swarms of fireanthisses heap 
on jungle critters, all shriveling to crispy death beneath their stings.

“Now I saw anew Mike’s eyes in Sydney, the cruel fates calling him 
back, the darkness descending on swimming eyes. I carry the stamp of 
that Kings Cross moment forever: Was it a war he could never leave? And 
Phoebos descends to bear Mike to the land of his mother, who feels the 
bullet of his loss, the excellence of his Central dreams forever lost and 
gone: Panel 50W, Row 006. And a hush descends ... The warriors who 
shot the plane down will hear from rhapsodes soon, no way to break 
the chain, no way to beat epic orators out of their game. Mike, lured 
to his death by the promise of an alluring manhood, brought low by a 
victor’s gun that turns all passion to dust: no chance to be human again. 
O Mike, who will beam your smile to your school chums’ daughter? 
who will quaff suds to you in the famed mead hall, the world‑renowned 
Stein Haus that adjoins Howard’s Pizza? who will mourn with Electra 
your death in the flower of youth, a death so common it makes me sad, 
yet another warrior yanked from his homecoming odyssey.

“I flew to San Diego to see Jerry Lowney, my friend who still grieved 
for Bobby. This way, Senator. No, Bill, I’m going this way. Ever an 
ardent Butte‑Irish‑Catholic‑Democrat, among the best in launching Nixon 
mordancities, Jerry from Boston of the West was inevitably a fervent 
Bobby booster. After two months, the assassination still darkened his 
cheer; his hand trembled as he lit cigarettes. And now it’s on to Chicago 
and. His coffee table displayed a book: Division Street by Studs Terkel. 
He took me to a fast‑food steakhouse: ‘This is the way Californians live.’ 
We laughed, recalling Eddie’s Deluxe in Great Falls, where upper locals 
dine in feastful style. The next day Jerry worked and I went to the beach, 
where the all‑white beach seemed dissonant with military coalition. Why 
are there were no blacks around? I asked a deeply tanned woman. She 
surveyed the area: ‘I suppose they have their own beach.’ O Hekate! 
recall Junior, Honorary Rocket Boy, to whom Cape Canaveral meant a 
‘Coloreds‑only beach’!
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 *Tales of returnees being spat upon came later. See “Debunking a spitting 
image” by Jerry Lembcke in the Boston Globe, April 30, 2005. “Stories about 
spat‑upon Vietnam veterans are like mercury: Smash one and six more appear. 
It’s hard to say where they come from.”

“In turn I flew to the land of the Great Smokestack. En route I wore 
my uniform, wanting to ditch the Army green for civilian clothes, yet 
using the green to save on standby plane fares. I half expected someone 
to denounce me.* But you don’t understand. Years later, while suffering 
through a wretchèd movie about Winless soldiers playing Russian 
roulette, I was greatly vexed to see a discharged soldier wearing his formal 
greens for days after return. Re‑up, Stupid. Take a poll, Alki: Out of 
several million Winless vets (lifers too), who could face the homecoming 
dawn in uniform? who did not ache to shed the green?

“O! enter Christopher Walken dancing and gliding, bounding o’er 
wagnerian walkways, ascending, descending, against the ride, leaping 
a brass barrier to soar luxurious airs ... O, don’t stop, don’t stop; lead 
him, lead him to a balustrade where he can glide with lithe tranquility, 
his droll gaiety subtly affirming: ‘Don’t ya get the joke? Don’t ya get 
the joke?’

“And so, Alkinoös, gentlest auditor, and Colonel Baldwin, most 
worthy warrior, respected by friend and foe alike, it was time to begin 
my proper learning. I was so sure I could now live happy. Yet the 
thought of teaching so soon after discharge was scary, almost as scary 
as booby‑trapped jungles. I was especially nervous about a clause to 
direct the school play. I may be a ham, as Mr. Teddy later said, but how 
direct if I haven’t acted?”



Canticle 8
Apollo 8 and the Generous Earth

coming was a blur, really, until Christmas. Seventeen 
days after discharge I was in the classroom—‘teaching.’ Having been 
yank-drafted from academic roots in ’66, then joining the Get-By Club of 
fish-netted draftees (rather than Fish-netted scholars, surprised by Milton, 
in all his glad intanglings), I now had to reverse Nature’s Law, where 
every neglect tends to the worse, slipping backward, unseen sappers hidden 
in the weeds. The sudden sea-change meant staying one page ahead of 
students, who at Centerville were lively, bright, respectful. If I mentioned 
Winless, it was in passing, stifling true voice. Should we be there? ‘I don’t 
know,’ I said, a loyal buffer, afraid to rile the community, savaging experi-
ence with evasion. I asked the freshmen to write sergeants Johnny and 
Scarborough, adding: Don’t embarrass me with bad grammar. I requested 
sealed envelopes, promising not to intrude, hoping a single mailing would 
arrive in comic cannonade. Of thirtyone students, about half wrote; maybe 
more if I’d just said, ‘Be yourselves.’ Meâ culpâ.

“In early days I stayed with Ktimene and family: with Bernie the godlike, 
ever generous, their sixteen-month-old son, and their near-born daughter, 
a second son a few years distant, still inconceivable. I felt welcome, but 
longed to be on my own. I’d overstayed when awaiting the draft in ’66, 
lounging by their pool, getting tanned proof of graduate despair. I also 
held a birthday party marked by a cigarette burn in a lounge chair, a lapse 
of grace that seared my dependence, reducing me to tears.

“No more: I invoked Mr. Teddy’s warning after Mom’s death, 
when Bernie as property owner let me live in a basement apartment 
to finish college. Said Mr. T.: Don’t become a factor in their marriage. 
I owed Bernie more than I could repay.

“But before an apartment I needed a car: new, lest I buy someone 
else’s problem. It pains me to recall my ’56 red-and-white Chevy, 
twice-battered by collisions in my first six months of driving, an 
unsound stickshift that a mechanic said needed graphite to loosen the 
gears—yet a beauty, selling it for $25. In turn I asked Mr. Teddy to 
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drive me to Bisontium Ford, hoping his presence would ease a deal. We 
sought the functional, Mr. T. urging me to skip extras, not even a radio. 
We were shown a palegreen ’68 Ford Falcon four-door with thirtysome 
test miles on it. Do you have a blue two-door? No. I settled for the 
palegreen, stripped; also a column stick shift to maintain confidence in 
true driving skill, and because clutch repairs were said to be less costly. 
It was August 19, 1968, a day of delight for Astro Michael Collins, who 
in a local paper read about Orville Wright’s birthday, a coincidence this 
cyclist likes to note. I put $307.50 down, shuddering at three years of 
spectering payments, a numbing $66.52 per month. No need for a bank, 
the salesman said: ‘We carry our own paper.’ Caveat emptor! Thank 
heavens and Mr. T. for my ten-month $5,700 teaching contract.

“I saw an apartment advertised for a teacher: on arrival a dusky, 
second-floor sublet of an old house, with small bedroom, small kitchen, 
and narrow living room: a conversion by elderly owners who lived below. 
The musty furniture, carpets, and curtains raised a gloom: It wasn’t the 
$125 showcase I’d envisioned in Winless boonies. Still, $65 a month was 
all I dared on my budget: about $390 clear in a long-month’s wait between 
checks. The letdown from Winless fantasies was funereal, like waking in 
a corner of Miss Havisham’s dark mansion, all expectations darkening. 
I’d forgotten Gilbert Highet’s warning in The Art of Teaching: to expect 
poverty, though, by hindsight, it’s truer to say I was a mindless money 
manager. At least I was free, out of Ktimene’s hair.

“To bowling buddies, I was no revenant, back from the dead, just: 
Oh, you back already? I bought a Brunswick Crown Jewel, and revived 
my bowling spirit. Tom Brendgord, a younger, more arcful stylist (and my 
generous college algebra tutor when he was still in high school), soon also 
returned from Winless: a mail clerk, as it turned out, with the 1st Division, 
a hidden but vital service for everyone’s well being. For what was more 
heart-pumping than mail call, ne’er dreaming that some clerks might have 
driven hazardous roads to deliver that longed-for letter from home? We 
now resumed our ways at Little’s Lanes, where I could look my opponent 
in the eye, eager to be tested by him. Yes, Tom’s 190some average made 
my 185-gaze waver a little. And how omit Butch Pancich, a lefty with an 
arching curve who oft greeted me with a cheery “Buuzzz!”—a private 
joke, recalling our teen years when I was trounced in a match game by 
visiting pro Buzz Fazio.

“In after hours I often met Mr. Teddy at Scheffi’s Pancake House. 
Usually he’d come from Eddie’s Deluxe, the upscale restaurant Jerry wist-
fully recalled in San Diego. I rarely splurged at Eddie’s, stretching funds 
elsewhere—including a return to Bisontium to install a $65 radio after a 
thief shattered my Falcon passenger window to steal my Sony radio: stolen 
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in front of Scheffi’s, my white Sony on the front seat, ever evoking sand-
castles across the sea, when LBJ found humility, and the baby’s screams 
pierced deep. To think I could have had a Falcon radio for an extra $1.81 
a month! Then came my Falcon collision on Tenth Avenue South with 
scarcely three hundred miles on the odometer. Returning from Centerville 
in slow traffic I dropped a cigarette and reflexively reached, hitting my 
brake pedal hard. The driver behind, his wife a passenger, had no chance, 
but mutely accepted responsibility, I silent on my smoking as cause.

“And so I oft chanced on Mr. T. at Scheffi’s after Friday bowling, 
and maybe a stop at the Cartwheel, where as student I worked out beer-
sweats dancing the twist or limboing, when I limboed lower than most. 
Never confident with the gals, I felt less assured when one Helene in a 
west side bar asked about the war. I looked down, having no horrors to 
brag about. She lost interest. At Scheffi’s Mr. T. and I talked till early 
hours: about teaching and the war, and a college mate then overseas 
as helicopter gunner. Mr. T. always offered breakfast, I accepting a 
half-dozen dollar pancakes or a short stack. I watched for the Tribune, 
delivered in early hours. One dark dawning by the cash register I glanced 
at headlines, and flipped below the fold. A picture of Glenn assaulted 
me: Glenn Fish, descendant of Asteropaios, killed August 27, just days 
after our parting. I kept Mr. Teddy up another hour, his Chevy idling, 
tape deck softing, as when a summer leaf drifts in autumnal song, its 
life cut short by an early snap. ‘I knew it! I knew it!’ Mr. Teddy’s eyes 
were distant; he recalled his World War II days: Sometimes you can see 
it, he said; sometimes you just know. Panel 46W, Row 040.

“National heavals over the televised war intensified. I felt isolated, 
lacking TV to watch Huntley-Brinkley and the rapturous cataclysms, 
upheavals every day: storm, stress, violence—a tempest! Chet and David 
anchored pronouncements from New York and Washington, as from 
Olympos and Delphi, David oft closing with wry revelations to lighten 
airs, his own suppressed mirth part of the joke, as when Herr Consul 
Buddenbrooks calmed the rabble in the rivolution of 1848, all departing 
in the best of humors. Good night, Chet. Passionate life was passing 
me by. After Mayor Daley unleashed All Crazy Dogs to crack skulls at 
the Democratic Convention, I went to Mr. T.’s to watch delayed replays 
(news teams not yet adept at instant replay, whether of Stupid Pet Tricks 
or Combat Cop skull crackings, the Grant Park picnickers rousted as 
a bloody nuisance, disposed as afterthoughts). ‘You tell ’em, Hubert!’ 
Mr. T. cheered as Humphrey accepted the call, the delegates roaring 
for the Politics of Joy. I wanted to believe, but Humphrey’s speech felt 
hollow, as when generals claimed victory at Khe Sanh, the outgoing veep 
still mouthing party lines. Natheless, anyone but Nixon, so I cast my 
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Ballot for Joy at Paris Gibson Junior High School, an ancient structure 
of castleate stone later kablooeyed by Charles Bronson in one of his 
acclaimed peace-love movies. I left the polls on a cloudy darkening eve, 
awakening to unthinkable oxymoron: Nixon as winner. Who knew that 
the Paris Peace talks were undercut by treasonous secrets, Kissinger and 
Tricky Dick assuring Saigon puppets a monkey-wrench deal when they 
are elected. Yes, indeed, they had a Secret Plan. Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Flynn. 
And sure enough, on November 23, Harvard beat Yale 29-29.

“Then came a circle of light, a blue and white ball to center the 
mind amid the storms: Apollo 8: Crystal Blue Persuasion: a Hymn of 
Abounding Praise, the Moon of the Pop Lays: the winter of my joy to 
see Apolline choices. By chance, and retrospective arrangement, Tommy 
James and the Shondells sang of a New Earth Rising: Readiness is all. 
Then did Centerville schools recess for December holiday, some teachers 
meeting at Dusko’s, a Dionysiac temple in Sand Coulee: my first work 
break since the rush of sea-change, mourning my Winless fantasy of a 
cross-country tour, as on a larkling plain, I in my Falcon cruising the 
land of dreams: so rich, so various, so new.

“Now on this eucharistic noon in Dusko’s the bartender had the TV 
on, and the devouring Cyclops cast its spell, my eyes flittering from drink 
to companion to mesmeric flickers. Eftsoones, I looked up at a sudden 
view of the World all at once: no more a claustrosphere of muckworms 
in drearest fen, now uprising, the mitey chain of beings all seeking a 
higher life. I could see so far I thought I must be above Astronaut Jim 
Lovell, who declared the Earth a ‘grand oasis’ in the desert of space. 
Verily, I saw a place where gods might play: illimitable bliss, without 
bound: no storms, just cloud-whirling poetry. The astronauts were new 
spirits moving to ports across immense seas of dark matter, each carrying 
a lightful pulse, each bearing runes that braced me for the rapture of 
Apollo, the god who wills that we stand and believe, and live more truly 
in Hoyle Heaven than in Vales of Hell. In turn the Water Bearer pours 
forth his Promethean Chronicles:

“‘A planet manifest beneath, filling the window out which the 
astronauts would look, a planet blue and brown with white trailings 
of celestial ripple and wake, hints of green and dark gray and silver in 
the curvings and stuffings and pumpings of thousand-mile odysseys of 
clouds, caravans of weather, pulsations of weather. What a peace, what 
a calm, what a silence!’

“O Dante divine! This is the pulse that carries fire to the Moon! this 
the motive force that draws demitodes from the hollows! Now Earthlings 
are bound together, rising to exalt Transfigurations. Yet even as I stood 
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transfixed, my heart swirling to see new glory in the muck, only the 
barkeep seemed to share the wonder. I drifted from the teachers, standing 
under the TV to look on a paradise ne’er imagined: this heavenly blue 
ball, already ours, a gift from inconceivably beneficent gods. And yet: 
If the Earth is so beautiful, why do we make it so ... ugly?

“O wad some Power the giftie gie us To see oursels as ithers see us!
“At once Smintheus, dread Mouse-god, guides my Mac-clickering palm 

to a new season: a view worth the price of living. We are called from 
the brute abyss: We truly belong to the generous Earth. How Homer 
would have joyed to rhap on this new Earth! How Bobby Burns would 
have belted songs to Leto’s Twins! No, I am not Homer, nor was meant 
to be; but who else shall sing of Apollo? Yes, I was blind to Harper Lee’s 
brightening even as I taught To Kill a Mockingbird (breaking ground, 
seeking permission to discuss rape and prejudice); attempting the song 
of Atticus whose aria rises ‘from the mud to the stars,’ a song so dear I 
missed the child’s tale of conspiracy, when Atticus stood tall in declining 
to blame gentle Boo for the knifing horror. Yet my soul was suspended in 
space, sensing spirits who love our celestial world; whose quietly insistent 
song reveres euphelicia: personal happiness as our highest ethical goal. 
I had myself to keep happy. Surely life isn’t just a vale of tears; surely 
this Vision of Apollo can dispel the glooms!

“Small chance. The spiritual elation was surrounded by engulphing 
glooms, as from the Crushing God, glooms that seemed more stifling as 
I tried to center the wafering Crystal Blue. In January I learned that my 
brother’s marriage was ending. I felt inordinately depressed, brooding on 
early marriage, easy divorce, wondering if we’d ever escape our family 
cycle: both parents self-destructive drinkers with—Why tell the whole, 
Alki? Countless millions endure worse horrors.

“Yet this undercurrent: ’twas folly for me to take any marital step. 
Dick seemed no drinker, or violent; but by retro-ranging view I think he 
loved dual careers beyond his wife. In the summer of ’67, in Minneapolis, 
I was struck by his busyness: He was either at Honeywell or the Army 
Reserve, rarely home. In early ’69 I wrote a letter admitting my ’67 fears: 
how his eat-and-sleep visits reminded me of the musical mark who laments 
late self-discovery: ‘What Kind of Fool Am I?’ We seemed characters in 
a Dostoevsky novel, especially in our familial aloneness: brothers who 
little knew each other, who might ne’er know each other.

“After the orphan years, we were with Dad when Dick got into joy-ride 
trouble. Threatened with Miles City—teen prison—he was commended 
to Boys Town by District Judge R.J. Nelson, a great chance for divine 
change, as when, in later decades, Afro-American Dwayne Betts was 
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sentenced to nine years in prison for carjacking, and somehow chanced 
to read poems that changed his life. Since Dick’s disappearance (ne’er 
explained by Dad), I’d seen him four times, twice at parental funerals. 
His dissolving marriage, if fated for me too, was beyond endurance: 
‘How can we break out of the prison we’ve built for ourselves and learn 
to live?’ Now the wavering wafer of Crystal Blue suggested a reversal, 
terrifying even as it thrilled. I gave my heart to Apollo that day.

“Yet I could not share with anyone the rapture of Apollo; it was too 
glorious, too beautiful, far more sacred than ‘latching onto the most 
current idea.’ It needed the god himself to shape with crushing force. 
By chance I had subscribed to a book series on artists; had gaped at 
Michelangelo’s Captives, unfinished statues bound for all eternity in 
suffocating marble. So too were specters raised by my small role in a 
CGF production of Marlowe’s Faustus. I asked to participate, hoping to 
gain insights on how to direct Centerville’s senior play. Father Theatrics, 
former drama teacher at my high school, was director. (In time he married 
Sr. Una, my college comp teacher: a lovely cheery soul who ranked me a 
B writer, a grade I was glad to get.) Eighteen-year-old Denis Steele was 
brilliant as the Doctor of Divinity who sold his soul to Mephistophilis, 
the demonic who came hither at his conjuring, curious to see who would 
command the Moon to drop from her sphere. The climax roused a 
roaring catharsis, wherein I felt less purged than hopelessly consoled. 
O! Denis’s intensity was devastating in its power, his late roar of despair 
e’er echoing: ‘Cursèd be the parents that engendered thee!’

“That’s how I heard Marlowe’s mighty line, at any rate: a roar near 
dénouement that always found me in the wings, straining to hear, hanging 
in Faustian dread. No, no! I would finally rebel years later. Blessèd be the 
parents that engendered thee, blessèd be! Yet, despite this delayed sense 
of my grand parents and their unhappy state, I felt more laughing relief 
on a far-distant day when I chanced on Sterne Tristram, who cheerfully 
cleared heart and lungs to raise a jot of rare good sense:

“‘I wish either my father or my mother, or indeed both of them, 
as they were in duty both equally bound to it, had minded what they 
were about when they begot me.’

“O judgment! His jest is best, reminding me we’re all evolving 
demitoads, I in my Apolline base the luckier kaerú. Somehow, by Phoebos, 
I will be glad for eudora, the generous life; somehow, by Cynthia, I will 
slip the surly bonds of birth to seek eucharistia, the grateful life.

“Yet, friend Alkinoös, these lifting thoughts were years in jestation, 
despair being more congenial to my Mephisto self. In Winless I had 
watched hordes flowing to and fro Saigon and pitied their gaunt existence; 
now same-same hordes were crossing Central Avenue Bridge, and the 
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joke was on me: I ne’er dreamed death could undo so many. These 
wanting-wanting-wanting people, great falls gnaw at me. Yet here in 
the World, Land of the Great PX, abundance was torment, goading this 
Wantling to ruin: Everywhere dead people: Apollo helps me see them. 
Once, on entering the curve leading to the Central Bridge that spans the 
wide Missouricon, I felt a surge to crash the Falcon into the abutment. 
By grace of Athene, I relaxed the jess: No, Epi, you are called to amor 
fati, to love your fate: You are called to break the gyre of familiacide.

“So I went to my dusky apartment and did my homework, staying 
a step ahead of students in four subjects—five when a speech class 
was added second semester. Aside from bowling in two open leagues, 
I had little time for play, or Self. I usually studied till midnight or 
later, oversleeping several times, finally getting a phone I’d seldom use, 
a resentful $7 strain on careless budget. I longed for a glamor fantasy 
life, including time for unread books, as in my glorious last semester 
at CGF. I am not growing. I am not growing. Still, I loved teaching, 
one highlight an extended senior-class discussion of Lord of the Flies, 
when I likely forgot to mention the monkey-killing incident in Winless 
basecamp. And what did I know about the Chinese Petri Devolution, 
when Red Shards killed countless monkeys to scare the chickens—a 
real-life horror to dwarf Golding’s parable, one Shard faction even led by 
a gal called Piggy, who was first to seize the Foochow conchophone.

“I most loved teaching Greek myths to the freshmen, the Centerville 
Class of ’72. Over half the class scored Bs or As on my completion tests, 
and loved to plant their feet and test each other eye-to-eye: ‘Whadja get?’ 
The more eager half, at my request, volunteered for afterschool readings 
of The Iliad and The Odyssey, prose translations by W.H.D. Rouse. 
I see laughing faces. Yet, friend Alkinoös, of all teaching failures, I blush 
to recall the scant attention I gave you. Only now, having felt your 
complete acceptance, do I sense your importance to the long-suffering 
Ithacan teller of tales and bringer of woe. Now, Alkinoös, millennia 
later as you sit patiently yet once more, I marvel that, despite the stony 
end Poseidon inflicted on you and your generous isle for helping the 
Wanderer, you still risk Earthshaker’s wrath by giving ear to me.

“Sometimes I relaxed by singing to the freshmen, easing into Paul 
Simon’s soundless hymn to friendly darkness. Soon a sophomore asked 
how come I didn’t sing for them, stirring a chorus of Yeahs. I humbly 
obliged, tho’ it felt a con. The sophs had bright moments too, especially 
Mark, who from his back-row desk raised a hand to protest my line-
by-line gloss of Julius Caesar: You’re ruining it, he said. In fact, such 
ruination recalls a student in a different decade, a compositional frosh 
who dismissed my teaching with: ‘I have never liked babbling.’
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“It is indeed bad to babble emptily; wherefore joy in Apolline revela-
tions: epic flights to the Moon, which corresponding thaumaturgy wrests 
me from the muck: It’s a beautiful world! It can happen to me!

“In turn what I feared came upon me. The senior play ever roused 
dread, as when a misstep explodes claymore nature; and so I regressed 
to a trail worn smooth by reactive rage, unleashing a shouting match 
with the superintendent, dragging our quarrel into the hall, almost like 
a Red Shard struggle session. He wanted one three-act play, I wanted 
four one-acts; he mentioned copyrights, I ignored them. Anon, as when 
Atticus Finch calms rabble passion by Grant-like poise, his character a 
balm for stormy spirits, so I strode to class, outlined our disagreement 
(omitting copyright concerns), whereon the seniors cheerfully voted the 
supe down. In time’s turning I returned to Great Falls on a spring Friday, 
saw a Centerville envelope in the mailbox, took it upstairs in mild wonder, 
lanced it in the kitchen, and—Wham!—felt myself in a movie, stunned 
by news of dismemberment or death, stricken to silence: We regret to 
inform you that your contract will not be renewed. Thanks for ...

“The severing moment had come; my after-school teaching counted 
for nothing, not even my trip to the school board when I overlooked 
Atticus conspiracies, nor even my occasional charming chats with board 
members, one whose son received an F in English at the quarter, forcing 
automatic suspension from the basketball team. For his failure I refused 
to share blame, even when his father said: I thought you’d at least pass 
him for me. That’s why I couldn’t do it, I said, meeting his eyes. His 
son, a dauntless spirit who ne’er cringed before a threshing machine or 
an onrushing tackler or dribbler, in whom the athletic spirit was chiefly 
developed, took one look at Milton verse and said: I’ll never get this. 
Rather than guide him with caring refrains, as Mr. T. guided me (who 
also despaired on first looking at Milton’s L’Allegro), I felt bound to 
assign failure. And soon sensed a deeper failure: my rigidity, my failure to 
share my love for Milton’s genius, my love for Mr. T.’s guiding spirit.

“My bowling suffered that night, Alki; I indulged fantasies of 
student-parent protests, all rising to affirm my work, no brawls or 
supe’s head tossed thro’ maps to rip Somalia yet once more, and surely 
no black eyes or bleeding noses. So glooming, I recall an earlier Friday 
when I exploded at a teammate, a 200 bowler of exquisite style and 
delivery who tried to counsel me on my 185 delivery. My tantrum 
masked unreconciled Winless fantasies: my rage at poverty, or rather, 
my lax budgeteering, since rent required but one-sixth net salary.

“Then came Monday morn: The supe entered the break smoke-room, 
eyes darting my way when reaching for the coffee, tongue slithering, as 
when a petty-grown tode transmogs to reptile-rodentry, sniffing pointy 
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nose, flashing anthropophagite teeth, quavering eyes umbrageous, now 
a scabberous cannibal casting hatchet-face smirks, bound to engulph 
a once-roared mouse: Gotcha! O Smintheus! At least I wasn’t sailing 
a Navy swift boat up the Delta’s Duong Keo River!

“Just so Phoebos brought sculpting lights to shape his glooming 
captive with levity: the spring when I next heard Delphic voices; when 
Apollo 10 became the first craft to fly within 9.4 miles of the Moon.

‘Snoopy’ Gyrates
Low Over Moon;
Crew Zips Back

“‘Snoopy and Charlie Brown are hugging each other,’ Astronaut 
John Young proclaimed when the space module linked anew with the 
command ship. O the joy! Never forget it, Alki; and still I hear the 
comic communicator lifting the nation’s cheering hearts:

Apollo 10 Lunar Trip Is Complete Success;
July 20 Target Date for American on Moon

“Yet again Apollo’s wafering light was rounded by gloom: nightmare 
headlines from Hamburger Hill, sardonic nickname by Winless troops 
for Ap Bia Hill 937, where they winged their way reluctant, still breathing 
valor, still stubborn to stand by each other. “What are we fighting for? 
Is it our lives?” They also knew a cut-up joke when they felt one: the 
gag of witness as hundreds of friends raced to the delicate feasting of 
Thit Bam, the meat-chopper, including Steve Tice, whose blasted body 
taught him the joys of meditating Humpty Dumpty. Rising Thunder, 
this is Charley 6 Oscar. Survivors finally stormed the hill, yet, by high 
command, as quickly departed, abandoning it as cold harbor.

U.S. War Toll Last Week
Second Highest of Year

From Great Falls, Belgrade, Big Timber ...

3 Montañans Die in Winless

“My own life found new direction: The Class of ’69 asked me to sing 
at their graduation. I hadn’t sung in their class, assuming they’d groan; yet 
the freshmen and sophomores gave good gossip, and we set an audition. 
I rehearsed ‘The Impossible Dream’ by singing with Glen Campbell, a 
thrilling soar on Mr. T.’s stereo, a gift-transfer when he bought the latest, 
a record-tape player. It felt great to sing again, a centering vitality not felt 
since ’62 when Andy Williams’ Moon River album ignited my dormant 
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suns. Freshman Karen tendered accompaniment in the cavernous gym; 
my voice cracked, but the seniors passed me anyway, trusting I’d reach 
the heights when it mattered. Would that I had heard Jack Jones’ version, 
whose acceptance of limits helped him reach his star in lower key. Yet 
once more on their big night my voice cracked: ‘I blew it,’ I said, and the 
audience laughed, yet bestowed generous applause.

“But, friend Alki, the laughter strained vanity, tho’ a favorite teacher 
came instantly to mind: Monsignor Matthew McHugh of CGF, who 
oft told his Psych 100 students: ‘So long as you laugh at yourself, you 
will never go crazy; that I promise you, that I promise you.’

“Yet I cringed, seeing another teacher walk by, he who had haughtily 
doubted my ability to sing, his glancing-eyed smirk so glad for my failure. 
Worse than his Schadenfreude, I had failed the seniors’ trust.

“Natheless, one school board member, who later said he’d missed 
the meeting on teacher contracts, approached to say he enjoyed my 
singing. I loved him at once. We decided to meet the next week at The 
Other Place, a bar in Holiday Village. So began my first heart-to-heart 
friendship after nearly twentyfive years on this generous Earth.

“What now? Don asked. I don’t know, I said. What would you like 
to do? I hesitated in genetic distrust. Finally: I’d like to sing.

“Ahh, Don said, his sigh like the breath of new life, as from the 
Spirit that instructs Linus with sighs too deep for words: Linus, Snoopy’s 
security-blanket buddy. O the joy of honest entheos, the gods within!

“Yes, Alki, it remains a wonder that there, in The Other Place, in 
dim-lit darkness, I was blessed by a luminous face and smiling sigh. He 
didn’t laugh. He didn’t laugh! Just a joy of music, joy that we were there: 
a vision of possibilities, glacially cracked, an unseen till, the marvel of 
snowy stone and sand, given a millinudge at last: a shift of warming 
throes, and this old Ice Ager is young again.

“He told me about If You Can Count to Four, a book by someone 
called Jim Jones; not the Jones of later Guyana horrors, but one who built 
a glad life by following basic steps with faith. Don lent me his book: a 
reading that awakened me to ideas that are commonplace today.

“Imagine! No one ever told me to follow true dreams; certainly not 
in formal education, as in educere, to draw out, or lead. Yet always I 
had a secret love to sing, an inner sun smothered by Mephistopheles, 
the Spirit Who Always Denies: It can’t happen to me.

“Mephistopheles, I’ve learned, inhabits your average mortal, nurturing 
notions of Neverness, oft posing as Peter Worldlywise, who with mild 
contempt tells all pilgrims to avoid swamps and secluded recesses where 
sloughs can suck one under; where antipodal Others say a shy and hidden 
bird warbles a centering song, oblivious to all, gladly alone.
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“Gladly alone. The phrase detours me to another chat at The Other 
Place: on the need for solitude. Don said he sometimes secluded himself in 
a small towable travel trailer in a remote section of his farm. I brightened, 
asked if I could spend a night there. Don ne’er asked if I could remain loyal 
to my Self or be Self-Disciplined, nor if I knew about Admiral Byrd’s Season 
of Solitude at the Bottom of the World. He just took me to the trailer on a 
spring night, not lingering, departing in a trail of dust, no stream to keep 
time’s stringèd lariat from massing fears: stifling, suffocating, Tick, tick, 
tick, even the sunset dragging in its descent, a sure harbinger of the long 
night to come. If there were water. I had brought a book, but no light, and 
when the darkness closed in, I found myself more crushed and cowardly 
than before. I wanted only the dawn, and when Don finally came, I had 
to concede the experience was less than pleasant.

“Yet for all my dread, Jim Jones gave whirldly wisdom a different 
dervish, counting to four in radical spin-stop: What if good things can 
happen? If no one wants me after Centerville; if rejection’s e’er in store, 
why not face it on the grandest scale—go for what I really want.

“Uprising times, the coming universal wish to live. Cry, cry for breath. 
Apollo will never fail me, no. Apollo will never fail me, no. I called Don 
around 2:30 a.m. to giggle for wakened dreams. Ne’er such a call! I now 
felt bound to sing; if I didn’t, I’d be doomed by unpardonable omission: 
What would have happened if I had tried?

“But first I had to return to Glacier to keep a promise: If I survived 
Winless, I’d return to my secret place. I drove up on Memorial Day ’69. 
School was out; I was free to seek my land of dreams. I bought a paper, 
stunned to see faces of nine Great Falls sons smiling on page one, all killed 
in the war: faces now a protest, more shocking than any antiwar editorial. 
My return was no ending, just a footnote to the endless martyrdom.

“My destination was Many Glacier, beyond Swiftcurrent cabins, where 
I thrilled to see no cars, so glad to go alone: I knew the path; the presence 
of another soul would have ruined the grandeur of the scene.

“Yet eyes of the dead followed my every move, including Steve 
McCarvel, one of 242 faces making Life Magazine on June 27, 1969: 
one week’s dead, from scores of battles in May across Winless, including 
the horrors of Hamburger Hill. No use to compare our own slavery war, 
when a single skirmish could leave 200 dead, and not make the news. 
The eyes most present belonged to Glenn Fish, killed early in his tour, and 
Mike Hendrickson, killed in his last days. Just three of nine sons; three 
of 35,000 sons fallen by 1969: They had faces.

“The gods surveilled as I came to a small avalanche: a fifty-yard snow 
slide across the trail, no branches peeking thro’ the crusts. A slip meant 
sliding hundreds of feet into darkening trees. Yet I trusted the Glacier gods 
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as I arced my way, tromping with hard, quick steps to assure foothold: a 
place to lengthen one’s life, or accept an early demise. Delta mud stained 
the snow, mud once pungent with the stink of the Mekong. A defiling, 
or a cleansing? My heart sank; till then Glacier seemed remote from 
suffering. My stained boots made the wide world one: All was connected; 
half a world away, innocence felt the wound.

“Having reached the heights, I lingered a while, then began the 
descent, rain following in torrents. What was a storm to me? I enjoyed 
the soaking, courting the rain, gathering images, no list, just such good 
luck to be alone, my heart singing as I dried myself in the Falcon. I found 
a laundromat, and more joyous solitude, with no one to note absent 
clothes. In turn I and the Falcon cruised a-brisk among the pines.

“Even so, I felt the pains of Apollo: Far-Shooting Phoebos sculpting 
and chipping, shaping by crushing force. Bondage with ease, strenuous 
freedom. That one talent which is death to hide. So Miltonic words 
lighten dread, as when a singular form radiates outward some glorious 
idea, an internal sun making my nature clear, a rising obsession giving 
way to the wild yet flattering fancy that even a Wishy can be as gods.

“Anon, the clouds dispersed, and, by Cynthian grace, I saw two eagles 
at the antipodes. First a black eagle ascended Sacagawea Point o’erlooking 
the wide Missouricon, swooping east, whereon a falcon lifted wings to 
swoop a raging peregrine. In turn a white eagle soared o’er River Clear 
and River Black, winging dapple-dawn summits round deltic shores of 
River Red, whose alluvia flows into Tonkin Gulph near Ha Long Bay. 
I was transported; evolutionaries sighed at the prodigy. The eagles flew on, 
eight thousand li, tho’ Phung Hoang soon passed them as it gulped tiny 
Peng, eftsoones windhovering west to the Corinthian Gulph, wimpling 
wings at Delphi, the unchanging omphalos of Apollo’s world.

“It was time for commitment: first to stop smoking, long a conscious 
wheeze of self-destruction, as in college, when, after a six-month 
abstinence, I smoked anew: Who cares, I’ll never sing anyway. Two to 
three packs a day, Lucky Strikes, a habit regressing to a discerning boy 
of fourteen: Hey, I’m tough, most people choke on Luckies: sucking 
and puffing coursing the veins, sensual relief in billowing sighs, back 
in days when Luckies kept moochers at bay, no sissy filters.

“Now a new hunger burning in the hide of me: no more assassin of 
myself. I had to care; I had to choose. The decision came o’er the Fourth 
of July in the Highwood Mountains, at a cabin east of Belt owned by a 
friend of Don. After boozing and chain-smoking ’neath the Sun and the 
Moon, I awoke with a hangover and sore throat of unprecedented severity: 
like wading in nicotine up to my scalp. O Snarles! Make another sign: 
No suicides permitted here, and no smoking in the Falcon. I recalled 
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my six-month abstinence; pretended it was an enormous present. And, 
aside from a flight of desperate cheating—running into the night to 
buy a pack for quick suckings and puffings, refrigerating the pack for 
later cheats—like a reviving wailer whose previous puffs were longest 
and fullest of blissful shame, I finally did quit.

“Holy Moly! It was a victory to cheer Odysseus, who had gods, 
guidance, and garlic to ease the change, unlike teens who cheer anachroid 
Joe Camel of the bloated snout, and will one day have a camel face that 
only desert-wanderers can love. Soon the mere thought of a cigarette at 
my lip was tantamount to a death-wish. Farewell, Thanatos! Flee too 
financial waste, a ghastly three bucks a carton, two cartons a week!

“Then came Apollo 11, in the summer of Apollo’s Call: If they 
can get to the Moon. July 16 remains the call to transcendence: to rise 
above limitations long thought inescapable, as when Refuse-To-Go David 
Harris welcomed the marshals to Struggle Mountain on Moonshot Day, 
now glad to be summoned to regenerate the age. O Alki! hast seen a 
flea leap, springing onehundredfifty times its own height, with all the 
G-force of a rocket launch to deepen brain-swelling desire? Hast seen 
the towering Saturn in explosional grace unleash fiery sporophores 
of contagious entheos, like a hugeous mushroom cloud in Trinity’s 
peace-strong desert? Just so my brain launched an eternal idea, eager 
to carnalize it. Apollo will never fail me, no. Apollo will never fail 
me, no. In turn, on July 20, billions of sea-bounders stood united, fate 
tugging at heart’s door, the like not seen since John and Mary Bunyan 
stood alone on July 20, 1650, praying for light to guide their daughter’s 
blind birth; the like not seen since Bilbo, lost and alone, was lifted by 
Gemini 8 o’er Gollum’s head, seven feet forward and three feet in the 
air, no great leap for a leopard frog, but O, such grace for a Hobbit!

“So now in Apolline aristeia, by a wheatfield near Centerville of 
the Universe, was I bound and determined: You should be looking at 
me! Something greater is happening to me! O! could the high flying 
geese know the ambition of a Wishy toad? (Citizens of Bethel in New 
York were oblivious, alarmed enough by a pending hippie festival.) Yes, 
Alki, to mark the Moon with Epi Bounds may prove comic, or worse; 
yet was I led, entranced, my dreams now an atom of faith. O, Apollo 
found me out in my lonely chamber, and called me forth!”

Eftsoones, melodious song, Demoïseokus as tempering rhapsode, 
whereon Kermit and Miss Piggy burst on scene swinging on a star, 
carrying Duino Moonbeams home in lyrical jars. Anon, Oscar the 
Grouch sneaked a peak, and even uncracked a frown. Or would you 
rather be a prig? Whereon Epi reaches for primeval print, recalling in 
the reach Don’s friend, palm-reading Madame Disquitone.
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“Madame Disquitone: She alone in Centerville field held my hand, 
discerning hieroglyphics in the void of my fate-seeking palm: You 
have no lifeline, she said. Somehow she o’erlooked my Mercury finger, 
wherethrough the gods send divine messages, ne’er thinking to ponder 
my Apollo finger, source of so much bowling power.

“Natheless: Why wait? Why hesitate? Everything began to sing, 
even the discord: This is crazy. Find a teaching job. Stay in Montaña. 
O, what can prevail against the Call of Apollo?”

Epi reaches for a daily atop a stack of newspapers, raising it to view 
ala Harry Truman, whereon a surprise, a ne’er noted headline: 

Ted Kennedy declines invite to Apollo launch
He grabs another paper: “Here are Apollo 11 headlines and Chap pa-

quiddick wonders, whose shaken mists all space unsettle; here a hiker, a 
youth killed in a fall near the Glacier site I traversed Memorial Weekend; 
and here Tricky Dick cancels the U.S.S. Kennedy as recovery-carrier 
for the astronauts’ splashdown, dispatching instead the Hornet to buzz 
history’s ear. Anon, Hamburger Hill rages anew: More troops minced as 
a swallowed bait, and again MACWinless abandons the hill. Augury! the 
Little Red-Haired Girl moves away, disappearing from Charlie Brown’s 
world, Charlie still engaged in the only chat they never had: not one 
hello, let alone a sad farewell!

“O Alkinoös, as Apollo descended, most observers forgot the former 
altar boy riddling round in his mini-cathedral, among the Other Club 
of Bounders who come so close, yet ne’er bounce the Moon to leave 
footprints in the dust. Still, Michael Collins chanced to see the surface of 
things, and held Moonstones, for all that. Eftsoones, Armstrong’s knees 
held strong, though the heart inside him soared to eight score beats a 
minute. Now Neil spoke to his great-hearted spirit: ‘Ah me, now that 
Apollo has granted sight of long hoped-for lunes, and we have crossed 
this great dark matter, I see small way to ford the lunar seas; for on the 
outer side are sharp rocks, boulders the size of Falcons, and—’

GO, said Stephen G. Bales, trusting the nudge from Jack Garman, 
both youngsters trusted and emboldened by Gene Kranz. Whereon:

“Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed.

An Historic Dream Is Fulfilled:
Americans Walk on the Moon
And troubled yon gateways to the stars

“It was closer than we knew, Alki; less than seventeen seconds of 
fuel left. You had us about to turn blue, said Mission Control.
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“Crystal Blue: a new day hailed by Berry’s World: Jim Berry, beloved 
cartoonist, whose sketch observed an elderly couple sitting on their 
farmhouse portico waving cheery bye-bye to a smiling bright-eyed lad. 
The wife is alarmed, her mate yet cheered by E=mc2: ‘Well—how ya 
gonna keep ’em down in Wapakoneta after they’ve seen the MOON!’

“Wapakoneta. Where on Earth did Berry get such a comic name 
like that? Come, Wishy, I will ordain a new destiny. And the life that 
seemed cursed was blessed by Apollo, as when Armstrong dreamed 
and the heavens resounded, Wakantankas bursting everywhere, and he 
felt himself seized by the hair as by talons of an eagle, too strong for 
him, he had to yield. Don’t you just love American dreams, Mr. Berry? 
O happiness! As when Cressida slept and dreamed of an eagle tearing 
out her heart to replace it with its own, so I awakened, resolved to leave 
on August 11, the day after my twentyfifth birthday: leaving everything 
I loved, even bowling at Little’s and the thrill of wide-ranging Montaña 
tournaments. Troops from the 9th Division were coming home, among 
the first withdrawn, a dual release: We’re all going home.

Whoops of Joy
Greet Word of
Pullout Plans

“Up vistaed hopes I sped; And shot, precipitated, Adown Titanic 
glooms …

“In turn a summer surprise:

VC Rocket Hits
Departing GIs

“O Alkinoös, as Cassandra’s warnings were unheeded, so now was 
Madame Disquitone ignored. I bring the horrorscope myself. Ninth 
Division troops were in glad processing when Victor C dropped rockets 
into Dong Tam, killing two, wounding twentyone, one of the dead 
ticketed to leave Winless. O weariness!

“Still, the guys I bunkered with were likely long home, and I felt 
free to risk true dreams: to reach for my own life, my true home, as 
would any demitode weary of this death in life: ready to leave my self-
destructive legacy, and cleave to my dream, that the word shall be made 
flesh. If Joe Namath, in tears, had resigned from football forever—how 
old he was, and just one Super Bowl to show for it!—I in joyous dread 
was ready to play my own game; for indeed, until I was twentyfive, I 
had scarce evolved at all. O Alki, it takes a fit occasion to waken one’s 
powers! The Singer of Apollo: I felt it as instinct; it felt right. It might 
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break my heart, might leave me with nothing but ambition to cling to, 
yet this Apolline call remains my greatest spur.

“In the early hours of my birthday, after closing temples to the Vine 
God, I began my insensible quest for Dion’s blessing, entirely ignorant 
of Astro Aldrin’s ritual Eucharist near Tranquility, where Brother Buzz 
raised a friendly rhyton of transmogrified wine near Crater Dionysos. 
I stopped at an all-night restaurant with Don, my wilderness trailer 
friend; when the Tribune arrived I rose with my dime, and was at once 
caught by headlines and photos of celebrities, all slain in mass slaughter 
in Laistyrgonia ...

“Laistrygonia, where I was going: just a headline, a passing massacre, 
a hint of the Furies, having nought to do with me. Ich bin keiner ’Sassin, 
no Midnight Cowboy. Frisch weht das Irisch Kind der Heimat zu, die 
Heimkehr. The last thing I thought of trying, after leaving the restaurant, 
was to invoke Delphi or Dodona; to seek out the Pythian Priestess or 
the Talking Oak, to ask what course is best to pursue. A sick fear was 
rising: It said, Epi, Epi, hold on tight. I had smiled at Snoopy’s recent 
heroics—on July 13 to be precise, exactly one week before Apollo 11 
launched Earthbound Moonites—I had smiled and saved the Sunday 
’toon wherein the world-famous scribe grew into his paws: Snoop in 
crisis, yet rising to pawsome eloquence in dauntless Beagle courage. O, 
the thrill when the Hound of Schulz’s Heaven began his most renowned 
spiritual work, the beloved Muse’s own. It Was. Pace pace. It Was. Pace 
pace. It Was a Dark and Stormy Night.

“The Falcon engine awaits: Farewell Great Falls! Seek happiness 
in Tranquility. Embrace ambition! Young man, go West!

“And down we went. O yes, I was willing to drive into epical 
hell for an Apolline cause; but who knows the depths, the endurance 
needed to be true? The moment the Falcon pulls out, the real adventure 
begins: a steep and dogged descent that might ne’er end. For Glacier’s 
sake, surely it cannot last ten years! Thank the Schulzian heavens for 
a pooch poised in tempests, all galing together to make life better for 
us Under Toads: a beagle versed in balloonspeak, e’er calling scribes 
to glad mimesis.

“There too a kalypsoed rabbit, ears cocked in wonder, gaping at the 
slaughterhouse on Cielo, as when Kalchas saw four vultures swooping 
on a pregnant hare and three companions (Kalchas alone perceiving the 
unexpected guest, the young man carslumpular). At this violent hour 
such Furies were mere abstractions, so unreal. Cry, cry for breath.

“Retroly, piercing as a Death Valley sandstorm, this headline etched 
into my newsprint brain, stirring me to explore each nook and cranny 
of my spirit for some valiant flaw:
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SHIFT IN GOALS

 No More Dark
Continents Left
For Explorers

“O Alki! I didn’t know what was out there, do you understand? The 
nearest continent is as close as the unexplored self: resembling nothing so 
much as the private wormhole to a universe of dark matter, all outside 
bounds of common dreamers, which the shepherds of Tranquility Base 
now hailed as quest for the New Jasons: If they can get to the Moon. 
Books, scribbles, trifles: these lightened my baggage—not to forget $40 
and a gas credit card. I felt unready, alone, yet wordlessly transported, 
accepting the dread of failing as better than a living death in ungreat falls. 
Here on the west side of the Missouricon, I was thrilled by the Quest 
and the tradition of seeking one’s own Golden Fleece.

“All right, not alone then! [Raising his Kennedy cup, retroly mindful 
to point it in the four directions and to the Above ones and the Below 
Ones, mindless of tribal dog warriors who look on in bewilderment.] 
Suddenly August 10 was gone, and I was free to go. My cocoon had 
burst, and I was free to seek a higher humanity; free to trust in the 
wealth of myths: to trust in Apollo who calls me to a land unknown, 
there to build a new altar in the sky. My purpose holds!

“Two former schoolmates—Jack Gregoire and Lance Olsen—needed 
a lift to San Francisco. By Monday morning, August 11, all but Apollo 
were safely aboard the Falcon. (I forgot to ask Phoebos along.) All across 
narration. Such estranged vocation. Anon, the Falcon was pulsating 
hidden throbonies of Scott McKenzie, whose lyrics I’m forbidden to sing. 
Before departing with rented U-Haul, I clicked the Falcon’s mileage into 
a plastic digital recorder: 13,153.5. O, how many roads must a Falcon 
swoop down before a Wishy becomes a Man?

“That was one of my last clear thoughts, Alkinoös; in turn I recall 
not sweete Zephyrus, but green clouds, my companions whelmed by 
mephitic air, lunging for palegreen windows to dispel the fumes of 
beery ferments gang agley, rising as a stellar nursery for evolutionaries, 
as when the Hubble Telescope captured the Falcon Nebula, pillars of 
dust and gas, cocoons for embryonic stars. Natheless, I see now endless 
wail roads, musing on the many called, only the rarest fish chosen, in 
turn rising as laughing prosopon, or happy human face.”

Till Pythian voices wake us, and—
“And then, aside from a few moments of clarity, I lost my voice, as 

I’m losing it now from fear of babbling. Your Wishy became a nothing, 
Alki; a Nobody buried in uprising times. The son of Julian and Evelyn 
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did not know what was out there, you understand? Evoe, Evoe! So when 
we continue tomorrow, your grace, the brother of Ktimene and Richard, 
must needs surrender to the Muse, for only the Goddess Divine can speak 
with certainty on the Wishywashy years that followed.”

So Epi spoke, and all were stricken to silence (even Karl Marlantes, 
who had slipped in unnoticed), all in thrall to Wishy’s trust in the one 
thought that had taken possession of his life, dispersing childlike visions 
that Nature’s spirits had centered in him when traversing Glacier peaks 
and vales. Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting. Alkinoös:

“Wishy Epi, some of what you say is fair and orderly; but what’s this 
mountainous range of newspapers and magazines? Sometimes in your 
roverings we lost sight of you, kalypsoed by the musty newsprint.”

4 years later, Wayne Estes
remains a towering presence

Epi surveyed the mounts, and replied with wingèd words:
“Gee, I hardly noticed; I like the mustiness; it keeps distant events 

close as yesterday. I started saving ’em ’cause I knew I was living historic 
times: zauberkräftig, magical times. Surely the Moon-Magical Day is an 
event that the unborn will long to witness! So too am I driven by JFK 
headlines, e’er recalling Mick’s lonely hunter who saved newspapers for 
years. My stacks are incomplete, with huge gaps; even so, it spares me the 
fate of the hero who was crushed by events when his mounts avalanched 
on him. I’m reliably informed that no one found this mythic hero for 
three days. And yet (as I ponder refuge in homelessness), my sculptable 
stacks span decades, to Winless days and Snoopy in the spring of ’69, 
the first seed planted in the damp, drizzly headlines of November ’63.

“Newspapers are a part of me, Alki; their lines fired my spirit. Just 
skim, your grace; headlines, less detail. For me details were a daily swim; 
oft tsunamic waves of gloom and gore, yet e’er buoyed by the great Jax 
Myth, whose love for a cleansing shower the world now well knows.”

Nearing the guest chamber, Alkinoös turned in afterthought:
“What’s a swamper?”
Epi smiled; only Ivan Doig, John Maclean, and Hillary Rodham 

hint such earscapes, tho’ not even Ivan e’er saw Wishy in his graveyard 
shift at Little’s Lanes, pausing in his swamper rounds to hymn “Moon 
River” in Huckleberry style.

“A swamper,” said Epi, “is a janitor.”
“Ah,” said Alkinoös, recalling Qassa-tabat, sweeper of the nether-

world, and Siduri the tavern keeper, whose names made Epi’s eyes glaze. 
Alkinoös departed for his alcove o’er a soundless portico, comfortably 
cooled by softing breezes from the Eudoric Sea. Epi’s newspapers were 
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interesting, fun, historic; they were also claustrophobic: small rooms 
minus lights or windows, the inverse of his airy alcove. Yet Epi was 
spellbound, a puzzle to Alkinoös, whose father weaned him on retro-
ranging Thoreau: “Read not the Times. Read the Eternities.”

And so Alkinoös knew from long experience that newspapers are 
always decades behind truth, whether it be the trifles of personal lives, 
or the exalted tales of revolutions, as when embers of peace are sparked 
by standalone dissidents whose fire and furies have been transformed. 
The monarch needed air. He hastened to his alcove, beckoned by a 
paperback atop a stack of books, a big black book he now longed 
to read. ’Twas said to be the voice of Clio herself (with assist from 
Calliope), whose dictations on John Paul Vann and the Footnote War 
were faithfully recorded by Neil Sheehan, a timeless reporter who came 
back to tell all, not quite all ...

Alki’s wife was away, called to consult by Peter Green, who needed 
to get fleecy facts straight. Alkinoös missed her: Arété’s wit and curiosity, 
the questions she’d have asked Epi, her ability to perceive well-balanced 
minds, her love for Cervantes who saw some undertakings as so terrible 
that only a laugh will get you out of it. She oft cited Sancho’s wonderment 
on souls in discontent, so fierce in their quests that they keep asking 
for the barren Moon; marveled too at Apollo 8, circling the Moon in 
the last nanosecond of Carl Sagan’s 4.5-billion-year Earth Year, 375 
million years after the first Tiktaalik emerged from the deeps to flee 
sharkish predators. Arété welcomed all forms of struggle: “You get 
what you get and you don’t get upset.”

O Phoebe! Easy is the going down for a heavenly cause ...
Now the Muses divine, with attendant Graces, bade a kalypsoed 

hello to the king as he settled a tall pillow against the bed’s backrest; 
then, thro’ airy colonnades, he looked to the generous sea, where, in 
lightful Moonpath, a flash of dolphins arced the waves. He stared, 
hopefully, his face cooled by the salty breeze. Anon, four smooth arcs 
leaped again, like Delphian guides hailing the harsh Mistress; as quickly 
gone, the waves glist’ning to hint joy in the swim.

Alkinoös put on the soft strains of Charlie Haden and Pat Metheny, 
who strummed a Webbian hymn to appease the Moon Goddess. He 
propped his pillow; invoked Morpheus to keep him attentive, at once 
recalling David McCullough’s bio of Harry Truman, another exception 
to his commitment to read only books that are at least 3,000 years old. 
In turn the daughters of Mnemosyne helped Alkinoös throw off sleep, 
and bestowed on him a wakeful reading of A Bright Shining Lie.
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The Reader’s Eye

I am apart from all that I have met

Town Meeting Will Climax
‘Forward Great Falls Day’

by Lynette Simpson
for The Revisionist Tribune

It’s official. By proclamation of Mayor John J. McLaughlin 
April 22, 1969 is Forward Great Falls Day, which will culminate 
tonight when a town meeting comes to order in the auditorium 
of Great Falls High School at 7:30 p.m.

The meeting is going to go great, Rev. Leland, FGF Chairman 
asserted. We are anticipating as many as a thousand people.

The reason for Forward Great Falls, Rev. Leland added, is 
to bring together the interest and energies of residents of the 
city to develop and carry out a program of planned community 
development.

Leland also was particularly encouraged by the part young 
people in Great Falls are playing in the Forward Great Falls 
promotion

He called the youth emphasis an “exciting thing”
The Ravins, a local rock group led by actor-singer Denis 

Steele, wrote a song especially for the occasion:

He said: C’mon and hear my call
Don’t let it ride

And Lonnie Waldron, high school student, said:
Each journey begins with a single step. Won’t you take that 

step and join us?

There lies the port; Wizard Merwin cannot tell you what to take

Oh, Gracklin’ Rosie get on board

‘Snoopy’ Gyrates
Low Over Moon,
Crew Zips Back

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)—Two Apollo astronauts 
returned to their command ship Thursday after twice flying a 
fragile spacecraft within 9.4 miles of the lunar surface in man’s 
closest approach to the moon.

Air Force Col. Thomas P. Stafford and Navy Comdr. Eugene A. 
Cernan guided their lunar lander

Navy Cmdr. John W. Young, the command ship pilot
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A shout of happiness came down from space as Young brought 
the two spacecraft together

“Snoopy and Charlie Brown are hugging each other,” Young 
said, using the radio code names for the two craft. The lunar 
module went out of control briefly just before the second low 
pass over the moon. First indication of trouble was a surprised 
“Son of a bitch” exclamation from Cernan

Steve McCarvel Dies in War

Fire Traps, Kills 60 Patients
At Nursing Rest Home for the Aged

Korean Afterthoughts
by William F. Buckley Jr.

Concerning the crisis caused by the shooting down of the U.S. 
plane off Korea, a few observations:

1. How strange that so soon after it happened it is all but 
out of the news

War Gets
Focus
In Nation

by the Associated Press
Observances centering on the Winless War are a focal point 

Friday, Memorial Day, as Americans pay tribute to those who 
have died in the nation’s wars

Winless, the longest war in the nation’s history, has claimed 
more than 35,000 lives

Nothing you read in the newspapers is true, Thibault said.

Falls Loses
Nine Sons

U.S. War Toll Last Week
Second Highest of Year

Wisdom of Hamburger Hill Debated

Paris Peace Talks Show No Progress

Bradley Leads
LOS ANGELES (AP)—Thomas Bradley, the Negro councilman 

challenging Mayor Sam Yorty
In a ’Gone Winds copyright survey, pollster Don Muchmore 
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reported Bradley leading Yorty 53-36 percent, with 11 percent 
undecided—one day before the election for mayor

Tap. Tap. Tap.

‘Moon Bug’
Risk Said
Very Slight

Homer-Hitting Jackson
Says He Won’t Get 60

by Herschel Nissenson
Associated Press Sports Writer

Reggie Jackson
“I’m not going to get 60 home runs because I’m not a 60-home 

run man,” Jackson said Wednesday night after belting his 31st, 
32nd and 33rd homers

“I only hit three homers in a game once before in organized 
ball,” said Jackson

“That was in Modesto in the California League in 1966. I 
wasn’t consciously

O. Gley Simpleton, Bills Agree
To Lucrative 4-Year Contract

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)—... the highest paid rookie since the 
merger of the two leagues in 1966 is San Francisco quarterback 
Steve Spurrier, who is supposed to have signed a three-year contract 
in the neighborhood of $250,000. ...

If the figures on Spurrier’s reported contract are correct, 
Simpleton’s contract will be worth somewhere in the $350,000-
$450,000 range.

Simpleton had originally sought

The tragical hysteri tour is coming to take you away

50th Out of 50

Another Last for Montana
the only state in the country that has failed to submit a highway 

safety plan as required by the federal 1966 Highway Safety Act

Motorists Facing Zap From MHP
by John Kuglin, Tribune Staff Reporter

HELENA—Speeding motorists in Montana are running 
a higher risk of being zapped by State Highway Patrol radar 
units.
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The patrol is using more radar units to catch speeders, 
especially those who violate the state’s nighttime speed limits 
of 65 miles per hour on Rhodios  highways and 55 on most 
other

Like a trickster throbbing waiting

Where’s your car taking you, Epi?

In Winless Shooting

Green Beret Colonel,
7 Others Charged

Heaviest Since Lull’s Start

Fighting Picks Up in Winless

looking across the ha-ha till he was weary

Mansfield Sponsors Bill to Ban
U.S. Troops in Laos and Thailand

As freshman senator in 1953, the Montana Democrat 
advocated the ‘chain-reaction theory of countries falling.’ In 1962 
he began his role as quiet critic of U.S. policy in Southeast Asia: 
“I’m sure you can’t be right. I’m sure you can’t be right.”

It could have been Bernard Fall speaking.

El Salvador Invades Honduras

Nixon Travels to Winless
BANGKOK (AP)—His call at Di An, a small base in a scrub 

country some 12 miles north of Saigon, was the first presidential 
trip into a combat operations area in Winless

Former President Lyndon B. Johnson limited his Winless visits 
in 1966 and 1967 to Cam Ranh Bay, a big U.S. coastal base 
180 miles northeast of

Quick Visit to Winless

No More Concessions—Nixon

Son Steve Wounded at Hamburger Hill

Leone Tice flies to Yokohama:
‘I came to get my boy’

And all the king’s horses and

Jack Garman Dies at 72
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$24 Billion Gamble

Prestige of U.S. Rides on Apollo
by Rudy Abramson, LAT, July 13, 1969

“What a tragedy it would be,” a space official said recently, 
“if we had left the Russians to explore the moon and all we had 
to offer the world now was Vietnam.” ...

A public opinion poll ... the majority of Americans are dubious 
about the moon landing ...

“Americans can be almost too blase and sophisticated,” said 
Dr. David Reisman, professor of social sciences at Harvard. 
“For some people the more things you can reject, the more 
sophisticated you are.”

Welcome to the Campiest Place on Earth

A Severe Strain on Credulity
Further investigation and experimentation have confirmed the 

findings of Isaac Newton ... that a rocket can function in a vacuum 
as well as an atmosphere. The Times regrets the error.

–NYT, July 17, 1969
 

‘Well — how ya gonna keep ’em down in Wapakoneta
after they’ve seen the MOON!’

Better be moving along, Brother Buzz.

Awed Astronauts Head Homeward;
Warm Welcome Planned at Pago Pago

And O, ye dolphins!
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